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Abstract 

One of the most succe6llful and most widely studied applications of computer~a.i.ded wCIWloeis 
js that of a.cut@ abdominal pain. However, widetlpread introduction of computen into 
clinical practice seeWli to be hindered by their limited diagn06tic accuracy. This monogra.ph 
docnmellts some experiments we have carried out to investigate the effect 00. diago.OfJtic 
accuracy of using various statistical and knowledge-based. methods to take dependencies 
between clinical obBervations into account. We presenl detailed spedficatjons of a variety 
of statistical and knowledge-baaed programs withlo. a common formal framework nsing the 
Z specificatioo. la.nguage. We describe how we collected a retrospective databue of 1270 
cues of abdominal pain of suspected gynaecological origin. This we ued to evalnate all 
methods. 

Our results show that no significant improvement in accwa.cy can be made by taJdng in
tera.ctioDll into account; independence BayeB is optimal in this application. However, the 
nearest o.e.ighbours method using a new metric appears to be at least aa accura.te. The 
metric ill the Euclide&II dista.nce between the poeterior probability wstributions over the 
possible diBe&!ie8, computed using the independeuce Bayes formulA. We argue that the 
nearest neighbours method is more suitable for clinical use tban the direct applica.tioll of 
independence Bayee because oC improved ac.eountability. The computer analy&is is encoded 
and displayed to tbe user 38 a small Bet of actual eases that presented similarly to the new 
t.a5e. The U&E:r can Nltrieve these Caaetl and inspect hotb their presenta.tions and outcoDleB 
if he willhes. The ability to justify and support decisions in this way should be invalua.ble 
in lla.fety-criHcal fields 8ucb as medicA.! diagn06is. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In this ehapter we give an overview 0/ the ezperimenLs we have carried out 
to investigate 'he effect an diagnostic accuracy of wing various statistical and 
knowledge-baaed methods to take dependencies belw«rl clinical observatiol18 into 
account. We ata~ by briefly 8urveying 'he field 0/ computer--aided medical di4g
noais, with the emph(l.Bls on the use of independence Bayes in the diagnosis of 
lU:uk aMominal pain since this is the most widely studied and most 81JccessJuI 
application. Widespread introduction of computers into elinical proetia seems 
10 ~ hindered by ,hei,. limited diagnostic accuracy. Can oct:'umcy be improved 
by taJcing interocHona into account~ We address thi8 question by designing and 
implementing a variety of statutirol and knowledge-basro programs, and testing 
them on the lame data set of patienLs. Our reAulLs lJuggest that independentF. 
Bayu is optimal, but that the nearest n£ighbours method using a new metric is 
at kast as aaurote. We argue that the new n£arest neighbour-. technique is more 
witable than independence Bayes jor elinical use. However, it seems unlikely 
thot aeCt.lrocy can be improved by n£w computational methods. 

1.1 Computers and Medical Diagnosis 

Ever since the electronic computer becam.e commercially available, clinicia.ns have been 
interested in ita potential to assist medical diagn06is [Led59, Lip61]. The motivation for 
machine ll.8Bistance is that doctors are not fully aware of the siguificance oC the observations 
they make; numerOllS studies [Dom78, Kni85, Lav90J have since confirmed this. Perhaps the 
best known and most successful application of a diagnostic program is due to de Dombal 
aud colleagues in Leeds, Engla.nd [Dom72]. Bayes theorem was used to classify cases of 
acute abdominal pain into one of seven mutually exclusive disease utegories. Since the 
method involves a.n assumption that observations (symptoms and signs) are conditionally 
independl'Dt within each disease category, the method is often referred to as 'independence 
Bayes'. The computer analysis is regarded as a 8upplemeutal test much like iUly other 
investigation [Dom84]. 

Over the last twenty years, independence Bayes has beeD used to a.8Bist the diagnQl§is oC 
acute abdominal pain in a.n enormous munber of patients worldwide [Dom91]i a multicentre 
trial in the UK alone involved 16737 patients {Ada.86]. The accuracy of the computer pro
gram., however, was now less than the initiallltudies had suggested. Furthermore, although 
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dinicilUUl made fewer errors when the computer syl!lteJn was introduced, it became clear 
that much of the improvement was due to the discipline of IlBing structured da.ta-collectKln 
fonns to record patie.nt histories [Wel89, Gun91]. A re-a.naJysis of 5193 of the cases showed 
tha.t most of the observed improvement WaB actually due to 'non-specific a.bdominal pain' 
(NSAP) being diagnosed rather than DO diagnoais being made [We192]. Disturbingly, it was 
noted tha.t if the computer roa.de any diagnosis other tha.n NSAP, there was less tba.n a. 50% 
chance of it being right! 

A Scandinavian study fFen87] reported a. similar effect of introdu.cing structured data.
collection (orms aloue: the negative laparotomy rate decre.al!ied from 26% \0 16%, a.nd the 
pOllitive laparotomy ra,\e for a.ppendicitis increased from 69% to 17%. However, computer 
accuracy was less in this study than in the UK multicentre trial. Other groups have alao 
experienced difficulty in achieving a computer accuracy equal to that of the clinician (e.g. 
[Kir87, Sut89b, FIa.92l. Indeed, 1n one retroepective study of 200 ca.see of acute abdominal 
pain seen in an accident and emergency department, initial clinical accuracy was recorded 
as high as 65% [Mai88]. This is similar to other workers' results with computers and struc
tured forms. In another study of 158 cases of acute abdominal pain admitted under one 
surgical firm, use ofstructured forms and selective use of dlagnoatic laparoscopy led toonly 
3 mana«ement errors (two unnecessary appendicectomies and a laparotomy for diverticul&r 
abscess); when independence Bayes was applied retrospectively to the same cases, adqltion 
of the computer diagn06is would have produced a total of 26 similar errors [Pat89J. The 
value of the computer a.ualysis is therefore undear, especially as there are many other diag. 
noatic tedlniQUe8 available and perhaps underused (e.g. ultrasonography and fine catheter 
aspiration) (Pat91). In the West Lothian study of computer-aided dlagnmis of acate ab
dominal pain, computer accuracy gradually fell from 78.5% to 55.0% over a 15 year period, 
while clinical accuracy in the accident and emergency department remained fairly waatant 
at 60.4% to 70.0%. A decision was therefore made to withdraw computer-aided diagnosis 
and continne with only structured da.l;a-collection forms [St092}. Similaz experienc.ea have 
been reported in other areas of medicine: Engle d aI conduded that aIter 30 yea.rs of re
search iuto computer. aided diagnoais of haematological diagnOllis they have finally accepted 
that the 'intelligent' computer does not even seem useful as &ll aid [En.g92]. Low computer 
accuracy seems to limit widespread use of computen as decision aids in medicinE rSut89a). 
Therefore, C8J1 accuracy be improved by using computational methods other th&ll indepen
dence Bayes? 

1.2 Statistical Interactions 

AD.y possibility of improvement depends crucially on the presence of statistical interactions 
between observations within each dlsease category [Nor15a]i II no such intera.ctions OCcur 
then clearly the independence model it optimal. Experience, however, suggests that some 
symptoms and signs do lend to eclipse othen (e.g. (Dix91]). Indeed, numero\18 studies have 
'hOWD the presence of interactions in a variety of applka~ions [Nor75b, PJy18, Tod93a.]. 
HO'Wever, it does not necesaa.riJ.y follow that taking these interactioaa into a.:count will im
prove aceura.cy. Hilden [HiIS4.} has pointed out that for a particular claBf of probability 
distributions, a dassifier based 011. independence Bayes is optimally accur&1e despite st... 
tilJticai. intera.ctious. Furthermore, for «me of theee diltribationa, 'be independence Bay. 
formula even comput_ the conect pc»terior probabilidul Bowev_. in practice ir:ulepea
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dence Bayes is usually (ound to poorly caJjbrated, producing over-optim1atic estimates of 
the posterior probabilities (e.g. [Rus83, Gap89, WeI92]). Poor calibration is ea&i..ly recti4 
fied [Dam92]. The central question which this monograph addre8ses is whether statistical 
models other than independence Bayes are more accurate claB6ifieClil. 

Some early studies [Nor75a, Fry78] suggested that accnra.ey can be improved by taking 
interactioDB into acconnt. However, in hoth cues the test set had been used for train
jng purp08e8; a. classifier with more degrees of freedom would naturally be better able to 
separate examples from different clasees. Other comparative studies in the diagnosis of 
thyroid disea.se [Nor71], diagn06iB of liver disease [Cro74]. prediction of outcome of head 
injuries [Tit81], and prognosis of heart disease [Rus83} have generally ooncluded that inde
pendence Bayes is the most suitable classifier. In a study of patients with abdominal pain 
presenting to general practitionen, a six-page diagn08tic 80wchart, a linear di8criminant 
and independence Bayes were found all to be of simila.r accuracy, and much worse th&1l the 
clinician8 [Ori86}. In a lDore recent study roncerning 6,000 patients with acute abdominal 
pain,jndependence Bayes WaB found to be aiguificantly more accurate than another method 
(induced decision tree) which avoids the independence assumption (Ga.m91]. Consequently, 
many regard independence Bayes as optimal [Edw84J. and some regard discussion about 
the ~ype of romputer progra..m to use aB outmoded [Dom91J. 

However, a }'rench study involving 6916 patienh with acute abdominal pain reported in in
crease in computer accuracy from 63.7% to 67.7% as a result of taking into acrouut pairwise 
interadions by means of a Lancaster modellSer86]. Some other studies have also reported 
improvements. Neural networks were fOWid to be more accurate than independence Bayes 
for discriminating appendicitis from NSAP [Ehe91]. The test set was small though (3 caBe8 

of appendicitis and 61 of NSAP). and the difference in accuracy does not appear to be 
statistically significant. Simila.rly, Emparanza. et aI [Emp88] found logistic discrimination 
to be more accurate (91%) than independence Bayes (84%) for the same disc:r:im.ination task 
in children (training &et 569, test set 100). However, ROC curves were not shown, so it is 
conceinble that the observed improvement was due to the better calibration of the logis
tie discriminant. In another application, the prediction of recurrent upper gaBtrointestinal 
bleeding, (again a binary discrimjnation task) an increase in a.ccura.cy from 57% to 67% 
was achieved by taking interactions into account by means of a dependence tree [Ohm88]. 
However, interpretation is difficult because tbe training and test samples were small (322 
and 207, respectively) and were collected over different study periods betweeu whkh man· 
agement policy chMged. In summary, therefore, while it is dea.rly evident that statistical 
interadions are usually present amongst observations, it is less evident that &Ccuracy ca.n 
be improved by taking these interactions into account. 

Perhapslhe reaBon is that statistical. methods more sophistkated than independence Bayes 
tend to require estimation of many more numerical. para.metefll. The consequent tendency 
to overnt to the training sample offBets any gain in accnracy that can be achieved by 
taking interactions into a.ccount. Perhaps current databases a.re aimply too small for pumy 
statistiuJ. methods to exploit interactions fully. One possible IlO1ntion is to e.xploit available 
knowledgt of causal mechanisID8 in the pa.rticular domain of application in order to CODBtruct 
a classifier that is less highly pa.ram.eterized. The knowledge call be expressed as inference 
rules (e.g. [Dav71D, or as an explicit causal model (e.g. [Rai88, Bec92bl). 

Rule-based systems hav<e now been compared with independence Bayes in I!leveral appliu. 
tions. One of the earliest WaB the diagnolis of dyspepsia: no significant difference In &c.Cu
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ru;y was found [Fox80], although the inference rules do Dot appear to ha.ve been eqnipped 
with numerical certa.inty (u;tors. The rule-based a.pproach was found to be lesa a.c.C1I1'a1e 

tba.n independence Bayee in the diagnoeis of lymph node pa.thology [Hec92a]. and abou.t 
&II a.c.ctlCate as independence Ba.yes in the diagnosis of a.cl.lte abdominal pain [Dom89]. 
However, if subjective certainty fadonl are used then any gain in accuracy achieved by 
ta.lcing interactions into account is offset by errore in estima.tion of the parametere; nu
merical estima.tes elicited lIubjectively from clinicians are well·known to be frequently in· 
accurate [Lea72, KniS5. Cha87]. Few rule-baaed expert systeInB a.ppear to estima.te DO

merical parameters objectively Crom an actual training sample. A recent exceptiou. ill 
EMERGE [Hud91] currently being developed for the diagnOllis of chest pa.in. 

An alternative to the rule-baaed a.pproach is the <:OBstruction of an uplicit 81;a.tistica! model 
of the causal mechanism by which diseases produce their lWI.Il.ifestauons. The m08t gen
eral and best-known representation is that of the Bayeaian network (e.g. [And91, Hec92bJ). 
Cooper asserts that if ea.usal and probabilietic. knowledge ie available then the ea.ueal graph 
(Ba.yesian network) method will generally yield more accurate diagnostic. resulte than in
dependence Bayes [Coo86]. Ludwig and Heilbronn, however, reported th&t a probabilistic 
causal graph was less accur""e than simple logistic regreseion for the diagn08ie of chest 
pain [Lnd83J. Nevertheless, iutultlon supports Cooper's view that a carefully COBstruCted 
knowledge-baaed program should be more accurate t.han independence B&ye8, provided that 

1.	 all numerical parameters are estimated objectively from a random traiwog aample, 
and 

2.	 proper attention ie paid to constraining the number of degrees of freedom 80 th"" 
overfitting doell not occur. 

The rest of this monograph documente a series of experiments we have carried out to teet 
this hypothesie. 

1.3 Methods 

We designed and implemented a set of diagnostic programs embodying various para.digms, 
ranging from the puNly statistical to the knowledge-based. The la.tter included categorical 
flowcllarts, rule-based sys.teme and Bayesian networks. Some of the methods aN! Itandard, 
while others are innova.tjve. However, we describe aU methods within the &aJD.e formal 
mathem""lcal framework using the notational couvenLions of the Z epecification [Spi88]. 
We do this principally for two reasons.: to document precisely the methods tha.t we have 
implemented and to reveal Nla.tioDJIhipe between the various. methods. Howewr, the process 
of formal specification ca.n aJso be a source of unexpected ineight. For example, the concept 
of an itera.tive fiowcha.rt (Chapter 7) arose naturally as a way of prodl,lcing idempotent 
inference procedures from wdividual inference steps.. 

Recently software engineering tethwquetl have been increasingly applied to lnowled~based 
s.ystems. Formal specifiea.tion has been used to present the theoretic.aJ basis for models of 
:reasoning, BUch as rule-based deducuon {Bez91] and Bayesian dasai:fi.c~ioa. [pen.89). It 
has aJso been UIM!d to provide precise descripLione of pa.r1icu.la.r inferena 'Yatema [Hai88). 
However, the style of specification varies widely. This iI because the specifiea.tiOllfi an of 
exisung systems, whOle a&llumpLioD8 partially determine the style of apecilication. Yet one 
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of the strengths of mathematical specifica.tion ia its ability to ab6tract away from detailB of 
particular implementa.tions. This is achieved by starting with an abstr&ct view of inference 
that is 80 general that it should apply to almost aJlsystems. Tills model is then refined by 
making explicit design decisions until a particular implementation is reached. This is the 
slyle we ha.ve adopted in tbis monograph. We U!>e simple mathematical definitions (sets, 
sequences, functions etc.), interleaved with prOBe which motivate8 and justifies the design 
decisioDs. 

In order to evalua.te the programs we compared tbem on the same data. !OCt 80 tha.t pa.irwise 
tests of statistical significance of any ob!>eTved difference could be applied. The applica.tion 
we thOl:le was the dia.gn06is of abdominal pa.in because it has heen so widely studied, and 
it a?pears to be the most successful yet. In particular, we confined our attention to a 
specific subgroup of patients, those for whom the pain is suspected to be of gynaecological 
origin. The scope for exploiting knowledge of causal. mechanisms appears to be greatest in 
this selected group of patients. We collected our own data becaulle we needed as detailed 
information as possible about the pathophysiological state of each patient in order to esti
mate the various numerical parameters for the knowledge-bued programs. Since we were 
interested in comparing the different programs thenu;elves rather than in comparing com
puter with clinician, retrospectively collected cases were adequate for our pUrp08e since any 
impairment of the quality of clinical. da.ta tends to disadvantage aJ.l programs simila.rly. We 
collected a total of 1270 cases, the first 202 of which could not be used for testing any of the 
knowledge-based programs because those cases had been used to assist knowledge-base con
struction. We tested the programs on aJl the remaining l06S Ca.&e8, using a cro5S-validation 
6trategy to avoid bias when estimating aJl numerical parameters. 

The evaluation mea.llure we used universaJly is the overaJ.l crude error rate, taking the diseaae 
with highest calculated posterior probability as the computer's diagn06is. This enabled us 
to compare aJ.l programs, including a 80wchart whose output is categorical, on a common 
scale. We did not explore other measures such as the qnadratic or logarithmic score {TitS1] 
hec.aulle we felt this was too Ilenaitive to the calibration of the program, and would be likely 
to unfairly disadvantage independence Bayes in particular. Poor calibration can always be 
improved by quite simple means (e.g. a look-up table), flO m~ures such as the quadratic 
score are potentiaJ.ly misleading. Nor did we attempt to weight errors with a.BflOciated 
costs: since we included 19 dillease5 in oUI application, this would have involved subjedive 
estimation of 342 utilltiest However, we do present fulJ discrimination matrices for all our 
programs 80 that sensitivity, specificity and reliability can be calculated with respect to 
each condition. 

Our results show that no significant improvement in accuracy can be made by taking in· 
teractions into account; independence Bayes is optimal in this applic.a.tion. However, the 
neatest neighbours method using a new metric appears to be ~ least as accurate. The 
metric is the Euclidean distance between the posterior probability distributions over the 
possihle diseases, computed using the independence Bayes formula.. We argue that the 
nearest neighbours method is more suitable for clinical Ulle than the direct application of 
independence Ba.yes because of improved accountability. The computer analysis is encoded 
and displayed to the user a.8 a sma.ll set of actual cases that presented similarly to the new 
case. The nser can retrieve these c.a&es and inspect both their presentations and outcomes 
if he wishes. The ability to justify and 6upport decisions in thi6 way should be invaluable 
in safety·critical fields 8uch as medical diagnosin. 



Chapter 2 

A Formal Model of Diagnostic 
Programs 

This coopter introduceIJ CI 8irnpk dbBtroct model of infef'f!.nt:e which will Berve 
as a common ,dorling point for the duign of all diagnostic prognnlls ducribed 
in th.. document. A8 on illuatrdtwR, the model is rf!.Jined to tJ simple non
purumetnc stofQticul progrum. 

2.1 A Diagnostic Program 

A diagnostic program BBBista the int.erpreta.tion or clin1caJ. findingB. It takes as input any 
informa.tion that has been gathered regarding a. patient, and ontpnts all concluaioDIL that 
can be dra.wn and all inferenU'fl tha.t an be ma.de. We therefore regard a. diagnostic program 
(DP) as a fundioD that manipula.tes information of clinical relevance. 

DP == Info _ Info (2.1 ) 

The program's input generally tonsist8 of SymptoDlB and other wstodcal items, phyaic.al 
and radiological Bigns, the result.e of certain other investigations, and perha.ps details Loo or 
any esta.blished. medical condition the pa.tient is known to ha.ve. The program's ontpnt j, 
a. more complete description of the patient: one which includes a. diagn06UC al8e8&ment of 
the clinical findings. 

Notice that a diagn06tiC program is not necesear:ily a total function. If a patieat description 
is illogical, or imp06sible for any reason, then the result of applying a diagnOllltic program. 
to s'Ucb a description is undefined. (For simplicity, we regard the purpoee of a diagnostic 
program to be the diagnosis of disease in patients rather than the related task of detecting 
erroR in patient descriptions.) ThereCore, the domain of a diagnostic program consists of 
precisely the patient descriptions that are Ceasible; those that are impOlUlible &n! excluded.. 

2.2 Information 

The diagnostic task amounts to reconstt1lcting a complete description of apatient's medical 
state from only partial information. The complete medical state of .. pa.tient includes all 

9 
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dieeaeee that are present, aJ.l symptoms IWd signs that an! exhibited, all other meaaurable 
physiological parameten, and all historical items of clinical relevance including pe:I"80nal 
detallB ncb. all sex and age. We refer to 41 complete description of 8. pa.tient's medic.alsta.te 
as iI. case, and we denote the set of all such desc.riptioIUI (whether feasible or Infeou;jble) by 
the symbol CASE. 

Medical observation and medical rea.soning, however, are pervMJed by uncertainty. Rarely is 
it p088.ible to say without any shadow of doubt what the correct diagnosis is, and sometimes 
it is Dot even clear what symptoms and aigus the patient baa [G1l73]. Therefore, let WI 
represent information about a patient as a. probability distribution over cases. 

Info:: DeASE (22) 

A plObabiUty distribntioo over any counta.ble set T is defined by 

OT '" {d:T_P'I~d(t)=I} (2.3) 

where lPr' denotes the closed interval between 0 and 1. 

P, '" {" RIO s' S I} (2.4) 

In practice, there will be on.ly a finite number of possible patient descriptions, since it is 
not useful to record arbitrarily small \lu1ations between C8Be8. We tberefore a88llDle that 
CASE is both finite and non-empty. 

The complete abeoence of any information is represented by the uniform. distribution. This 
is beca.qse if there is no fe8.ll0n to prefer one case aB more typical than another then the 
Principle oj IrwliJJerena dictates that e\lery ca5e ill assigned equal probability [Nea89J. We 
denote vacuous informa.tion by the symbol 0. 

I o := >.c: CASE. #CASE (2.5) 

Thus 0is the information we ha\le about a panicular patient if we have no knowledge of the 
patient's medical state. no knowledge of the population from which tbe pa.tient WaB drawn, 
and no knowledge even of. the medical properties of difi'erenl populations: if in short we 
know nolhing either about the patient or abont medicine. 

2.3 An Abstraction Function 

If I denotes the information that a gi\len patient has been waWIl ra.ndotnly from a panicular 
population (Le. I is the prior distribution) tben let us D8e I to CODStruct a diagnostic 
program. 1>(1). Let J be the information obtained abont the patient by the cUnician. The 
combined information. taking into acwunt both I and J. is gi\len by the Bayes product or 
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the two distributions. 

'D :Wo -+ DP (2.6) 

VI: Info. 

1>(l) = ~J ,Info I I@J ;<G. 
, . CAS. 1(t:l X J(C) 
....C. • AA i 

JII1Jm 
I@J" E I(e) X J(e) 

e:CA.SIJ 

Informa.tion J is feasible (and the Bayes product is defined) precisely when it is consistent 
with the complete description of at leallt one case tha.t can be found in the given population. 
That i8 to say, there exists a case C 8uch that I(c) ~ 0 aud J(c) #: O. 

2.3.1 Some Properties or Vacuous InronnatioD 

Several simple and intuitive results follow immediately from. the definitions above; they are 
stated without pl'oof. Fintly, no maUer what diagnostic program ~ build, we can always 
apply it to the vacuoos body of information (0). 

Lemma 1 

L Info ~ 0 E dom1>(I) 

Furthermore, if we take advantage of thi8 facility, since we sopply no information at all 
aOOu1. the patient we wi8b to diagnose, all we obtain is a description of the ra.ndODl case. 

Lemma 2 

I ,Info ~ 1>(1)(0) = I 

Lastly, the diagnostic program conatructe<luom vacuous infof1Ila.tion is simply the identity 
function: if we provide our diagnOlltic program with no informa.tion about the ~neral 

population, it c.an never infer a.nytbing. 

LemID.8. :I 

~ 1>(0) = id 

2.4 A Simple Diagnostic Program 

In order to estima.te the prior distribnoon of cases, 'lie .ample the relevant POPulation by 
collecting a. sequence of training cases C. 

C: seq CASE (2.7) 
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Provided thai the &ample C is sufficiently 1aI'ge, the prior distribution i' approxim.a.Led by 
tb~ rela.tive !requency with which any given case oceaf'l in ~he sample. Belter estima.tes 
are obtained by smoothing; for this we use the formula suggested by Cestnik [Cee90] where 
fiID.oothing coefficient m is stridly positive. The formula. introduces small coDsta.o.ls into 
the Dumer~or and denominator based on the default aasumption t;hat in the absence of 
evidence to the contriLIY (e.g. C is empty), probability is distributed uniformly amongst 
an cases. Let Is be our estimate of the prior distribution. (The subscript S deno\e8 the 
!implicity of the method, and di!itingWshes it from the more complicated approa.ches in 
8ub~queDt chapters.) 

m 
#C t {c)+ iiCAsi 

[s == 'xc: CASt.: • (2.8)
#C+m 

Thesmoothing embodied in Equation 2.8 eosUJell that the corresponding diagnostic program 
V(Is) is a total rUDction~ no input is rejected as infeaaible. 

Lemma 4 

f- dam V(Is) =Info 

Notice also an empty training s2I.IIlpie conveys DO iafonnation at all. 

Lemma. 5 

C = 0 f- Is = 0 

Therefore the resulting program is simply the identity function (LeDllna 3)j nothing new 
can be inferred U there ;u:e no training uamples. 

2.5 Specifications 

Although in principle a. clinician may be prepa.red CO quantify uncertainty in his observa.
tiOD8 in terms of probabilitjes, in Pra.ctice observations tend to be categorical statements. 
Categorical informa.tion about a patient can be regiLIded as a specilic.a.tion that the patient 
meets. A specification (Spec) is con....enlenUy identified with the set of all cases that meet 
the specification. 

Spec == P CASE (2.9) 

A specification s is stronger than another t preci&e1y when 8 is a subset of t. The strongest 
specification of aU is the empty set: no patient meets this. The weakest specification is the 
set of all cases 'CASE': aJ.1 patients meet this. Accordingly, we will refer to the empty set ({}) 
a.s the impossible (oDsatisfiable) specification, and to CASE as the vniver8alspecilic.ation. 

The uaertion that a. given pa.tient meet a. sa.tisfiable (uon~empty) specification 8, a.seociatee 
zero proba.bHity with every case that does not meet ". and distributes probability uniformly 
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amODgBt caBe8 which do meet 3 (Principle of Indifference). Let ~(8) denote the information 
col1veyed hy the ueerliOD tha.t 8 is met. 

Ie =~., Spec I • " {) • (2.10) 
1

~" CASE. { I. 'E. 
o ,~. 

Notice tha.t the assertion 6imply tha.t a. pa.tient meets the universal15pecification, as one 
would expect, conveYlli DO informa.tion wha.tsoever because everyone meets that specifica.tion. 

Lemma 8 

f- IC(CASE) = 0 

2.5.1 A Difficulty 

Unfortuna.tely, program 1)(15) is ra.ther too naive. It can U5ist in the diagn08is DC a new 
pa.tient only if there is some previous case in C which meet. the new pa.tient's specificiltion. 
Otherwise, nothing new can be jnferred. 

Lemma 7 

" Spec I." {) A (. n <a. C) ={) f- V(Is)(Ie(.)) =Ie(.) 

Th.is severely limits the applicability of the program. IT pa.tlent descnptioWl invol,e mOn! 

than a. few symptoms and signs, the training sample would need to be a5tronom.icaily large 
before such a program were of any practical use. 

Clearly, suitability of this method depends on the type of application. One system that im
plements a similar principle to the one above is TOD ("Tlme-Orie.nted Dat.abaae') tWey75, 
Fri86]. Tws aasists tbe management of rheumatology patients by making prognOlltic (ore
casts. At the time of the original report, it contained details of 5500 oonsolta.tions. Only 
very weak specifications, however, can be entered. For example, IUl8erting that the pa
tient is female and has systemic lupus erythema.tosus with pro\einuria and increasing ESR 
(erythrocyt.e sedimentation rate) led to the retrieval of just 36 training ca&el!I (rom which 
prognostic inferences could be made. 



Chapter 3 

Statistical Models 

This chapter introduces the idea of using knowledge aoout the structure of 
the p";Qr di8triblJtion in order to estimate prior probabilities more reliably. The 
/mowledge repre!Jentatiofl8 cOfl8idered are conventional Bayesian networks and 
exemplar models. 

3.1 Background Knowledge 

The method for constru.cting diagnostic program V(Is) that Wa.8 described in the previous 
chapter makes inefficient Use of tra.ining data, and consequently it tends to require infeMibly 
large training samples. Mare efficient use of tra.ining data can be made if we have some 
knowledge about the structure of the prior distribution (or if we are prepa.ced to make 
some assumptions). This avoids estimating as many statistical para.meten as in the full 
multinomial case. Furthermore, we can relax. the constraint tha.t aJ.1 details a.bout the 
medicaJ. state of ea.ch caae ill the training sample must be recorded: this is aD unrealistic 
requirement beca.use in practice only partial jnformation is generally available about any 
given pa.tient. 

3.1.1 Variables and Values 

In order to diSCU88 the properties of the prior distribution we need ~o know more about 
the nature of case hieloriel. In the context of medical reasoning, we ace concerned with 
variables such as 'age', 'site of pain' and 'diagnosis', and the pOBsible values they may 
take (for example, '24 yeare old', 'central abdomen', and 'appendicitis'). Not all values are 
mea.ningful for any given variable: for example, it would make no sense to talk of the 'site 
of pain' as being '24 yean old', Let 9 be a rela.tion between varia.bles a.nd their permisaible 
values. 

a: Var _ Val (3.1) 

By definhion, a variable Blust have llOrne meaningful valDes. Therefore every variable ill in 
the doma.ln of 9. 

dom9 = Var (3.2) 

14 
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The medical eia1e of a patient ill described by specifying the valoe8 taken by the variables. 
The case is feasible oo.ly if all values assigned are legal. 

CAst == {c: Val _ Vall c ~ 9} (3.3) 

A possibly incomplete account of 8. patient's medical state is defined similarly as a. partial 
function. It is denoted by lower caae letters. 

Case'= {c:Va.r-Vallcs:e} (3.4) 

Example 1 For ez.ample, suppose the entire I.IOC'Qbul.a'lf oj ooriables and vaJuu wert' limileJ 
to just the folloUling. 

Vat = {se:, cough, disease}
 

Val = {male, female, productive, appendicitis, ureteric_colic, none}
 

A suitable I"Ilnge of permissible values UJOuld Of 

9 == {se.z - male, lie: ...... fernaU, 

cough 1-+ productive, eough 1-+ none 

disease 1-+ appendi(:itis, dveue 1-+ urderic..colic, diseoAle 1-+ none} 

The case (el) which is male and ha.t both a productiw cough and appendicitis is 

Cl =- {se: ..... male, cough 1-+ productive, diserue 1-+ appendicitis} 

Similarly, the case ref) which is female and has no coogh is 

C! == {sez 1-+ female, cough ..... none} 

Lastly, the OOCUQU8 crue (eS) about whom nothing has be€n recorded is 

C3 " {) 

3.1.2 A Bayesian Network 

A Baye8iGn Networc [Nea89] represents a joint distribntion by decomp06ing it into a chain 
(seqnenal) of. conditional probability tables, one for each variable. A variable is said to be 
anterior to another precisely ....hen it appears earlier than the other one in lhe sequence. 
Each table specifies the conditional distribntion of the corresponding varii.ble given all 
possihle states of the anterior variables. With respect to any variable v, the panents of 
v are a minimal subset of anterior variables which exhaust all evidence provided by the 
anterior variables about the state of 'C/. Only the Pal'ents of a variable need k> be included 
in the variable's conditional probability table. Typically this leads to a very large reduction 
in the size of the resulting table. Grea.test savingB are made if the chain decomposition 
corresponds to the direction of physical causation. A variable's parents then consist only of 
those representing its direct physical causes. Choice of chain decomposition, and selection 
of parents thus provides a means of representing background domain knowledge, and at the 
sa.m.e time allo....ing more efficient use of training data.. 
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leI P relate each varia.ble to its pAftntll. For any variable t7, POvD is the set oCparents of 
1l. Since every parent of 1l lie:s strictly anterior to v in 8Qme fixed. total ordering, P is an 
jm.8exive acyclic relation. 

P:Var_ Var	 (3.5) 

P+n;d = () 

Tbejwnt distribution (information) specified by a Bayeaian network is defined by the prod· 
uct of the conditional probability tables [Nea89]. 

IB = ~c: CASE.	 II Pt. = c(.) I PO.D <l c) (3.6) 
..,v.. 

Far a.ny variable v, value u, &Il.d partial c.a&e c specifying a state of ..,'s pazoents, the term 
p (v = u I c) is the conditional probability of t7 having value u given c. We estimate this from 
OUI training sample. Ho'ftver, aince Equation 3.6 enta.iJs only probabilities conditioned OD 

the state of variables' parents, we can relax the requirement that every training cue is 
complete. In a practical application it is unlikely that all variables will be recorded in every 
training example. Therefore, formally we override the earlier declaration of training sample 
C (Equation 2.7) with a new one which a.llows cases to be incompletely recorded. 

C: seq Case	 (3.7) 

We take 88 our estima.te of p(t7 = U I c) the relative frequency with whic.b t7 takes value u 
amongst 1he training cases whose observations match those of c. However, we require the 
sum of the probability estimates to equal unity (Or all u. Therefore we confine oW' atteDtion 
to training ca.Be!J in which v actua.lly has some recorded. value. If no such training cases 
are to be found, then it is nece8ilary to make a suitable default assumption about the 
vaJne <Jf p(v = u I c). We follow Cestnik's suggestion [Ces90] and take the prior probability 
p (v = u I {}) 8.B the default. If c is already empty, then the Principle oC IndHference dictates 
tha1 the uniform distribution over the possible values of v is the default. A smooth transitioD 
to the default 88 sample size diminishes is ac.h.ieved by including small quantities in both 
the numerator and the denominator of the estimate. We apply Cestnik's formula [Ces90) 
with smoothing coefficient ('m') set to unity. Formally, 

p(.=ulc) '" #(ct{e':Case!(.,_)Ec'AcC;;c'})+t (3.8)
#(C t {c': Casel' E dome' Ac C;; e'})+ 1 

~ {P(V= _/ {)) c'" {}where .I: = 1 
c = {} 

~ 

It is ea.aily shown by induction on the aize of the Bet Var that Is is necessarily a a valid prob
ability distributjon. Notice also tha.t if the training sample is empty, then no information 
is obtained about the prior distribution. 

LemmaS 

C =0 f- IB =0 

The resull.ing program V(fs ) is then the identity function (Lemma 3). 
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3.2 Concrete Programs 

Let us now refine a.bstract diagnostic progra.mJI to .a. form. which is more feasibly imple
mentable. For the purpOll(! of our campau,tive study of diagnostic accuracy, we set one task: 
determina.tion of the final diagn08is. The final. diagnO&.is represents the definitive cause d 
the pain, and in our study, possible C&usee are mutually exclusive. The final diagnosis is 
therefore recorded in a. single variable wh.ich we denote .0.. 

tt.:Var (3.9) 

The possible values for .6 form the set of a.ll p068ible final diagnoses. For convenience we refer 
to members of this !let as dJ8e48eJJ, although not all ill'e strictly ditlea&ell (e.g. non·sp«i6c 
paiu). 

m ..... '" eQAD (3.10) 

Our abstract model (DP) of diagnostic programs regards input patient dClIICriptioDS &II joint 
distributions over total cases. Twa allows input patient desCriptjODS to be arbHrarily rom
plicate<! specifications; recaJl K,(8) represents the infonnation conveyed by the aBBeJ'Lion Lhat 
specification 8 is met (Equation 2.10). Furthermore doubt about the presence or absence of 
fiudiugB can even be quantified probabilistically. However, in our present study, whenever a 
variable is recorded it is assigned just a single p06sible value. Our patient descriptions al'e 
therefore pal'tial cases. The form of diagnostic program therefore we wish to implement ill 
one that takes as input a partial case and returns a probability distribution over di5eL'ies. 
We refer to such a program as a concnte progrum (CP). 

CP ;; Case ..... o Disease (3.11) 

A description of a patient as a partial case c is equivalent to an assertion that the patient 
meets specification S(c) (all possible total reconstructions) where 

S : Case _ Spec (3.12) 

'Vc : Case • 

S(e) = {e', CASE Ie>: e'} 

A patient description as a pal'tiaJ. case c therefore conveys information ..t(S(c). ThilS is the 
input to an abstract diagnostil: program. If the program then outputs informa.tion 1, this 
implies marginal disease distribution M(I) where 

M :Info_ DDisea.se (3.13) 

'VI: Info. 

M(l) = ~d, D;...... E I(e) 
I;:Cualo;(6)::=:d 

Therefore any abstract diagnostic program D can be implemented as concrete program 
C(D) wbere 

C ,DP _ CP (3.14) 

'VD:DP. 

C(D)=S;A:;D;M 
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We reserve the symbol f/; for concrete progra.rn.l:I. The conCrete progra.m. based on a Bayesian 
nelwork is 

,p. ;: C(Il(I.)) (3.15) 

This concrete program is ea.sily implemented using tbe algorithm described by La.uritzen 
and Spie~halteI for computjng conditional probabilities a.cr088 Bayesian net-works [Lau88]. 
Notice tha.t if the input partial Ca&e description happenll to include the final diagnosis too, 
then the output is the corresponding delta distribution. 

Lemma 9 

d ¥ «A)
c: Ca.Boe I A E dome I- "'B(e) =).,d: Disease. { ~ 

d = etA) 

(This result holds for any concrete program constructed from an abstract one, not. just those 
based on Bayesian networks.) 

3.2.1 Independence Bayes 

A special class of Ba.yesian network is one in which A hali no parents, and all other variables 
have only A as their parent. This is often referred to as the independence mode.!. It has 
pa.rent8 relation 

PI:: {v:Yarl V¥-6.V ...... A)	 (3.16) 

The corresponding concrete program has a famili.u definition, n8ually called the inde~n
dence Boyu formuJa. 

Lemma 10 

c:Case!Af/.domcI\P;FI I-

p(A=dl{}) II p(,=e(v)I{.~d)) 
.. ,dome 

,p.(e)= M:Di....... :L p(A_d'/{)) II pC' e(v)I{A~d'))
 
d':DiIoeMe lI;dome 

This program is partkula.rly simple to implement as the above formula is euHy computed. 

3.3 Exemplar MOdels 

Consider the fadou which determine our expectation of \he relative frequency of caBeB in 
the actual population. Four essentially different factors can be distingtUshed. 

1.	 The structure and function of the body, and its felipOnse to disease. (Anatomy, 
physiology and pathology.) 

2. Incompleteness of our knowledge of the above. (Patient idioayncraliy.) 

3.	 The tendency for cliniciawl to differ in their hilltory-taking and examin&tion. (Ob
server error.) 
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4.	 The tendency (or a patient's recollection of past events to alter and fade with time. 
(Long-term persistence of daia..) 

The Ba.yesian network representatiOIl. encourages us to model all four l.a.ctOfS collectively. 
(They can be separated only by introducing further variables.) However, the first facsor 
represents deeper knowledge of a. kind elicited only by specific experiments. This of course 
ma.y still be proba.bilistie in na.ture: for exa.mple, the prevalence of a. particular kind of 
ana.tomical varia.tion. Nevertheless, repreaentatioD of mellical knowledge (the first fador) 
is simpler if it can be sepa:rated from other extraneous {acton. TherefQl'e an alternative 
a.pproach to tha.t of the Ba.yesian network iB to provide an idealized de8Cription (JE) of lhe 
popula.tion based on background knowledge, and combine this with a Bmooth.ing function Z 
(representing the other three (a.ctOni collectively) which randomJy transforms a.ny theoretical 
case into an actual case. The information conveyed by the pale (JEI Z) is given by the 
convolution 

IE '" A<', CASE. E Js(,)Z(,,<') (3.17) 
.::C.U8 

Perhaps the m08t rudimentary way of specifying JE is to provide a prototypical example 
E(d} of each disease d. 

E : Disease _ CASE	 (3.18) 

Vd, Disease. E(d)(A) = d 

The theoretical Ilistribution JE is then very spa.rsely populated. Each exemplar in the range 
of E is associated with the prior probability of the cortesponlling disease, and all other cases 
have zero probability. 

'F E(e(A)) 
(3.19)he,) '" { ;(A = etA) I (}) e = E(e(A)) 

3.3.1 A Smoothing Function 

The smoothing function Z randomly modifies all observations. A simple model for this is to 
2l.I3sume that all observations modify their values independently, while the Ilisease remains 
fixed. This implies the following definition. 

<'(A) FetA) 
(3.20)Z(e,e') '" {O IT p(.,e(v)~ <'(v)) <'(A) =e(A) 

"',V....It4A 

Here the term p(v : II ~ v'} stands for the conditional probability that variable tI is a.ctnally 
observed to have value u' given that the theoretically predicted value is 11, for any II, u and 
Vi. This is estimated from the training sllJI1ple C by a mollified form of Eqnation :1.8. 

p(tI:U~U'} .=	 (3.21) 
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The concrete program based DB the exemplar method is 

>PE ;; C(V(1E)) (3.22) 

This has a formula. similar to that for independence Bayes. 

Lem.ma 11 

c:CaselAfdomc I

peA = d I (}) II p(v, E(d)(v) ~ «v)) 
• ",dome 

>PE«) =Ad, D,,'e... ' L peA _ d' I ()) II p(., E(d')(v) ~ «v)) 

d':D"'" ,,:dome 

Notice tha.t in general this requires fe\Vef pa.ra.meters to be elltimated from the training dato 
than are required by independeuce Bayes. This is because the predicted vaJUelI of a variable 
tI may be the sa.me given two different diseases, d1 a.nd d2• 

E(d,)(v) = E(d,)(v) 

80 for ;uty case c, 

P(v : E(d,)(v) ~ «v)) =p(v : E(d,)(v) ~ «v» 

Thus a single parameter is estimated from pooled traming cases that were previously 
partitioned in order to estimate the two pa.ra.mete1'8 that independence Bayea requires: 
p(t! =E(dl)(v) I c(v» and p(t! =E(d1){v) Ic(v». The exemplar madeJ. therefore exploits 
background knowledge to make more eflident use of training data. 



Chapter 4 

Filtering methods 

Some methods are best ducribed directlYlJ8 concrete programs, ruther than as 
full dittnbution trons/ormers. Thia chapter describes a class of these methods, 
which all wort bv filtering the se~ence of training cases to a 810lbBequence f'l!!leoo.nt 
to the cost' to be diagnosed. 

4.1 Filters 

The diagnOlltic methods described in previoW' cha.pters all define joint probability dislribu
tioos over cases, from which one can extract the informa.tion necessary to make a diagnosis 
for any particular case. Some methods, however, are best understood not as calculating 
a joint distribution but 88 directly calculating marginal disease proba.bilities. ThUB, these 
methods should be specified 88 cancrete programs (CP) ra.ther than as djagnOlltiC programs 
(DP). 

Ooe kind of method is to filter the sequence of training cases to a sub8eQuence relev.wt to 
the case to be diagnosed, then estima.te the prohbilities of diseaseB from their frequencies 
in this sub8equence. We shall represent a 8ubsequeuce of the training cases by the indices 
of its memberr; in the full sequence. 

Indices == P dom C (4.1) 

A filter is a function which maps any case to a subsequence of the training cases. 

Filter == Case _ Indices (4.2) 

Auy subsequence (represented as a set of indices, 8) defines a di8ease distribution, using the 
Cestnik formula 10 estimate probabilities from frequencies. 

dis~.) " Ad: Dieease. #(;" 1 (.,d) E C[I]) + l/#meease
#Ii: .1. E domc[iJ) + I (4.3) 

Clearly, tws function is closely related to the function p (Equation 3.8) defined in Chapter 3. 
A concrete program. is obtained by composing a filter with diat. 

21 
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4.1.1 Some Examples 

The null filter always returns the empty sequence. 

null e ),c: Case • {} (4.4) 

Th~ null fil1.er defines the concrete progra.m. which always returns the uniform distribution 
aver diseases. 

Lemma 12 

I- null: dial = ),c: Case. ),d : Di!leaBe • --' 
#Disease 

Another simple filter is tha.t which never restricts the training cases; the corresponding 
concrete program. always returns the prior marginal distrjbution aver diseaaes. 

prio,. .= ),c: Case • dam C (4.5) 

Lemma 13 

I- priO,.;di3t =),c: Case. ),d: Disease .p(.6. =dl {}) 

A more useful filter is that which selects only thCllle training cases that match the case to 
be diagnosed an all observations. 

uad == ),c: Calle. {i: domC I c ~ eli]} (4.6) 

This exact match filter defines a. concrete program in a similar way to the simple method 
described in Section 2.4. Just all for that ea.rlier example, this concrete program is also 
too naive; it can assist the diagn08is of 8. patient only if there is some previous CaBe in C 
which meets the new patient's specification. This difficulty can be overcome by re1a.x.in8 the 
requirement that the relevant cases must match the new Calle exactly; instead, the relevant 
cases are taken to be those which axe 'sufficiently similar' to the new case. Different measures 
of simila.rity lead to different filters. 

4.2 Nearest Neighbours 

Qne approach ill to define similaxity in terms of'doaeness' under some distance function 6 
between cases. 

o: Case x CaBe -- R (4.7) 

Such a runctjon gives a measure of the d168imilarity of any two cases; the greater their 
dissimila.rity, the greater the retW'ned value. Given such a distance function and some 
kEN, the nearesl neighoou,., method selects the k training c..ases d0tie8t to the CaBe to be 
diagnosed. Formally, the neaxest neighbours filter nn is defined by 

nn: Filter (4.8) 

'V~: CaBe' #nn(c) = k 

.i,j, domC ID(e,CliD < '(e,CliD' j E nn(e) => i E nn(e) 
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The filter haa been deliberately nnderspecified, to the extent that no policy ill given for 
breaking a tie for the kl.h nearest neighbour. All that is required is that no other training 
ca.ae is closer to the new patient than the k cases selected. The corresponding concrete 
program is defined 

¢K .= rm;D (4.9) 

Provided that the distance between any two c.a&eI ca.n be feasibly computed, the neatellt 
neighbours method is readily implemented. Although diagnosis of each new case requires 
comparison with every previous case, the number of computational steps grows only lineuly 
with respect \0 the size of the traJILiDg set. 

4.2.1 Hamming Dietance 

There are ma.ny ca.ndidates for the diatlUlce function 6. Since our cuee are described 
by categorical varia.bles, the Hamming di8tana ill one a.ppropriate metric. This defines the 
distance between two cases. to be the number of varia.bles on which they differ. This informal 
definition must be refined for our purposes, since variables ta.D be unrecorded in our we8. 
This refinement can be ma.de in eeveral ways. 

The first is an 'optimistic' approach, where an unrecorded variable is Ullumed to match &lJy 
value. Thus, only those variables that are Jt!corded in both cases and on which the cases 
differ count towards the distance. ABBuming thai N ~ R, this (paetJdo)metric is defined 
formally as 

60 =- ),c,d:Ca.se.#(rancnrand)-#(cnd) (4.10) 

This fnnction is not a true metric since distinct cases ea.u be zero distance apart In 
particular the empty case, in which no variables are recorded, is zero distance from any 
other caae so will always be one of the nearest neighbours. Hence in practice this metric is 
nnlikely La perfonn well since it favours c.asea for which many nria.bles a.re unrecorded. 

A second approach takes tbe pe88:im.istic view thai an unrecorded vMiable never mltches 
&Oy value. Thus a variable counts towards the distance between two caaes ezapt when the 
two cases agree On the known value of tbat variable. Thia metric is deli ned as 

6p =- ),c,d:Case.#Var-#(cnd) (4.11) 

Notice that this function is also not a true metric, since identical cases Me only zero distance 
aplUt if they have no unrecorded variables. 

Alternatively regard a caee as a bit.vedor, with one bit for each possible fact; if. fact is 
present its bit is on, otherwiee it is off. The Hamming distance between two caseeig this 
representation is a. compromiae between 60 and 5,. A variable unrecorded in one of the C&8e8 

counts one towa.rds the distance since one bit mismatches; a variable recorded in both ca.ses 
but with diflenmt values counts two towards the distance, since two bits misma.k.h. This 
metric is described formally by 

6/ " ~"d: C.... #C,U d) - #(,n d) (4.12) 

4.2.2 Bayesian Metric 

Hamm.in« di.tance eu1l'en f'rom a. defect as a metric; the aymptolDl and signs JeCOtded iD a 
patient's caee hiatory are not sufficiently a.batrad for genuine .similarities between C88I!8 to 
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be revealed. Typically only some of the obeervationa concerning a particula.r patient will be 
Iligillicant indicants for or against diBe.ues. With the Hamming metric, these observations 
c.a.n be masked by variation among the variables that iU'e irrelevant for that patient. This 
problem can be circumvented by fust mapping cases to a more abstra.c.t representation, and 
then applying the Dea.rest .neighbours method in this new space. 

Clearly, the crucial step is finding a suitable abstract repre&eDlation of cases. The ideal 
is that the representation should capture precisdy those details that are diagn08tic.ally 
relevant. The mOllt abstract possible representation, for the purposes of diagn08l9, is the 
actuaJ disease that the patient has. Since the aim is to di.scover the diagnOOR, the actual 
di&e&lle will not be knoWn. However, an el'Itimate of the disease probabilities can be made 
using one of the concrete programs derived so far. Thus, we can represent a case by the 
disease probabilities calculated for it by some concrete program. The distance between 
twocaaes is then taken to be the Euclidea.n distance bE:tween their abstrad representatioDB; 
Euclidean distance is generally regarded as a.n optimal metric for nearest neighbours ITod89, 
Sal91]. For example, usiug the program 1/.78 derived Crom the Bayesian Network classifier, 
we get the following (pseudo)metric: 

6, ;;; Ac,d' C.... L (';.(c)(u)- ';.(d)(u»' ( 4.13) 
.,D__ 

This is not a true metric either, unless 1/.78 is injective, since two distinct cases will be zero 
distance apart if they have identical estimated disease di8tributiODIi. 

4.3 Iterative Partitioning 

There a.re other ways of defining similarity between cases besides the nea.rest neighbours 
approach. A case, formally defined as a function from Var to Val, can also be regarded as 
a collection of fact8, each apedfying the value of one of the va.riables. Formally, a fad is a 
pairing of a variable and a value. 

Fact == Vas: x Val (4.14) 

Tbe naive tilter of definition 4.6 asserts that a training case is sufficiently similar to the case 
to be diagnooed only if it matches on all known facts. IT this is too stringent a requirement, 
it can bl! relaxed by needing only that training case8 must match some subset of the facts 
in the case to be diagnaied. 

Any fact defines a subsequence of the training cues, namely, precisely those case8 in which 
the given fact is true. The function match returns this subsequence. 

match: Fact _ Indices (4.15) 

"",tch ;;; V, Fac'. {i' domC II E C[-]l 

This fundion uses a fact to partitiou the training cases; those which match the fad al'e 

kept and those which do not are discas:ded. Given a case 10 diagnose, the 'best' fact on 
which to partition ca.o be selected (according to some criterion), &lid the sequence of traWing 
cases restricted using match. This partitioning pro<:elI8 can be applied itera.tively, repe.s..ted.1y 
selecting the ~t fact for partitioning the current subsequence, notil some stopping criterion 
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is met. We call this method of restriding the training cues to a releva.o.t 8ub8eqnence, 
iterutiue partitioning. 

Selecting a succession of facts yields a sequence of ever·emaller subsequences of the training 
cases. We shall refer io such a. decreasing sequence as a chain of subsequences. The training 
sequence is UDrestriCted it no fads are selected; thllS the first element of the chain Is the 
full tra.in.ing eequeoce. The laet element in the chain is the subaequence of relevant cases 
we desire. Thifl is captured Connally by the function iter. 

iter: Filter (4.16) 

'de: Ca.&e. 3S: seq Indices • (dome) ..... s .... (iter(c» dA!!ID c 

The rela.tion ~ specifies how to chOO6e the facts on which to restrict the training 
sequence; there a.re several criteda. which this relation should meet. 

Clearly, we most ensure that the chain of subaequences is formed by successive reaLridion 
to those caaea that ma.tch some fad. This property of sequences of indices is captured by 
tbe relation !lttr. 

~~ _ : seq Indices ...... Case (4.17) 

S Jl«I e 

<> 
V; : I .. #S - I • 3/ : c • S[H IJ = S['l n ma'ch(f) 

To decide which ract to ehClOM!, we need some measure or the worth 01' restricting on any 
given rO\£t. Let us suppose therefore that we have a aigni/ictJna function, fr, which when 
given a suhsequence or the training CUE'S and some propQ8ed restriction or that subsequence, 
indic.ateB whether the restriction is worthwhile. The defuUtion is parametriaed by a threshold 
OJ a &Core above this threshold indicates that the proposed restriction is not worthwhile. 
The only axiom is that the va.enOUB restriction, which doean't actually restrict tbe training 
cases, is never considered worthwhile. 

fr : Indices x Indices _ R (4.18) 

v~ : Indices;. u(~,~) > Q 

We can now spe<iry a second requirement or the chain or subsequenceB; each restriction 
is the best p088ible under the circumstances; no ract can be round which yields a better 
restriction. This property is captured by the relation maximal. 

_~ _: 5I!qIndices ...... Case (4.19) 

S~c 

<> 
V;: I .. #S - I: /: c. u(S!;],S['1 n match(J)) ~ u(S[;], S[H I]) 

Finally, &t eacb Btage the subseqnence should be rurther restricted it and only if there &s 
&ome ract (in the C&8e to diagn06e) which yields a worthwhile restriction. Twa property 
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dlcla.tes when partitioning should stop and ill captu.red by the rela.tion !!fJ.!:il. 

_ signif _ : leq IDdices _ Case (4.20) 

S signi! c ., 
Vi: 1 .. #5.; =#S., VI: ".(Sli],Sli] nmal<h(f)) > a 

The relation chain is defined to meet all three requirements; it is the intersection of the 
three relations defined above. 

_ chain _ : seq Indices _ Case (4.21 ) 

chain = Jl«I n signif n !!lJHir!:llAl 

A re~nably simple choice of significance function (J is the likelihCXId ratio of obtaining 
the disease freqnencies observed in the restricted sample, under the assumption thAt the 
original sample provides the disease probabWtiee. Formally, 

d"~.)(u)·· 
a(.,I) '" #1" II (4.22) 

,,:D,-- n··• 
where n.. =#(t n match{.o. 1-+ u)) 

The concrete progrcun implementing iterative partitioning is thus defined by 

,pI =. iter; 0 (4.23) 

This is computationally more expensive than nearest neighbours because disease frequencies 
have to be recomputed at each iteration. Counting disease Crequeucies is linear in the size 
of the 1iltered sample, hut in the worst case the filtered sample decreases in size by only one 
case a.1 each iteration. The computational complexity is therefore quadratic in the size of 
the original training sample (although in practice very few iterationli tend to be required). 



Chapter 5 

Neural Networks 

This chapter presents /J spuifiadion ola 1Jet.lrnJ network approoch to ~e 

design of /J concrete p!"09n:Jm. Unlil'e the fi~ring methods, the whole. of the 
truining sd is used to determine fAt: distribution over disroaes, not just Q ape· 
dally selected aubset. 

5.1 Feed-forward Networks 

Over recent yeat8, interest has revived in the UBe of networks of procell8ing units (Of 

many purposes including signal processing, pattern recagnition and classification (Rllm86a. 
Rum86b, LipS7, Sim90]. Medical diagnosis has been one of the fields of application for these 
'artificial neural networks' [Bou90. Low90, Gra90, Mu190, Bax91, Ma.c91. Aka92]. 

Although numerous different forma of network have been proposed, they do have common 
fea.tures. In general a. network consists of a. collection of processing nodes, linked by one
way weighted connections. Ea.ch node has some internal. sta.te, usually represented by a 
real number, a.nd ca.n transmit that value along the connections that lead from it. A node 
cha.nges ih value by forming the sum of the inputs it receives from otber nodes, each scaled 
hy the appropriatE! connection weight, then passing this through lOme 'a.c.tivationfuncLion'. 
Networks are UBed hy initialising tbe states of BOme or all of tbe nodes, then propagaLing 
these values around the network until it has reached a stable state. The final statea of 80me 
or all of the nodes provide the result. 

The most widely-used form of network is the lutJ-lorvJord perceptnm, in which there are no 
cycles of connecLions between nodes. There are three eets of nodes: the input nodea are the 
only nodes which are iiUtialised, and they have no connections from any other node, and do 
not change etate. Tbe ourp~t nodes provide the result, and there are no connoctions from 
these nodes to any otbers. Between tbe input and output nodes are BOme h.idden nodes. 
In the mOllt general form of the feed-forward network, eacb output node has a. connection 
from every inpnt and hidden node, and the hidden nodes fonn a chain in which ea.ch haa a 
coDDection from every input node and from tb08e hidden nodes earlier in the chain. This is 
iUllBtrated in Figure 5.1, which shows a network with two inpnt, two hidden a.nd two output 
nodes. 

27 
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FIgUl'e 5.1: A feed·forward network. The lines represent connections from left to right. 

o lnput node ® Hidden node • Output node 

5.1.1 Architecture 

We wish to use a. network of this form to define .. concrete progra.m. Since we require 
an estimate of probability for each disease we shall take a network with as many output 
neurOIlll as there a.re diseases. With n hidden nodes, and the input nodes as yet unspecified, 
the set of all nodes is 

Node == inp«!np,'» (5.1) 

hid«!.. 0» 
o,'«D;......» 

The sta.te of all the nodes can he represented by a vector ma.pping each node to some real 
number. 

Vector .= Node -+ R (5.2) 

Since the inpnt nodes do not change state, they a.re DOt really behaving as 'a.rtincial neurons'. 
We therefore identify the Iluh&et of nodes which do behave in a neuron-like manner, lla.mely 
the hidden and output nodes. 

Neuron == ran hld U ranoal (5.3) 

Each DeUOO can have a (one-way) conned.ion from any node, and there is a connection 
weight a&iOciated whh each of these lin.k!;. A connection weight Beales any value pasBing 
along the connection, thus the ab&ence of a connection between t .....o nodes can be regarded as 
a CQnnection with zero weight. The connections to any node can thenlfore be ~presen1.edby 
a Vector giving connection .....eights from aU nodes. The network a.rchitecture j8 determined 
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by the connection weights for all the neurons, and these a.re given by fundion A. 

A : Neuron _ Vector (5.1) 

"Vn: NeuroD;d: Disease. A(n)(ont(d)) = 0 

Vi,; : 1 .. 0 I i $ ; • A(hid(;»(hid(j» ; 0 

5.1.2 Applying the Network 

On receiving a collection of scaled inputs, a. neuron takes their sum and patl6eB it throngh 
an activation fundicn 'to return a new value for t.hat neuron. Many a.etivatioo functions 
have been used for artificial neurons, but that applied most often is a aigxnoid that maps 
real. numbers to the range [0,1]. 

1
¢=).z:R_--_ (5.5)1 +~-,.. 

G.iven a vector V representing the current state of the network, and a second vec\(Jr W 
representing the connection weights on the links to some node, N(V, W) computea thE new 
value (or that node. 

N : Vector x Vector -+ R (5.6) 

'IV, W: Vector. N(V, W); ~ ( E V(O)W(O») 
."Nod.. 

For a network to define a concrete program, 80IIle method must be found for pletleDting 
a case 'to a network for diagnosis. In a feed-forward network only the input nodes can be 
initialised, so let the function enc define an encoding of a case as an initial pattern of vaJues 
for the input nodes. 

enc: Case _Input -+ R (5.7) 

A case is diagnosed by first encoding it then propagating the ~Bu1Ling vaJ.ues through the 
network. This behaviour is captured formally by the function E. 

E : Cage -+ Vector (5.8) 

'ric : Case; i : lnput; n : Neuron. 

E(,)(inp(i)) ; ,nc(,)(i) 

E(,)(o) ; N(E(,),A(o» 

The function is well-defined, despite the apparent circuJa:rity in the second clau.se of its 
definition. That this circularity is harmless follows from the network a.rchitectun specified 
by function A. The value of the first hidden neuron is determined solely by the values of 
the input nodes, since there a.re no other connections to that neuron. The val~e of each 
succe&s.ive hidden neuron is then determined by the inpnt values and the values of the 
preceding hidden neurons. Finally, the valne& of the output neurons are determined. by the 
input nodes and hidden neurons, since no output neuron has a connection to &Dyother. 
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A concrete program must return a. probability distribution over the diaease values. The 
output neurons, however, return vaJUel!l independently in the r&.Jlge 10, IJ, and it is unlikely 
that they will sum to one. Therefore in general the output values need to be normalised to 
obtain a. concrete program. 

E«)(out(<I)
,pH == AC: Case • d : Di&ea&e • (5.9)E E«)(ou'(d')) 

d':D__ 

5.1.3 Encoding and Training 

Tbl!re a.re many p08&ible encodings of a. case to a. format suita.ble for input to a feed~forward 

network. One of the simplest is to have an input for every possible fact. Th08C inputs that 
conespond to fa.cts present in the Case a.re set to one, and the remaining inputs are set to 
zero. There ia usually a 'biaB node' in feed· forward networks which has a constant value. 
This bias node is best regarded as a distingni.shed input node, since jt has connections to 
every neuron. The set of inputs is therefore defined as 

!upu, '" bias I fa£t«Fact)) (5.10) 

Witb thil fact-orientated representation of eases, the encodiug function is defined by 

Vc : Case; f : Fact • (S.lI) 

enq<)(b;as) 1 

IE<enq<)UaetU» = {~ 
I~< 

ThedefinitioD of the network architecture, given earlier by the function A, places no re6tric~ 

tion on connedion weights other than th08C which a.:re set to zero. To define an a.ecurate 
concrete program, the network must be 'trained' by optimizing the other connection weights. 
This I'l.'quires iterative adaptation. The objective is to minimise an error measure on the 
valUeli produced at the output nodes for the training cases. The best~known method of do
ing this is bacl:~propagatioJ1lRum86al which minimia.es the mean squared difference between 
the desired and actual values produced by the output neurons. 



Chapter 6 

A Probabilistic Rule-Based 
System 

In this chapter a pl'(loobililtic model for inferena. rules ill pruented. A nJt'
based 8'/Istem is regardeJ as a Bayesian netUlOri in which each conditional proba
bility tabk i." 8pecified implicitly by a ctlllection of weighted rules. The weight of 
eJJch rule ill given a logistic interprewtwn and obwined from a eraining sampk 
"" 8tandanl opUmizatwn me~hods. It ill 0"0 pointed out that the reprelcmkdwn 
is aUrO suitable for CQusalknotlJledge, offering a considerable parameter rmudwn 
compared to ezplic" Bayesian networq. 

6.1 An Inferential Chain Decomposition 

III many a.pplications, rule·based inferentiaJ knowledge haa proved a Bl1ccessful founda.
tion for building expert systems (Sho76, Dud19, FoxBO, Goo85, Ja.c86, Won90). However, 
rule- baaed representations have been repeatedJy criticized (or the way uncertainly is han~ 

dled [Spi84, Hec86, Spi86, Hec88, Nea.89, Da.n92). wthis chapter we show how weighted 
inference rules can be given a sound probabilistic interpretation based on the Bayesian 
network method previously described. This is pOllsible because any chain decompOBition 
is valid when constructing a Bayesian network. It is usual to adopt a causal ordering Cor 
the chain decomposition only because thiB tends to lead kl the sparsest Ipatents'rel.a.tion, 
and hence the smallest conditional probability tables. However, if we chOOlle the reverse 
ordering, we then represent inferenti41knowledgt! rather than causal knowledge. Therefore 
let us assume that our chain decomp05ition cOl1'esponds to the order in which the values oC 
variables are usually inCerred. Observa.ble variables (symptoms and ligns etc.) are aDterior. 
Pathophysiological states and dise»es follow p05teriorly. 

Of course a consequence oC adopting aD inferential chain decomposition rather Lball a causal 
one is that numbers of parents tend to be much larger. This means that conditional proba.
bility tables beCOIne inCeas.ibly lvge either to estimate directly from a training 8a.Dlple (too 
many empty cel1B) or to store in a computer. A solution is to adopt a parametric model 
for eACh table. If the chain decompOllition were causal then a naturaJ. assumption to make 
wouJd he that multiple causes produce their common effects independently; this is usually 
reCerred to as the 'Noisy OR·Gate' model (C0089, Shw91]. However, since our chain de
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rompOllition is inferential, we require a. pal'ametric model for the conditional probability of 
a. cause given everything that is known about its effects. 

6.1.1 A Logistic Model 

A sa..itable model appear8 to be the logilitic one [And821. SUPP06e we have a set of binary 
ra.ndorn variablet. a,fh ,f3'J, ... {J... According to the logistic model, if a (the child) depends 
logillic.ally on fJt ,fh ... {J.. (the parents) then the conditional log-odds have a linear form. 

p(a =I IP.. P,,·· .fJ.)In ( 0 IP Q. a) = ko +kIp' +k,P, +... + k.fJ. (6.1) 
po 1010'010"''''''' 

where the .1:0 • .1:10'" kll are real-valued constants (the logistic weights). Notice how only 
n +t parametE'r& are thUB required to spedfy a table of 2" conditional probabilities. Equ~ 

tion6.l is consistent with several families ofdistribution. These include conditional indepen
dence of{Jt,fJJ,·· .p.,. given both states of 0, and more generally,log-linea.:r conditiona.! d.istri· 
butions with equa.! interaction lerms. The logistic model is also consistent with mutua.! ex
clusivity of the f3t,fh, ...P... Because of its generality, the logistic form has been widely used 
for combining evidence and taking interactions into a.ccount [And82, Lud83, Spi84, Sey90J. 
Furthermore, the logistic form can be made even more general if we allow the terms on the 
right·hand side of Equation 6.1 to contain arbitrary Boolean expressions el,E3, ... em over 
the variables fit, fJ'J, ... {J... For example, 

e, " PI A (P, V ~P,) 

where A, v, and .., denote minimum, m8.Jdmnm and complement of tbeir a:rguments, respec
tively. Let true be the constant expression that always ha.s value 1. We can then multiply 
the bias weight ko in Equation 6.1 hy true 80 that every lerm on the right-hand side bas 
tbe same form: a weighted expression. Thus more gtlnerally, 

,_ pia = 11 p"P" ... fJ.) ." ( ) 
w ( _ 0 IP P) =k1el +A']t3 +... + ...Em 6.2Q.

palo'""',.·· .. 

Any table of finite conditiona.! odds can be represented by a.n equation of this form because 
if nece;,sary we can have a set of mutually exclusive expressions on the right-hand side of 
the equation, one for ea.ch p08sible state of the va.riahles PI, fJ'J, ..•PR' This though would 
mean that m =2", 80 no saving would he achieved. Neverthel@M;, for practical purposes 
it should be pClll6ihle to achieve a satidadory approximation with a reasonable number of 
expre$Bions lle1ected in the light of expert knowledge of the field of a.pplica.tion. 

Howe~r, one of the several requirements of a probahilistic knowledge representation lisled 
by Lauritzen and Spiegelha.!ter [LauSSJ is that there should be no difficulty in ha.ndling 
totallosical dependence between variables. Logical dependence would enta.il infinitely la.rg;e 
conditiona.! odds, and thus infinitely large logistic weights. Fortunately, this is easily cir
cumven\ed by transfonning the weights to the Open interva.! (0,1) [Haj85]. A suitable 
tra..nllformation is y where 

(} " ~"R. exp«) (6.3)
",p«) +I 

Transformed weights combine not by simple addiHon but by a different operator lB. ThUll, 
for any p and q such that 0 < p, q < 1, 

pal q = (}((}-'(p) +(}-I(q) (6.4) 
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Since Cis bijective, the opera.tor!II inherits the properties of commutativity a.nd &llllOCiativity 
from simple addition in terms of which it is defined. The operator also baa ~ as its identity 
element. Furthermore, substituting for C in Equation 6.4 we obtain the following more 
convenient rule of combination. We take this as the actual definition of EEl. 

pq 
(6-')p<!lq" pq+(l-p)(l q) 

The extreme weights 0 and 1 are both zero elements of the opera.tor EEl. In the preseflce 
of complete certainty, further evidence makes no difference. The&e weights denote logicaJ. 
entailment. 

Lemma 14 

p:P'lp;<l f- O<!lp=O=P<!lO 

Lemma 15 

p:P,lp;<O f- l<!lp=l=p<!ll 

Notice tha.t the two zero elemenLs cannot be combined together by EEl since this denotes 
logical contra.diction; O!Ill and 1 $ 0 are hoth undefined. 

If we a.pply function C to both sides of Equation 6.2 we obtain 

p(a=lIP,,)l,,···P.)= EB kj (6.6) 
j:l .•mIe"J""l 

where the kj represent the traDliformed weights (kj = C(kj)). If all expressions £j evaluate 
to zero, then the right-hand side of Equation 6.6 is simply the identity element of the EEl 
combinator (!). Any conditional probability table can be represented by an equation of the 
above form, even a table containing the extreme probabilities of 1 and O. 

6.1.2 Multi·Valued Variables 

A difficulty still preventing the direct application of the logistic model is the requirement 
that all variables are binary. In mOl!lt real domains such aa medical diagnosis, va.riables 
have more than two pOSBihle values. For example, four values ate required to describe the 
progress of a patient 'II pain: 'stopped', 'better', 'same' and 'WOf1le'. A solution is to make the 
nodes of our Bayesian network apecificotiof1.8 rather than. variables. The Bayesian network 
thus defines a joint probability distribution of truth assignments to these specifications. 
Assignment of 'true' to a specification" means that" is met, and assignment of 'false' means 
that the complement 3 is met instead. Forma.lJy, let Q be a sequence of specifications. 

Q: seqSpec (6.7) 

We aasume that Q haa an inferential ordering. Anterior specifications (those appearing 
early in Q) thUB concern the presence of symptoIIlB and signs etc. Satisfaction of these 
specifica.tioos is directly observable. POl!Iterior specifications (those appearing lateT in Q) 
concern pathophysiological states and diseases. Satisfaction of these specifications is usually 
nat observed directly, but instead infeTred from the truth values of the anterior ones. 
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Any auignment of truth values to a. set of specificatioDs itaelJ coDstitutes a specification, 
namely the conjunction (intersection) oC aJ.l specifica.tious assigned 'true' a.nd the comple
ments of allspeclficatioDs aaaigned 'false'. Therefore in our formalisDl we will regard a truth 
assignment simply as a. specification. For any set of specifications S. A(S) denotes the set 
aC all truth &66ignments to the members oC S. 

A: PSpec _ PSpec (6.8) 

VS,PSpoc 

A(S) = {S', P S. nS' - U(S - S')} 

Notice that A(S) 18 a partition of the universalspecificatiou. 

LemIl18. 18 

S :PSpec I- LJA(S) = CASE A 'rIs,:/ :...4(5) IIJ #- i. 8 ni= {} 

Furthermore, if S is empty, only one truth assignment is posaible, and this corresponds to 
the unlversal specifica.tion. 

LemmA 1T 

f- A((}) ={Case} 

OUf task is to specify for each i the conditional proba.bWty thiU the ra.ndom case meets 
specification Qfil given all possible combinations or truth-value 8.86igwnents to the anterior 
specific~ions Q~l .. i - 1D. Let T be a sequence or conditiona1 probability ta.blefl, one for 
each member of Q. 

T: seq Table (6.9) 

#T= #Q 

We represent each such table by a logistic farm aimilar to that of Equation 6.6. Ea.c.h 
expmon (E j) is now a. Boolean combina.tion of anterior apecijicatiol18 ra.ther than of binary 
variables. Each such expression itself constitutes a specification. It is a. disjunction of truth 
aBsignments to thoae anterior specifications. For any set of specifications 5, let £(5) denote 
the set of aJ.l 'expressions' that can be constructed. 

£ :PSpec ....... PSpec (6.1O)
 

vs: PSpec. 

£(S) = {S', P A(S). US'} 

A table is thu8 a set of weighted expressions (specifica.tions). Each expression can be 
regarded as tbe antecedent of an inference rule wbD8e conclusion is the corresponding spec
ification in sequence Q and whose certainty factor is the weight of the expression. 

Table == Spec -++ Pr (6.11) 
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However, the expressiODII appearing in a table must be constructed only from anterior 
specifica.tions. We ca11 lIuch a table well-formed. Thill guazanteelil tha.t it ie neceasa.ry to 
know only the truth asaignme.nt to anterior proba.bilities in order to evalua.te the CODditional 
probability of meeting Q[i], (or each i. 

V;, I.. #Q. domT[.] s; E(Q~I.. i - 10) (6.12) 

Any such table though must be intf!:mall~ coruistent. Under no circumstances mud it be 
posllible to derive a logical contradiction, otherwise the corresponding condHionai prob&bil
Hy would be undefined. 

Vi: 1 .. #Q;I,,': Spec. {s ~ D,s' ~ I} ~ T[i] ~ an l == {} (6.13) 

Fjnally, for each i, if a truth assignment to anterior specifications logically determines 
whether or not Q[i) ill met, then table T[i} would evaluate to the corresponding extreme 
probability of 1 or O. This ill ensured by including an appropriate expression in the table 
with extreme weight of 1 or D, accordingly. H the sequence of tables T has this property, 
then we say it is e:demaU" con.riBtent with respect to sequence Q. 

Vi, 1.. #Q • V" A(QOI.. i - 10) I. of {} • (6.14) 

s ~ Qfi] => 3s': domT[i] _ s ~ s' 1\ T[iJs' = 1 

s ~ Q[ij => 38": domTj11_ s ~ s' 1\ T(i}s' =:: D 

For any truth i\8Signment s to the sequence of specifications Q. if s is nOD·empty (3'1 (}) 
then let PieS) denote the conditional probability that QliJ is met given the ttuth assignments 
to the anterior specifications. This is determined by combining logistically the weights of 
all expressions in Table T(iJ which evaluate to 'true' (i.e. all rules which "fire'). 

p,(.) " EB T[ill (6.15) 
":domT[·11'~" 

By taking the product of these conditional probabilities for all i, we obtain the joint prob
ability pes). 

• S; Q[;Ip(.) " II {Pi(,) (6.16) 
i:l..#Q 1 - Pi{s) • S; Q!il 

Thus Q and T together define a joint probability distribution over truth assignments to 
Q. H every Don-empty truth assignment s is a singleton specification then Q is said to be 
complete. H Q is complete then the probability associated with any caae c is given by the 
probability p({c}) associated with the corresponding singleton specifica.tion. If not, then 
all members of s are taken to be equiprobable (Principle of Indifference). 

The pair (Q.T) constitutes a knowledge base represenLing information IR where 

IR == ~c: CASE _ ~:) (6.17) 

JR!J£rf s: A(ran Q) ICE s
 

Notice that if the knowledge bue is empty. then it conveys 00 information at all.
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Lemma 18 

Q ~ () f- IR ~ 0 

The concrete progra.m provided by the rule-based system is defined by 

,pR " C(7J(IR» (6.18) 

6.1.3 Implementation 

For simplicity, we :restrict the concluaions of rules to a.tomic prop06itions. An atomic propo
sition 'v in U' js an assertion that the value of variable v lies in the set U. For any v 
and U there is a direct correspondence between the atomic proposition and an abstract 
spec.ilication. 

v in U == {c: CASE Ic(v)E U} (6.19) 

We place DO restriction on the antecedents of rules. Any specification can be represented 
as a Boolean expression over atomic propositions in which conjunction is intersection 
(s and t == s n t), disjunction is union (s or t == s U t), and negation is complemen
tatioll (not s =- :J). This provides a conven..ient shorthand for writing knowledge bues. 

The choice of sequence Q. and the choice of inference rules (expressions appearing in tables 
T) a.re made in the light of expert knowledge of the domain of application. The weights 
associa.ted with the expressions in T can be derived from the training sample C. Since for 
each i, table T[ll comprisea a logistic discrimina.nt function for the truth value of specification 
Q[11, Bta.ndard iterative methods for fitting logistic discrimina.nt functions can he applied. 
Each la.ble can be treated independently of the others. The method we have implemented 
is iterative ma.x.imum likelihood estimation using mixture sampling with initial certainty 
factors equal to the jdentity (i) as suggested by Anderson [And82]. For expediency we 
implemented only simple gradient descent (gain = 1) rather than the more complicated 
quasi·Newton method. We adapt the certainty factors only after each pass through the 
entire trainlng sequence. Unlike the neural network, this is feasible for the rule-based 
system because convergence is much faster. This is hecause there are only a few weights in 
each family of rules, whereas the neural network has many more parameters to optimize. 

If the sequence Q hu an inferential ordering, then observations made of any case c will tend 
to correspond to troth assignments to an initial segment of the chain. Thls aJ.1ows statistical 
infereDce (calculation of 1fR(c)(d) for each disea.se d) to he made by Monte Carlo simulation 
along tb.e sequence Q [Cor86]. Sta.rting with the first proposition Q[i] whose truth value 
is unknown, we compute the prohability of Q[ll heing true given the anterior evidence 
(Equation 6.15), and the assign Q[i] value true ra.ndomly with this probability, otherwise 
false. This procedure is then repeated for the next proposition Q[i +1] in the sequence, and 
so on until aJ.1 propositions in Q have heen aBsigned B. truth value. This samples the joint 
distribution of the unknown propositions conditional on the observed values; we c.al.I this a 
simula.tion nm.. We perform repeated simulation runs (e.g. 10,000) and count the relative 
freqnency with which the disease variable (6) takes each possible value. This is an estimate 
of the distribution of 6 given the observations c. 

Although we ha.ve developed this rule-ha.sed repre&enta.tion specific.ally for inferential knowl· 
edge, there is no formal requirement that Q has a.n inferential ordering. Q can just as easily 
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be given a causal ordering. Rules DOW relate causes to their effects ra:her than the other 
way around, but the rule-baaed representation still offen considerable parameter reduction 
over explicit repreaentation ofconditional probability tables. Although the 'Noisy OR-Gate' 
is usually employed for this purpose, the logistic model baa the advantage of being able w 
handle inhibitory influences as well as causal ones, and in any ta6e can usually approximate 
the 'Noisy OR~Ga.te' when required in practice [Tod93bl. Families oflogistic rules thuB form 
a flexible, readable and efficient representation both for inferential. and causal knowledge. 

If a causal. ordering is chosen then the Monte Carlo simulation method i8 no longer suitable 
for drawing llta.tistical inferences. Provided tbat the underlying Bayesia.n network on binary 
propositions is sufficiently 8pa.n;e, the Lauritzen-Spiegelhalter algorithm (LauSB} offetJ a 
&Olution. If not, then a simple alternative is to generate a large sample of random c.ases from 
the model, and use this ;III train..ing sequence C (or &Ome suitahly flexible statistiea.l cla.ssifier. 
Ii the model is correct, then the generated sa.m.ple will be statistically indistinguishable from 
a sample of real cases. However, because it is generated from a computer model ratber 'ha.n 
laboriously collected by hand, jt can be very much larger (e.g. 106 ca&e8) a.nd consequently 
convey more information. 



Chapter 7 

A Categorical Knowledge-Based 
System 

In thUi chapter we present a formal model of a diogrwl1tic program which 
employs categorical know~dge. Diagnostic inference is madelled by idempotent, 
decreasing functions on 8pet:ifieuaons. This leads to an implementation as a 
flowchart with the unUHual feature that inferences are motU 61/ repeatedly trnver's
irag the flowchart until the same path is eventually/allowed. 

7.1 Categorical Reasoning 

The knowledge-based methodB described in previou8 chapters have been concerned with 
probabilistic reasoning under uncertainty. But to wha.t extent is it necessary to repre
sent uncertainty, with aU its &680ciated complexity? Ca.n similarly accurate (or better) 
results be achieved with purely categorical knowledge? Although 'algorithmic diagnosis' 
has ~D much criticized (e.g. [Sho79, MadS]), there ill recent evidence that carefully de
signed ftowcharts can be acceptably accurate [Fra91]. In this chapter we develop a model 
of categorical reasoning. 

Let us begin by dropping quantification of non-determinism. A case history contains many 
facts ordiagn06tic value: symptoms and sigD.ll, personal details such a8 age and sex, results of 
blood and urine tests, and the results of a.ny other investigatioD8 performed such as X-rays. 
Furthermore, the patient may he known to suffer from one or more dis.ea.&el:l snch as diabetes 
or peptic ulceration, a.nd these factti too will he reoorded in the case history. A ca&e history 
thus constitutes a 'specification' that the patient is asserted to meet. Given such a ca&e 

history, the diagnostic task is to find a causal explanation for the patient's symptoms, s.igns 
and test results. Explanations may involve identification of a single disease, or of several 
coex.is~nt diseases. A more relined explanalion may also include pathophysiological states 
the patient has, such as shock or septicaemia. Thus an explanation c.a.n alao be oollsidered 
lo be a ~edfication, one which the patient is inferred to meet. The diagnostic task is then 
to find, by application of some IlUitable inference procedure, the strongest specification that 
the patient meets. Once we drop quantification of uncertainty, the most abstract view of a. 
diagn06tic program thu' becomes a function on specifications rather than on information. 
We refer to such a program as an inference procedure. 

38 
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We ascribe two propertie!l to inference procedures. Fi.r1Itly, we ha.ve a,vililable no element in 
the set 'Info' to represent &l1 illogical case history. That is why we excluded illogical call:! 

histories from the domain of ..batract diagnostic prognama (DP) which were thus defuled 
as parlial functioDs. However. the set 'Spec' doa conta.i.n a. distinguished element which 
repI'e8eDts any illogical case history: the imposaible Bpecifica.tion n. TherefOnl, we are now 
able to define inference procedures &8 toW functiolLl. 

Secondly, since &II. lDference procedure engages in eategorical reaaoning, it should be com
plete in the 8en&e tha.t it dra.ws the fullest pOBS.ible conclusion &om the initial data. There
fore applying the same inference procednre to its own conclusion should derive nothing new 
(idempotency). FormaJ.ly, let IP denote the set of all inference procedures. 

1P" {p,Spec_Spe<lp!p=p) (7.1) 

Every inference procedure p can aho be regarded as an a.bstract diagnostic program 1J(p). 
The abstraction function V is distinguished Crom the other function with the same symbol 
(Equation 2.6) by its type. B..ecall that for a.ny specification.s, A:(.s) represeo.s .he informa· 
tion conveyed by the assertion that .s is met (Equation 2.10). Also notice tha.. A: is injective. 
Therefore, we define 1> formally: 

V :IP ..... OP (7.2) 

'tfp:IP. 

Vip) = ,(-';p;,( 

7.1.1 Ordering Specifications 

Giyen that specifications are sets of case descriptiollll, .he nhset rela.tion provides s natural 
partial ordering for specificati0D8. We interpret this as a. 'a.ronger .h&D' relation. 

Example 2 StJppose tIuIt IDe have only four po.uible total CB8e.s 

CASE = {Cl1 C:l,CJ , C.} 

and consider two spedjioatiofIB .s and t defined to be 

8 == {Cb C:l,C3} 

I " {C"C,) 

Spaijialtion 8 o88er18 thall1&e complete patie'lt dellCription moy be one of Cl, c~ or C3. 
IDherma t aBBerts that only C1 and C3 are pouible. Therefore t is .stronger thall.l!J because 
it is more detenninistic. 

The impouible specification ({}) iii the .trongest of all: no pa.tient c.a.n meet it, .inO/! it has 
been strengthened to a.bsurclily. The universal specific.a.tion (CASE) is .he weakest: since it; 
is met by all pa.tients it CM. neYer tell us anything new. 

Since there is a.n ordering on specifications, should inference procedures be monotonic! 
Should stronger premises neceeaarily lead to lItronger concluaionll? One of the motiva.tioD.8 
for .he development of non·monotomc logic was .he need to reason from incomplete evi· 
dence. Since our s~ca.tionll allow ns to describe patients incompletely, 9I'e should not 
inwt that iuference procedures a:re monotonic. 
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7.1.2 Inference Steps 

Inference tasks ;VE! usually too complex to be carried out at a single step. For example, 
we might cousider defining an inference procedure by means of a single look-up table, but 
in practice the table would be far too large. Instead, reuoning tends to follow a sequence 
of steps, each increasing our knowledge of the c.a.se, until we finally reach a conclusion. 
Therefore we regard an inference step (IS) as a decreasing function on specifications; &8 a 
specification decreases in size, the stronger it becomes. 

IS == {p: Spec _ Spec l'Vs: Spec _ P(8) 0;: s} (7.3) 

Notice that inference steps are closed under composition. 

Lemma 19 

p,q:IS I- p;qEIS 

From this it follows that an inference step can be Creely repeated. Since IS is finite, this 
repetition eventually leads to a fixed point, and furthermore th.i9 fixed paint is jdempotent. 
Therefore this iterative method yields an inference procedure from any inference step. (In
ference steps are analogou5 to UNITY [Cha.88] programs, with specifications corresponding 
to program states.) 

This is easily shown. Firstly, we promote the subset order on specifications to give a. partial 
order on inference steps. 

_.:_,18-18 (7.4) 

'rIp,q:ISe 

pI;;;; q#'rI8: Spec ep(s) ~ q(s) 

Informally, p ~ 'I. means that p is stranger than 'I.; for any specification 8, p(s) is at least as 
determin..istic as q(s). Notice that composition strengthens an inference step. 

Lemma 20 

p,q : IS r PH r;;;; P 

Clearly the sequence of iterations pn is a de:scending chain in the partial order. Since IS is 
finite it is well-founded with respect to the partial order, 80 the chain of Jf' must reach a 
fixed point, which is the greatest lower bound of the chain. The function F finds this lower 
bound. (p" denotes the composition of n copies of p.) 

F:IS-IS (7.5) 

'rip: IS e 

T(p): nl",N.p'j 

h follows Crom the antisymmetry of the partial order that F(p) is idempotent and thus a 
member of IP. 

LemII18 21 

p,I8' T(P)EIP 
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7.2 A Representation for Inference Steps 

In practice. individual inference 8~P8 are still too complex to specify by explicit enumer
ation; a. more concise repreeentatioD is needed. Some steps a.re easy to describe becanse 
they are 80 simple. An example is a 'constant' step in which the new infonnaiion provided 
is independent of the pre:m1se. Given &Dy specification 8, C(s) is the constant. dep which 
when given any specification t as Pren:UBe concludes thai both 8 IWd Cate met. 

C: Spec-IS [7.6) 

"/,,:Spec. 
C(8} = ~t: Spec.ant 

The constant inference Btep C({}) simply rejects all case descriptions a.a iIopOtlsible. 

Lemma 22 

~ C({)) =.\.0 : Spec • {) 

Conversely, the constant inference step C(CASE) always returns its input unaltered, !laving 
deduced nothing new. 

Lemma 23 

I- C(CASE) = ~8: Spec. 8 

Just as simple assignments axe insufficient for naeful compoter programming, const&llt infer· 
ence steps are ina.d.equat.e for uaeful reasoning. We need some other method of representing 
more powerful inference steps; one technique is to (.(;Instruct them from simpler stepl,just ae 
complex programs are (.(;Imposed from simple commands. We already have one combinator, 
8equentiaJ. composition (Lemma 19). Unfortunately, this d0e8 not give U8 more power, since 
comp08ition of two constant inference steps only yields another such step. 

Lemma 24 

.,t:Spec ~ C(.);C(t)=C(.n.) 

Another combinator uaed in programming IlWgUages is alterna.tion. We can construct a 
conditional combinator for inferences steps too. Thus far, a specification has been used 
oDly as an assertion, but we can also regard it as a. question asking whether thai assertion 
is true. This means that specifications can be used as the guaros for a1terna.tions. Given 
inference steps p, q and specification 8, we define the construction p <18 t> q to be aa inference 
step that behaves like p if specification 8 is met, a.nd like q otherwise. 

_ <I t> _:(ISxSpecxIS)-IS (7.7) 

'Vp,q: IS;8,I: Spec. 
'1;; ... (p ••• q)(t) =p(') 

'\1,,, (p ... q)(') =q(') 
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The ronditional combinator and function C are sufficient to represent any inference step as a. 
tree where each node and leaf is labelled with a. specification; .. leal specification representa 
a. constant inference step, and a node specifica.tion represents the combination of the two 
inference steps that branch from it. Before defining these inference trees formally we need 
to look more closely a.t how they will ha.ndle missing data.. 

7.2.1 Missing Data 

Wh~D carrying out medical diagn08is data are inYclJ'iably missing; tests and X-ra.ys ma.y not 
have heen c.azTied out, and various signs ma.y not have been recorded. It is important that 
a diagnostic method can always bandle missing data, as Example 3 shows. 

Example 3 Suppose, hatTing ezhaU8ted all other euidence, we have to duide which of lIDO 
diagnoses, A and B, is the more probable on th.e basu, of CI Boolean indicant oonoble, v. 
COniJi~er the situations de:u:ribed by the following two diagrams, which give ~he probabilities 
of (dwgnasis,indiront) pairs. 

0==1 

A I 0.3 

1.'=0 

0.1 

0=1 

A I 0.4 

v=o 

0.2 

B 0.2 0.4 B 0.1 0.3 

In bolJl co.Be8, if I.' = 1 then we slwuld diagnose A as the mort probable, and if I.' =0 we 
should diagno~ B. However, if the oolue of 0 i8 unknown, then the m.os~ probable diagnosis 
differ. in the two 8i~uati0J18. In the fir81 case, B has the higher prior probability (0.6), 
whert'IU in ~he second case it is A that has the higher probability (0.6). 

Clearly, given that a patient is known to meet specification t, the question 'Does the patient 
meet specification s1' has three poss.ible allllwets: 'true', 'false' and 'unknown' (Figure 7.1). 

Figure 7.1: Venn diagrams showing whether t meetB oS. 

~~~ 
~hLJ~
 

True (T) False (F) Unknown (?) 
t ~ s t~J" f~SAt£'J" 

The last two cases are not distin.gu.ished by the alternation p -4 8 to q; it behaves as q in both 
aituatjons, and this is clearly inadequate as Example 3 shows. By using the combinator 
twice a three-way distinction c.a.n be made. 

P-4Sto(q-41"tor} 

Thus if the patient meets s the construction behave. u p, if iDlltea.d the pa.tient meets 1" it 
behaveu8 q, and otherwise it behaves as r. 
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7.2.2 Inference Trees 

We therefore repreaent an inference step 88 a. tree of specifications. The tree js ternary 
beca.use each non·tenninaJ. node represents a. question with three p08llible iUlBWefS: true 
(T), laUe (F) ..d unkno.... (7). 

IT ;;; leof«Spec» I .ode«Spec X IT X IT X IT») (7.8) 

A 8e1Dantic function J for inference trees can now be defined simply by applying the constant 
and a.lternation functions to the relevant parts of each tree. 

.7,IT~IS (7.G) 

VTT,TF,T?: iT;!: Spec_ 

.7(Ieaf(.»; C(.) 

.7(nOOe(., TT, T" T,» ; .7(TT) ••• (.7(T,) ••• .7(T,» 

It follows by structural induction over IT tha.t the result of a.pplying :J to any tree is avalid 
inference step. Furthermore, it can be shown by construction of .. normal fonn tfee tha.t 
every inference step baa a. corresponding representa.tion as an inference tree. 

Lemma. 2$ 

... ran.f=IS 

OC course in any implementa.tion, we can a.void the rednndancy of ha.ving multiple copiea of 
identical sub-trees by using pointers. In other words, in practice we represent a. flowchart 
as a. directed acyclic grapb, but mathematically we view the flowchaet as a. ttee. Let F be 
our :8owchart. 

F,IT (7.10) 

The corresponding concrete program is given hy 

.pF '" (.7;r;"D;C)(F) (7.11 ) 

7.3 bnpJementation 

As a. notationaJ. convenience, we represent specifications as Boolean exptefisionll over atomic 
propOtlitionl as we did for the rule-ba.&ed lIystem. Consider the compntationaJ. complexity 
of determining the fixed-point given a aet of obaervations. Notice tha.t an inference tree ill 
finite (Equa.tion 7.8). Let n be the number of distinct nodes in the tree. Since inference 
steps are decreasing, a.t each itera.tion the number of nodes whose truth valne is esta.blished 
mUlt increase until a. fixed-point is reached. Th.ill means thai a fixed-point must be ~hed 

in no more than n steps. In the worst case, each iteration requirer; evaJ.uation of all nodes 
in the tl'1!e. Therefore, the complexity of computing the fixed-point is O(I1:1i), where k ill 
the won;t-e&;e time to evaluate an exprt!8sion. 

Unfortuna.tely, evaluation of arbitrary expressions ill computationally hard. In order to be 
a.ble to uae the flowchart efficiently in order to carry out diagnosis, we need to restrict 
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the Was of expres.si.on that is allowed to appear in any deciaioR node~, A convenienl 
class i6 that of ",,-expression: expresaionil in which each varia.ble appeal's at most once. A jJ~ 

expression .t can be easily evaluated if the current luformaiion t about the caae is monomial. 
(A monomial expression is a ,u-expreggion involving only conjuDction.) Ea.ch prop06ition 
concem1ng a. variable in s is evaluated independently given t. a.nd then the truth values 
are combined lUling sta.nda:rd 3-valued logic operators. Since any input to tPF is a partial 
case, t is initially a monomial expression a.s required. In order that t remaim monomial at. 
each iteration, we insist that e.x.press.i.oDs appearing at leaf' nodes are also manowa!: the 
conjunction of any two monomial expressions is also monomial. 



Chapter 8 

Compilation of Database 

This chapter describes the proau 0/ wlkeling ~u and compiling Gd6~~ 

for training and un purposes. A total oj1t70 casu of abdominal or low bad: 
pain o/suspected wno.eeologiaJl origin were colleckd retrospedivelll from hospital 
case~notu. 

8.1 A Medical Application 

We have seen in previous chapten how different design decisions lead to a. varlet)' or di
agnostic programs, ra.ngi.ng from pllrely statistical (e.g. the nearest neighbours method) to 
knowledge--based (e.g. a. categorical fiowcha.n). An importaDt central question which Ibob.ld 
be asked by anyone contemplating the design and implementation or a diagnostic program 
is '<:aD the enra. complexity and efFort involved in building knowledge-baaed ay.tem.s be 
jUlltified in term:a of a measurable impro~ment iJl diagnostic accuracy?' We address this 
by comparing all our programs on a snitable sel of tl!lJt cues. The applkailO1l we have 
chosen is the diagnosis of abdominal pain. This hu been one of the most widely stodied 
applicaiioQ8 [Fen90, Dom901. and it is regarded as the natural telt field ror further reseacch 
into diagnostic methods [Sot89a]. In pa.rt.itular. we have OOEIfmed our attention to a specific 
sobgroup or patients, those for whom the pain is suapected to be or gynaecological origin. 
This was chosen hecause it is an especially challenging diagnostic task ror hoth computer 
and clinician [Gon9l]. Also the scope ror exploiting knowledge or canaaJ. mechanisms a.p
peatS to he greater amongst this selected gronp or patient&: multiple pathophysiological 
states are common (e.g. pregnancy and a complication or pregnancy, chronic pelvic inflam
matory disease and ectopic pregnancy. coincidental ovarian cyst and endometrioo etc.). H 
incorporation of backgronnd knowledge does improve the diagnostic accoracy ora program, 
then thi8 should be more apparent in this selected group or patient&. Cleacly, however, 
any results in this highly specific application will. need to be confirmed in other application 
areas. We have thererore designed our experimental methods and our compoter programs 
witb tbe objective or TeOse. 

8.1.1 Admission Criteria 

Since we are interested in comparing different progt&ID1l rather than in compa.ring compoter 
with clinician, retrospectively collected cases are adequate ror our purpoee sinee any im
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pa.i.rment of the quality of clinical da.ta disadvantages all programs equally. We therefore 
collected our cases rell'06pective1y from hospital. CaBe-notes. Our admission criteria. were 

1.	 The pa.tient was &e@D as an emergency by the a.dmilting gynaecological. team a.t the 
Churchill Hospital, Oxford, during the 12-month period 1/1/1990 to 31/12/1990 in
clusive. 

2. The age of the pa.tient when seen was 13 years to 49 years inclusive. 

3.	 One of the pa.tient's presenting oompla.i.nts was a.bdominal or low back pain (not simply 
'discomfort'). 

4. There was no history of tra.uma. wh.ich could have explained the pain. 

We clI.cge to Btndy a. 12~month period in order to a.verage out any conceivable seasonal 
varia.tion in disease incidence, presenta.tion or referral pa.ttern. Thls also a.verages out the 
lea.rn.iIlg curves of Sen.ior House OfficeJ"ll (who rota.te every six months) in their a.bility to 
record symptoms and elicit signs. A total of 1949 emergency referrals were ma.de in the 12~ 

month period. The case-notes for 105 of these were unavailable, and it wa.s uneconotnicalto 
continue to pursue them. In a. further 41 cases, no relevant entry could be found in the cue-
notes, presumably because the case-notes had been unavailable at the time the patient was 
seen, and any temporary notes made had subsequently gone astray. This leaves 1803 cases 
in whom we found the clin.ical record. We included only patients of reproductive age because 
this reduces the range of diseases we needed to model. We note that the Leeds system did 
nol perform well on children [DieS8l or in patients over the age of 50 years [TeI88], partly 
because conditions present differently in these gronpB. None of out 1803 cases were less 
than the lower age limit (13 years), but 51 were over the upper limit (49 years). A further 
477 c.a.&e8 were eliminated because there wa.s no recent history of abdominal or back pain 
(55 of these had perineal paln only, mostly due to Bartholin's cyst/abscess, another patient 
had chest pain only, and the rest had either no pain or just 'discomfort'). We included low 
back pain as an alternative to abdominal pain because pelvic pathology sometimes causes 
paln only in the back, and a decision to omit these patients would h;\,ve seemed arbitrary. 
(About 3% of our patients had back pain but no abdominal pain.) In ou.r selected group of 
patien1B the incidence of back pain due to serious non-gynaecological ca.use (e.g. vertebral 
disc protrusion) is negligible. Inclusion of back pain as a possible presentation therefore does 
not significantly complicate the model. We chO&e, however, to omit cases with a history 
of trauma because this small subset (5 cases) introduCeti many additional disorders. This 
leaves a total of 1270 cases which comprise our database. Figure 8.1 summarizes the above 
rejection frequencies. 

Notice ~hat the admission criteria do not exclude repeated presenta.tions of the same patient 
dUring the study period. On average each patient occurs 1.3 times in the database. The 
ca.se--notes of potentially admissible patients were retrieved in random order. However, 
in order to a.void requesting the same notes twice, data concerning &lJy other a.dmis&i.ble 
pre&eIlta.tioWl of the same patient during the study period were recorded at the same time. 
This means thas repea.t presentations of the same patient tend to he near to one another 
in the database. 
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Figure 8.1: Rejection frequencies during data collection. 

1949 emergency referrals 

1/1/1990-31/12/1990 

146 notes (or entry) 
1803 

not found 

51 cases aged over 49 yean;
1752 

(none under 13 years) 
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8.2 Final Diagnoses 

The diagnostic task is to detennine the fundamental cause of the patient's pain, whil::h we 
refer to all the 'fiIJal diagnoais'. This is recorded for all cases all a single .....ariahle (correspond· 
jog to 6 in Equation 3.9). We drew up a List of 19 possible final diagnoses, dOfleD in order 
to sepa.rate patients into a relatively small number of major treatment and/or prognootic 
categories, while at the sa.me time including all the common conditions. The decision as 
to which diagnoses 10 include was based both on those of the fiIl!it 202 caoea we collected, 
and on our expectations of future conditions we would encounter during data-collection. 
However. once we started to called more cases we made no further modifications to the list. 
In ord~r to determine the final diagnoses a.B reliably all p06sible we used the criteria whkh 
we enumerate below. In BOrne cases, doubt remained about the true diagnosis. Rather than 
exdude such cases from tbe database, we qualified the diagn06is of every case with a label 
'definile' or 'presumed '. U the case matched one of the following definitions, then the patient 
was al;i;igned the corresponding diagnosis as a definite diagnosis. U the caoe matched none 
of the definitions precisely, then the patient was assigned the diagnoais whose definition 
was the closest match, as a presumed diagnosis. Thus no patient was excluded from the 
database because of uncertainty about the true diagnosis. 

•	 Non-Specific Pain - Either the pain settles within 24 hours of admission with
out antibiotic therapy, or laparoscopy (or laparotomy) is performed. The patient is 
discharged without a definite cause for the pain being found, or with a vague and 
unreliable diagnostic label such as 'irritable bowel syndrome', 'Mittelschmerz' or 'dys. 
menorrhoea'. (The final diagnosis is presumed to be 'non-specific pain' if the patient 
lakes her own discharge without a definite cause for the pain having been found, or if 
~he patient is given antibiotics, but the clinicians' final diagn06tic conclusion appears 
to be 'non-specific pain'.) 

•	 Threatened Abortion - The patient is in the first 28/40 of pregnancy, a.nd PY 
bleeding occurs at about the time of presentation, an ultrasound Bcan performed 
during the subsequent 14 days shows a viable intrauterine foetus, a.tld the patient is 
discharged from hOL'lpital without the abortion becoming inevitable. (If an ultrasound 
scan shows a viable foetus and an intrauterine h~molThage in the absence of PY 
bleeding, then the diagnosis of threatened abortion is presumed rather than definite.) 

•	 Abortion - The patient is in the first 28/40 of pregnancy, and one of the foUowing 
applies: 

-	 (Missed) - Evidence of foetal death in utero is found on ultrasound scanning. No 
other cause for the pa.in can be found. 

(Inevitable/lneomplete) - There is no evidence that the abortion was missed. 
Evacnation of the uterus is undertaken during the cunent admission (even if the 
aborlion appeared only to be threatened at preaentation), and either products of 
conception are clearly identified at operation, or histopathological examination 
of curettage specimens confirms the presence of chorionic \issue. 

(Complete Abortion)· The paliea.t is found \0 have .. ,pontaDeoa.ly emptoy "sen. 
following a confirmed pregnancy. 
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•	 Retained Products· Following a previous ERPC or termination oC pregnancy or 
delivery, evacuation of the uterus ill tlDdertaken, and either products of conception 
are clearly identified at operation, or histopathological exa.minatioD of curettage 8peoc
imens confirms the presence of chorionic ti8llue. 

•	 Hydatidiform Mole - A molar pregnancy is evacua.ted and confirmed histologically. 

•	 Ectopic Pregnaucy - An extrauterine pregnancy is removed surgically, and coo
firmed histologicaUy. 

•	 Pelvic Inflammatory Disease - At least one of the following criteria are sa.tisfied 
in the prel>ence of a.ppropria.te pelvic signs: 

1. The diagnOElis is''made on laparoscopy (or at lap:uotomy). 

2.	 The patieut has either a pyrexia of at least 38"C or a white cell count of at 
least 15 per nanolitre, an.d responds rapidly (within 48 hours) to an appropriate 
antibiotic:. 

3. Gonococcus is isolated from a high vaginaJ swa.b. 

4. Chlamydia antigen is round. 

In the case that pelvic inflamma.tory disease is secondary to retained products, the 
latter takes precedence a.s the fin&! diagnosis. 

•	 Ovarian Cyst . At least one of the rollowing criteria. is satisfied in the a.b&eQce or 
any other explana.tion for the pain (and the clinicians appear to attribu~ the pain to 
the cyst): 

1.	 An ovarian cyst (on the same aide a.s the pa.ln ir the paln is laterllJ) ill found on 
ultra80und examination. 

2. An uncompUcated (i.e. neither torted, nor ha.emorrhagic nor ruptnred) ovarian 
cyst (on the same side a.s the pain if the pain ill lateral) is round at laparOl!lcopy 
(or laparotomy). 

•	 Cystic Accident - At least one or the following complications or an ovarian cyst is 
evident: 

- (Adnezal Torsion) - The diagnosis is confirmed a.t laparotomy. 

- (Ruptured CylJt) • The diagnOl!lis is conJirmed on lapa.toecopy or at laparotomy, 
or the pa.tient has appropriAte symptoms and signs, aod free fluid in the Pouch 
or Dougla.s is round on ultraaound scanning, in the absence or other explanation 
ror the pain. 

- (Hoerno,.,.hage) - The diagnosis is confirmed on laparOl!lcopy or at lilparotomy. 

•	 Pelvic Haematoma· A pelvic ha.em.atoma is evacuated lIurgicaJ.ly. 

•	 Fibroids - Fibroids are deteded on ultraliOund examina.tion. Paln iii a880Ciated with 
bleeding, or else a specific complication (e.g. red degeneration or torsion) is round on 
histological examination. 

•	 Hyperstimulation - Bilater&! ovarian enlargement is evident following therapeutic 
ovarian stimula.tion within the la.st month. No other cause cao be round ror the pain. 
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•	 Urinary Trad Infection· At least one of the following criteria. is satisfied: 

1.	 The pa.tient has dysuria or frequency, lower a.bdominal or loin tenderness, and 
at least moderate ('++') pyuria. with no more than a. minimal number ('+') of 
squames on urine microscopy. 

2. A pa.thogen is isolated from	 a mid-stream specimen of urine, no other cause 
for the pain can be found, and the patient respond!; rapidly to an appropriate 
antibiotic. 

•	 Endometriosis· The diagnoos is confirmed a.t laparosc.opy (or laparotomy). 

•	 Ureteric Colic - A ureteric stone is paBsed spontaneously or confirmed ra.d..iologicaJly. 

•	 Acute Appendidtl8 - Histopathological examination of the a.ppendix confirms ap
pendici tis. 

•	 Hyperemes.La Gravi.daruID . Repeated vomiting during pregnancy is one of the 
prt'J:lenting complaints, and the abdominal pain is aggra.v.a.t.ed by movement. No other 
wU'e (or the vomiting or (or the pain can be (ound. 

•	 Abdominal Wall Haematom.a. - A ha.ematoma is identified in the abdominal wall 
on ultrasound scanning, or is evacuated surgically. 

•	 Other - Some definitive diagnoais other than thO&e above is appropriate. 

Table 8.1 shows the frequency djstribution o( the final diagnos.is variable. The c.ommonest 
diagnosis is 'abortion' (miscarriage): there are 468 cases, o( which 372 are definite diagnO&ell. 
By contrast, ureteric colic and abdominal wall haematoma seem. rcue amongst this selected 
populationj there is but a single example o( each. The majority o( patients have definite di
a,gD0lielI, bnt the diagnosis that is most frequently presumed is that of 'pelvic infiammatory 
disease' (PrD). The diagnostic criteria. we have adopted for tbiB are strong, and in prac· 
tice the diagnosis tends to be made on clinical grounds alone. The patient then responds 
rapidly to antibiotic therapy, thus rendering laparoscopy unnecessary. Few patients have 
the necessary degree o( pyrexia on presentation, and gonococcus and chlamydia are rarely 
confirmed as the causa.tive organisms. Hyperemesis gravidarum is another condition which 
seldom satisfied our adopted diagnostic criteria since aggravation o( pain by movement is 
usually not reported. In practice, thoogh, there is usually no doubt about the diagnoais, 
and perhaps our diagnostic criteria could be relaxed. 

8.3 Recorded Information 

The data in the case-notes were transcribed onto a data-c.oUection form using a (ormal 
protoroJ (or interpreting the handwritten entries, and then transferred to computer. This 
allowed automatic range chec.king and s~ning(or other inc.onsistendes. Each caae descrip
tion WiUl printed out and checked by hand agaJnst the information on the data collection 
(onn,80 that any remaining errors could be CQrrected. The sources of data included clerking 
notes (even thoee wade by medicaJ students), re(erralletters, nuraing reror& and discharge 
su.m.muies. The objective was to record all information that was available (or eould have 
been available had say an investigation been caJ'ried out in time) to the admitting 'ea.m. at 
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Table 8.1: Frequeucy distribution of final diagnoos.
 

ICode Letter ( Diagnosis , Definite IPresumed ~
 

A Non·specific paln 209 44 253 
B Threatened abortion 66 29 95 
C Abortion 372 96 468 

D Retained products 32 16 48 
E Hydatidiform mole 4 0 4 
F Ectopic pregDa.D.cy 69 3 72 
G Pelvic inflammatory dieease 52 97 149 
H Ovarian cyst 19 20 39 
I Cystic accident 27 27 54 

J Pelvic haematoma I 4 5 
K Fibroids 5 3 8 
L Hyperstimula.tioD 0 3 3 
M Uriuary tract infection 4 8 12 
N Endometriosis 12 8 20 
0 Uretenc colic 0 I 1 

P Appendicitis 2 0 2 

Q Hyperemesis gravidarum 4 10 14 
R Abdominal wall haematoma 1 0 1 

S Other 16 6 22 

(to'oI) 895 375 1270 
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the time of the patient's presentation. We recorded values for up to 169 variables deBCrib
iog releva.nt symptoIIlS &lid other historical details (age, previous operations etc.), physical 
signs and the results of investiga.tioDs (blood and urine testa, a.o.d ultrasound ScaD). We 
refer to all of these as BJlmptom ooriobles. On aver~, values were recorded for 62% of 
the symptom variables in any given case. The protocol we used for recording each varia.ble 
is summarized in the appendix (Appendix A), a.nd the pOSIIible values for each symptom 
variable are shown in Tables A.l, A.2, and A.3. 

A note was also kept of other information soch as the source of referral, and the clinicia.ns' 
lnitiaJdlagn08e8. However, these were not included as symptom variables to assist computer 
diagnotis beca.uae they reBect decisions by others as to the cause of the symptoDUl. For 
example, a. pa.tient tends to be referred from the ultrasound clinic because a lea.n baa IiIhown 
a missed abOrtion or an ectopic. The initiaJ diagnolilill was recorded as the provillionaJ 
diagnooll made at presentation. If alillt of possible dia.gnoselil was dra.wn up, then oDJy the 
first in the list Wafi recorded. Question maro qualifying diagnOBell were ignored. Where 
neceB811Y, the diagnosis was tra.nlillated to one relevant to the pain ra.ther tha.n to other 
liIymploms or signs. 

We a.bo recorded values for a further 53 variables whkh represent various pathophysiological 
Iltatell wd refinements of the final diagnosis. We refer to theae as additioruJllJOriable~. Any 
operative findings were partkularly Wleful in determining the underlying ca.usal mechanism 
of the pal.i.ent's symptoms a.nd signs, but in ma.ny cases a subjective decision had to be 
made. In &ll but a few ex:ceptionaJ cases, the values of all the additional variables could be 
decided a.nd recorded, 80 missing vaJues are rare except for variables which are conditionaJ 
on otbers. Additjonal vanabJe.s are not used for test PIUp08eS (tbeir values like th~ of 
the final diagnOSis are conceaJed in a.ny test case). However, the values of the additionaJ 
variables in training cues are made available to doIly programs which can exploit them. Tbe 
protorol we used for recording each additionaJ variable is also su.m.m.arized in the appendix 
(Appelldix A), and the p088ible valuea for each additional variable are ahown in Ta.ble AA. 

8.4 Criticism of Our Choice of Variables 

During the process of data-collectjon, we kept a note of a.ny perceived inadequaciefl of our 
choice of variables to record. The following is a.n itemized list of theBe comments. Although 
the list is long, most of the points are minor. Perhaps the most significant improvement 
would be to record the severity of vomiting as suggested. 

1.	 It should be po88ible to describe chronic pain separately from acute pain. For exam
ple, the patient may have had low·back pain for a month, but, jn the last few days 
experienced central abdominaJ pam moving to the RIF'. At present a subjective deci
lion has to be made afi to whether the low-back pain is part of the preeent complaint, 
in which case 'back' rather tba.n 'RLQ' is recorded as the jnitial sit.e. 

2. Pain	 sometimes radiates to the right hypochondrium, or chest. No variables are 
..vall able specifically for this: the closest is 'epigastrium'. 

3. The senaiLlvity	 of the pain to mOveDlellt .hould be more clearly defined: at PrEll!Mmt 
110 distinction ill made between pain that is made worse by a.ny ait.empt at movement, 
lLD.d pain that is simply aggrava.ted by walking. 
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4. It is sometimes bazd \0 diBtinguiBh mild pain Crom 'discomfort', 

5. A	 way should be found of describing 'Cfa.m.ping, intermittent pain': a.t present these 
two adjectives are alterna.tives. 

6.	 Both the type 01 the pa.in a.t OUBeI, and the type or the pain at pregeD.tation should 
be recorded in case it has cha.nged. 

7. Any changing menstrual pattern should he recorded. 

8. A distinction should be made between 'long' LMP and 'heavy' LMP, and 'sbort' LMP 
and 'light' LMP. 

9. A variable	 should record whether abnonnal PV bleecJjng preceded, started .t the 
same time as, or followed the pain. This can help distinguish ectopic pregnancy from 
abortion. 

10. A distinction should he made between (reah blood los8 and brownish los8; thiB iii useful 
in the diagnosis or missed abortion. 

11.	 Any 'sensation or pregnancy' should be recorded: this is usually present even in the 
case of ectopic pregnancy, and it often disappears in the case of a missed abortion. 

12.	 A distinction should be made between primary and secondary dysmenorrhoea. 

13.	 A distinction should be made between actual fainting and the sensation of faintne88. 

14.	 The .seventy of vomiting should be recorded; this is an essential and obvious due in 
the diagn08is of hyperemesis gravidarum. 

15. A distinction should be made between an episode of 60me Iymptom (e.g. vomiting) a 
week or 60 ago, and the presence of the symptom for the last week or 80. At present 
only the time since onset is recorded. 

16. Previous cervical smear results should be recorded. 

17.	 If the patient is pregnant, and the normal method of contraception is ruCD, then it 
should be recorded whether the ruCD ha.s been removed. 

18. Any	 past history of hyperemesis in the present or previous pregnancieli should be 
recorded. 

19.	 It should be made dear whether the patient has delivered (or had TOP, ERPC or 
complete abortion) .since the LMP. 

20. Previous myomectomy should be recorded. 

21.	 There should just be a single variable 'uterine instrumentation', and thissllould record 
all instrumentation, whether dnring laparoscopy or not. 

22. A history of previous termination of preg:aaDcy should be recorded in a siDgle variable, 
and not duplicated in the variables 'terminations' and 'previous termination' as it is 
at present. 

23.	 Beta blocken should be included in the drug history; they may mask taehycacdia.. 
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24. Tae respiratory rate is usually available, and should be recorded. 

25. Adistinction	 should be made between fa.cial pallor and clinical a.na.emia; facial pallor 
iB a sign both of a sympathetic response and of anaemia.. 

26.	 An extra value 'in pa.in' Ilhould be included for the 'mood' varia.ble; at present this is 
recorded simply as ·other'. 

27. A distinction should be made between a. suspected abdominal maBl'I and one that is 
definHe, in the same way aD for PV examination. 

28. Central PV tenderness should be divided into 'tender utenu;' and 'tender POD', 

29.	 PV muse" are sometimes felt centrally; at present there is no way of recording these. 

30. The severity of cervical excitation should he recorded. 

31. The results	 of hoth high and low senaltivily pregnancy tests should be recorded if 
known; a negative low sensitivity test in the presence of an esta.blished pregnancy 
conveys useful information. 

32. The pH of the urine should be recorded. 

33.	 The results of electrolytes, liver fundion tests and amylase blood tests should be 
rocorded. 

34.	 The results of ultraBOund examinatjon of the gallbla.dder and udDeys should be 
rocorded. 

35. The results of IVP investigation sbould be recorded. 

36. An additional variable should record the presumed nature of the uterine contents. 



Chapter 9 

Construction and Validation of 
Knowledge Bases 

Thu chapter de8crif)es the construction and validation 0/ the ezemplar model, 
Baye8ian networks, flowchart, and role-based 8V8tem", 

9.1 Causal Models 

In constructing the knowledge bases we utilized informatioD from variOUI sources: sl.U:ld;ud 
textbooks (e.g. [Pau82, Cha84. Whi86J). journal articles, personal experience and WSCUll5ioD. 
with medical colleagues. We alro made a. careful study of the tint 202 c.aae8 we rolleeted, 
seeking a full ausa! explana.tion for each one in order to identify the ffiQ&t important 
causal mechanisms. (Conaeqoently these 202 cases could not be u.sed rmbsequeIltly for 
test purposes.) In some instances, as we describe, machiDe aBsista.nce could be provided 
in the task of learning from these cases. We also used all 1270 cases to criticize various 
knowledge bases by means of a. X2 test of goodness of fit. (Thill criticism is retrOBpective: 
no changes to the knowledge bases were made in the light of the X2 tests.) We describe 
first the development of the causal knowledge ba.ses, and afterwards the development of the 
inferential knowledge bases. 

9.1.1 Exemplar Model 

The simplest knowledge base of all is that for the exemplar method. Construction of this 
entailed drawing up 19 typical symptom profiles, one for each disease. To 8Ulist in this 
process, we implemented a program to display the frequency distribution for eaclJ symptom 
variable given each disease amougst the 202 caae&. For example, there were 16 caae& of 
ectopic pregnancy, and the frequency distrihution for the variable 'type of pain' is shown in 
Table 9.1. Note that the variable was recorded iu only 10 of the 16 cases. In this instance the 
data confirmed our expedation that the typical patient with an ectopic pregnancy describes 
'cramping' abdominal pain. Often though, the data conflicted with our expectations. If 
DumbeIti WeN small, we tended to adhere to our expected value. For example, although in 
only one ca8@ of ectopic pregn&llCY did the urine ronta.in no pu.s cells whereas they were 
found in three other caae& (Table 9.2), we ronsidered it more typical for the urine to he free 
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of pus cells, and we took 'none' as the typical value. When numbers were larger, we tended 
to CbOOloe the mode of tbe frequency w&tribution even if this was counter to intuition. For 
example, during tbe fint 12 weeks of an ectopic pregnancy. the uterns grows to nearly the 
same size aa it would in an intrauterine pregnancy [Cun89]. One would expect, therefore, 
that tie uterus would be Doted to be enlarged in cases of ectopic pregnancy. In practice 
thlt> apllea.Ill not to bappen (Ta.ble 9.3). We therefore took the typical value for tbe variable 
'uterus enlarged' to be 'false' in cases of ectopic pregnancy. 

Table 9.1: Frequency distribution of the variable 'type of pain' amongst tbe 10 Ca&e8 of 
ectopic pregnancy in which this variable was recorded. 

I Value I Frequency I 
intermittent 2 

steady 1 

colicky 2 

cramping 4 

fluctuating 1 

other 0 

(total) 10 

Ta.ble 9.2: Frequency distribution of the varia.ble 'urine miO'tlllCOpy pus cells' a.D1ODgst the 
4 caselI of ectopic pregnancy in which this varia.ble was recorded. 

L~ Frequency I 
bODe 1 

minimal 2 

modera.te 1 

(total) 4 

Table 9.3: Frequebcy distribution of the variable 'uteru en1a.rged' amongst the 13 cases of 
ectopic pregnancy in which this varia.ble was recorded. 

~ Freqnency I 
(aloe 9 

true 4 

(total) 13 

One of the difficulties we encountered in trying to construct templates is that ma.ny of 
the disease categoriell are heterogenous. Several conditiolU C&.D. present with a right or left 
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mirror image (ectopic pregna.ncy, pelvic inflammatory W&eaIle, ovarian eyat, cy.tic &Cadent, 
urinary tract infectioD, endometriOtiia, ureteric colic). A 80mewhat arbitra.ry choice has 
therefore \0 be made at! to whether the more typical presenta.tion is with left; or right
sided aymptolDJl and signs. Other oonditioWl (e.g. abortion) Me a heterogenous minUie of 
more specific typea: (Le. inevitable abortion, incomplete aborlion, complete abortion, and 
mJssed abortion). The choice CUi to which is the more typical. is &1&0 nther arbitra.ry. TWill 
ElUggeats that the exemplar model should be refined to the point a.t which .ubc.a.tegDrU!8 
ca.n DO longer be usefully watinguiahed, and a sepMat.e template conlitruded (or e.a.eh su.ch 
8ubcategory. Since the present 19 templates have already required careful conaiderati(ln of 
3211 disease-symptom palrs, we have not yet refined the exemplar model further. 

Model Criticism 

Retrospectively we are able to criticize the exempl.u model in the light of our expfrience 
of 1270 CaseB. A Bimple means to do this is to use a..IJ 1270 cases for training purp06e8 to 
calculate the necessary parameten (the va:rious p (Ii. = d I {}) and p(" : u ....... u')) and then 
perform a X~ goodne5B of fit test of the observed distribution of ea.c.h symptom varia.ble to 
that predicted. This meuurea the degree to which the exemplar model is able to aJapt to 
the given training sample. (We meuure the model's predictive ability on nnseen Ca.&e8 in 
the next chapter.) 

Of the total of 3211 diseaBe-symptolD pain, 256 failed the X2 test at the 1% threshold. 
(We would expect only about 32 to fail by chance.) The worst pair wu the variule 'clln· 
ica..IJy dehydrated' given the diagnosis of hyperemesis gravidarum: see Table 9.4. The X2 

statistic is 198.00 wwle the 1% threshold is only 6.63 (one degree of freedom). Clearly the 
original decision wu correct that patients with hyperemesis gravidarum are not typically 
dehydrated: only 5 of the 14 Ca6e8 amongst the 1270 were found to be dehydrated. JIowever, 
dehydration iB nevertheleaB characteristic of tws condition, and ra.re in the other diagnostic 
classes. Had the template for hyperemesis gravidarum recorded the typical value of 'clini
cally dehydrated' a.s 'true' rather than as 'false' then an almost perfect fit would have been 
obtained (X 2 =0.03). This 8UggestB that in conBtructing the templates it would have been 
better to have ChOseD the most 'th.ua.cteriBtic' valuea (i.e. those which are most suggestive 
of the given disease) rather than the most typical values. This is an area worthy of future 
investigation. 

Table 9.4: Comparisoll of the actual frequency distribution of the varjable 'clinically de
hydrated' with that expected. according to the exempla:r model, amongst the 14 cases of 
hyperemesis gravida.rum in which this variable was recorded. The X2 statbtic for this vari· 
able ill 198.00, while the 1% significance threshold is 6.63. 

~ PNdicted. Probability IExpected Frequency IActnal Frequellcy I 
lab. 0.9913 13.88 9 

tro. 0.0087 0.12 5 

("'tal ) 1.0000 14.00 14 
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9.1.2 Bayesian Networks 

We sel out Lo construct a. range of Bayesian networks of varying complexity .in order to gauge 
the CODlributioD of backgrol1.Dd kaowledge. We already had a trivial network, 'independence 
Bayea' (pacentll relation P,). We therefore implemented a. large network (parents relation 
PL). and then by aimplification we derived a amaller network (parents rela.tiOD Ps) from 
it. Thia gave us a. .set of three networks. ranging from the trivial to the complicated. We 
describe first the construction of the large network. 

The ~ntial difficulty we encountered was tha.t the final diagnosis variable 4 has 19 p088i
ble va/ues, yet all symptoms and sigDs depend on the final diagnosis. The aymptam varia.ble 
'final &ite of pain'. for exa.m.ple, has 14 values a.u.d liO there ale 247 (= 19 x (14 - 1» pa.
rameters in its conditional proba.bility ta.ble. If we introduce into the network additional 
vanablea such as 'uterine contractions' (5 values) and 'a.cute left pyelonephritis' (5 val· 
ues) then since many symptoms and ligns depend on these too, the associated conditional 
probabilities become far too numerous either to estimate or store. 

We fiOught to offset these difficulties by two coding tricks. Firstly, we nften made causes the 
children of effects rather than the parenta. Fbr example, in our network 'past history of PID' 
is a child of 'final diagnosis' rather tha.n a parent. Had all ten blna:ry 'pas' history' variablel!l 
been parents of 'final diagn08is' then the conditional probability table for the latter would 
have had 18432 (= 2 10 X (19 - 1» parameters! Instead we have 10 tables, ea.ch with just 19 
(= 19 X(2 - 1» parametenl. Secondly, we created new additional variables 'pathological 
proces' (22 values) aIld 'a.natomical procesEi' (32 values) which represent refinements of 
'final diagnosis' (19 values), thereby avoiding the multiplication of table size that occurs if 
additional variables share the role of pa:rent with 'final diagnosis'. The values of these new 
variables were easily determined. from the other additiODal variables th at we bad caIJected. 

The va.riable 'pathological process' conveys more informa.tion than 'final diagnosis' about 
the stage of abortion aIld tYPe of urinary tract infection: 'abortion' is replaced by three 
new Yalues, 'inevitable abortion', 'incomplete abortion' and 'complete abortion'; 'urinary 
tract infection' is replaced by 'acute pyelonephritis' aIld 'a.cute cystitis'. We felt that it 
was important to refine the heterogenous conditions 'abortion' and 'urinary tract infection' 
becaJIK! the former is 80 common and the latter presents in essentioiUly two very different 
ways. The variable 'pathological process' is thus a.n alternative to 'final diagnosis' as a parent 
for variables in which the stage of abortion or type of urinary tract infection is significa.nt 
(e.g. 'progress of pain'). Similarly, the variable 'anatomical process' refines conditions wbich 
have left/right-sided varieties. See Table 9.5 for details. 

At the root of the Bayesian network we placed. the variable 'age'. This is cle.e.rly a caWJe 
rathel than aD effect of any otber variable. Many of the pOliaible diseases that we are 
modelling are compllcatione of pregnancy. We thend'ore introdut:ed a uew binal')' variable 
'pregnant since LMP' to indicate whether the patient became pregnau.t aince her last men
stnul period. We then placed the 'pathological pfOCese' .. a child or these two variables, 
a.nd hal diagnosis' and 'anatomical pr0ce&8' as children of 'pathnlogical process' (Fig
ure 9.1). We could have put 'anatomical process' in the place of 'pat.halogical procese', 
but; the former has 32 valnes comp.aced with the latter's 22, and 10 the size of the a88O

clated couditional probability table would have been 248 (= 4 x 2 x (32 - 1)) rather than 
168 (= 4 x 2 X (22 - 1». This woLlld have made less eflicieutll8e of the awllable training 
datL 
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Table 9.5: Refinement oflnnaJ. diagnosis' into 'pathological process' and 'anatomical process' 
for use in the Bayesian networks. 

, final diagDOBI8 patboJogle:a:t process anatonuc81 process 
nOIl.-specific pain Don-specific pain !Ion...pecific pa.iIt 
threatened "bortion threll.Lened abortion threatened .borlioD 

illeritable abm'tioa IDeVlt.u.le abollio. 
abortion incomplete abortion uu:omplete aborUoa 

complete abortion complete aborlion 
rdained products retained product. retained products 
hydatidiform mole hyd..tidiIorm mole hydatidifoIlll mole 

left ectoPIC prep......cy
edopk prego. .....cy ectopic prepancy 

right ectopk pregDaD.cy 

pelvic inll&Dlmatory di8eue pelvic in.8a.mmatory diBe_ ~:~D 
bilateral PlD 
left .ywpwmatic ovarian qat 

oY&ria.a cyd ov&ri&D. cyst	 right .ymptomatic ov&ri&D. cyBt 
bilateral symptomatic onna.n cllu 
left, cystic IoCcident

C)'IItic accident cystic accide.ot 
right cyat.ic lIoCcident 

pelvic h-.emll.toma pelvic haematoma pelvic haematoma 
fibroids fibroidl firoi 
hypemimulat10n perstim atlon hyperetirnulanon 

&CUte left pyelonephritil
&CUte pydonephri~is

tUi.na:ry tr&Ct infection	 &CUte npt pydonephritil
&Cute cyRtHis 

&CUte C)1ltitil 
left aymptoIl1ab.c endometnosu 

eudometriosi. endometrioeia	 right aympl.omav.c eIIdometriOli.e 
bilateral aymplomanc eDdomeiriosiB 
left ureteric colicureteric o:Wc Dreteric colic 
right Dreteric colic 

acute appeDdiciw. acute appeDdicitii &Cute appeDdicitis 
hyperemeaia gravidarum hyperemesia gravid&l11D1 yperemeai8 gravida:rUIll 
abdominal wall ha.eml.toIlla abdominal w haematoma abdowmal wall aematoma 
other other other 

I 
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Figure 9.1: Nodes at the root or the large Bllye6ia.n network. 

pregnant since LMP 
"- ./
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pathological process 
""\. ) iii \ 
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One ol the COmmODftlt aDd mOllt impona.nt symptoma ofpatient.s preeenting to the gynaecol
ogist with a.bdominal (or back) pain is a8llOciated PV bleeding and menstrual disturbaD.ce. 
Naturally patients tend to conftule a.bnormal bleeding with a. normal menstrual period, and a. 
significant pact of the diagnOlltic task is to inte:rpret when the a.c.tllal LMP reallyoccwred. 
We were able to model this quite simply. We introduced two kinds of node: additional 
varia.bles to record the time of the actual LMP and any abnormal bleeding, and symptom 
varia.bles to record the description given by the pa.tient. A third new additional vari&ble. 
'reponed LMP'. records the temporal relationship ('earlier', 'same' or 'later') hetween the 
actual and reported time of the LMP. The LMP ma.y be falsely identified and reported 
later than the actual LMP if abnormal uterine bleeding has occurred since the actual LMP, 
or if an implantation haemorrhage has occurred. The latter of course occurs only if the 
patient became pregnant since the LMP, and the site of the pregnancy was nterine. The 
description of the LMP aad of any bleeding since depends on tbe relatjve timing of the 
actual and reported LMP. For example, if an implantation haemorrhage has occurred, and 
if the reported LMP was later than the actual, then it is likely that the implantation haem
orrhage was mistaken for the LMP. This means that the LMP will tend to be described as 
occurring earlier than expeded and of Ughter fiow tban normal. The pan of the network 
that models these interdependencies is shown in Figure 9.2. Making simila:r reference to 
'reported LMP', other variables not shown model the relationship between the achaland 
reported severity and progress of any bleeding and the passage of produd of conception. 
A similar problem arises in interpreting the presence of red cells in the urine. Usually they 
a:re due to contamination from PV bleeding, but occasionally they may actually signify 
haematuria. Figure 9.3 shows how this was modelled. A s.imilar approach was taken in 
handling the presence of pus cells in the urine due to contamination. 

For the most part, the other symptom variables have a single parent: either 'final diag
nosis', or 'pathological process', or 'anatomical process', depending on whetber the extra 
information conveyed is relevant. Some variables which also represent physiological e1I'eds of 
pregnancy (e.g. 'constipation', 'frequency' and 'discharge') also have 'pregnant since LMP' 
as a parent. 

The Small Bayesian Network 

We derived tbe small Bayesian network from the large. We dispensed. with all additional 
variables except 'pathological process' and 'anatomical process'. All symptom variables 
with a few exceptions thus had a single parent. The exceptions are shown in Figure 9.4. 
These represent obvious interactions between symptom variables. Two va:riables, 'urine 
microElcoPy SQuames' and 'ultrasound type', have no parents. This is beca.nse there is no 
obvious causal dependence of either on the uuderlying disease process. Sqnames in the urine 
merely indicate that the specimen was contaminated, this makes it more Ukely that pus ce1lB 
will be found too. The decision as to whether to perform an abdoJ:ILinal or vaginal ultrasound 
is a clinical one; we therefore preferred not to take this into account as direct evidence for 
any particular diagnosis. Howewr, the pelvic strudures a:re more eaaily examined by vaginal 
ultrasound, so the type of ultrasound affects the Uke1lhood of detection of abnormalities. 
The type of n1trasound is therefore a parent of several other ultrasound variables as shown 
in Figure 9.4. The number of uterine pregnancies deteded (if any) is dependent on any 
recent fertility therapy and, as far as we know, nothing else. Recent fertility drugs are 
much more likely to have been administered if the patient gives a history of infertility. We 
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FigureQ.2: Pan oft.he large Bayaian network which models the influence of an impla.ntation 
haemorrhage and/or abnormal ut.erine bleeding aD the reported dates of the LMP. (The ,.......
 
symbols H! and 111 indicate the presence of one or mOn! other arcs entering and leaving 

the node, respectively.) 

m Til Til 
pa.thological process anatomical process pregnant since LMP 
\.. .. \.. ../

; i i [ II Iii 
~ ~ ~ 

pregnancy since LMP' 
'---- , .J 

Til implantation
 

uterine bleeding
 haemorrhage
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 since LMP 
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~set of bleedin~ (imO of LMP) (ype of LM~ 
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Figure 9.3: Part or the large Bayesian network wh.ich models the influence or haema.turia 
and PV bleeding on the finding or red cells in the urine either on mic.ro6COpy or on stick 
testing. 

mm 
final diagn08is 

~ 
~ 

m 
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therefore included 'infertility' as a. parent of 'recent (ertility drugs'. Laatly, the reported 
time since onset of a.bnormal bleeding iB dearly dependent on the reported time since the 
last menstrnal period: by definition it most be less. We therefore i neluded 'weeks since 
reported LMP' as .. parent of 'onset of bleeding'. 

The small Ba.yesian network ha.a aignific.aatly fewer &rC6 than the large network, but is 
still more complex than the independence network. Table 9.6 shows a comparison of the 
numbers of nodes, ares and parameters in eath of the three Ba.yesian networks. The number 
of pa.nm.eters WaB calcula.ted according to 

P",ame''''' = E (1 - #90eD) II #9~e'D) 
",V", "',v...I(,,,..')eP 

where P is the corresponding pa.rentB rela.tion. Clearly the numbers of parameters oC all 
three Bayesian networks are of a. simila.r order of magnitude, and not excessive for the size 
oC da.tabase available for training purpoees. 

Table9.6: A compariaoD of the Dumbers of nodes, arcs and parameters ot the three Bayesian 
networks: the independence network (PI), the small network (Ps) and the la.rge network 
(PL)· 

~~ Pa.rameters I 
PI 170 169 7333 

Ps 172 176 10086 

PL 18.\ 225 11471 

9.1.3 Causal Rule-Based System 

The greater flexibility of the rule-based representation made it unnece5sa.ry to introduce 
special variables such as 'anatomical proceB8', 'pregnant since LMP' and 'reported. LMP' 
in order to ['@Strain growth in the nnmber at parameters. For example, ilUltead of the new 
binal}' va.riable 'pregnant since LMP' we were able to write an equivalent atomic proposition 
ill tenos of the existing additional variable 'pregnancy rUnce LMP'. 

pregnanLsince.LMP =true 

pregnancYJlince.LMP in {	 nterine, 

left.Jnbal, 

righUnbal, 

left..ovarian I 

right.ovarian, 

hydatidiform..m.ole } 

We aea.ted oD.ll oae DeW variable 'reeeat TOP 01' ERPC t which NCOrd. wb..b.... 01' DOt t.be 
patien.t has had • rKent termination of pcegnancy, or eYkuation 01 retained. product. ot 
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Figure 9.4: P;u-t ofthe small Bayesian De~ork omitting only symptom variabletl with single 
parenti. 
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conception. It was neceaa&ry to introduce this variable to avoid repetition: it records an 
important fad: aoont the cue, which is ueed repeatedly in subsequent fa.millea of rules, yet 
no equil'BJent variable was available amongst the existing set of additional variables. The 
total number of variables (symptom variables, additional variables and the dise.atill! variable) 
is thUB !24. 

We constructed the knowledge base by first drawing np a C4Ulaal sequence Qc of 478 a.tomic 
proposilions over these variables. The sequence begiDlI with propositions concerning age 
and historical details such as previous surgery. It then covers pathophysiological Itatea 
and filially symptoms, signs and results of investigations. We have therefore arranged 
causative entities eacly in the sequence, 6Ild their observable effects later in the sequence. 
The sequence is thUB a tme ca.naal ordering; since the rule-bL!ed representation aYOidl 
combina.torial explosion in the number of parameters, the son of coding trick employed in 
the Ba.yesian network was not needed. The sequence is, however, not complete: for example, 
we preferred. in m&Dy caaes not to refine the limes of events beyond distinguishing whether 
they ale recent (leu than a month) or distlUlt (more than a month). Thus the variable 
'time since appendicectomy' has five posaible values: 'hours', 'days', 'weeks', 'months' and 
'yean'. However. Boequence Qc includes only the following proposition about this variable. 

time..since..appendicectomy in { hours, days, weeks) 

Therefore no preference is expressed amongst these values, or between 'months' a.nd 'ye&rB'. 
By defa.ult, probability is dl5tributed uniformly over each such set (Eqnation 6.11). 

Onr next task was to write a family of rules for each of the atomic propositions in Qc. 
In formulating the rules we limited the number in each famlly in accordance with the 
anticipated amonnt of tra.in.ing data available to derive the ceru.inty factors. Fil'Bt we 
inclUded any such categorical rules as were necesSCU'y to express logical dependence of the 
propodtioD on those anterior to it in Qc. then afterwards we included nncerlaln (non
categorical) rules. We arranged the latter u far as p06ll.ible to represent separate pieces 
of evidence. The average number of rules associated with each proposition is between folU 
and five: there are a total of 2143 rules in the knowledge base, of which 511 ue categorical 
(506 logical preclusions and 6510gicaJ. implications). 

For example, shown below is the family of five rnles we formulated to determine the probabil
ity offac.ial pallor. The certalnty factors shown ace those derived by iterative optimization 
(except for Rule 9.1.1 which is categorical) UBing the entire database of 1210 caaes as a 
tTaining set. 

RuleD.I.! 

colour in { tUBhed.} ~o colour in { pale) 

TAu /irs' role ;. Ct1tegoriroL It dictotu (hat if 1M patient Au 0 jfusMd fa« then pcllor can· 
not BimultoneouslJl be present. TAu ",Ie u requim:l in orrkr to ensure eztemal COMUterq 
(Eq..,;",. 6.14). 

Rule 8.1.2 

true ~O-0t3 colour in {pale) 

Thil reflecu 1M relatiw~ IovI preoolence of facial pallor among'" our gro*p of patienU. 
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Rule 9.1.3 

mea.n.Jtp in {less.J;han_70mmHg} =>0.196 colour in {pale} 

This identifies hypotension as a cause of facial pallor. 

Rule 9.1.4 

peritoneaLca.vity in {moderate..haemoperitoneum, massive..haemoperitoneum. } 

or 

uterine..bleeding in { hours, da.ys, weeks, months} 

.nd 

Beverity..oLuterine..bleeding in {heavy} 

=>0.111 colour in {pale} 

This idenhfiea 8ignificont blood 1088 as Q couse of pallor, whether the bleeding iB internal or 
eztenwl. 

Rule 9.1.5 

mood in { a.nxjOUIl } 

or 

severity..o(..pain in { severe} 
=>0..886 colour in { pale} 

Thia identifies increased BllmpoUtetie tone due to aJlZ'ietli or pain B8 G rontnb"tory foetor. 

The ruleB represent differwt kinds of evidence, although the ant.ecedenCs Ilhve a <Dmmon 
causal pa.thwa.y: increased sympathetic tone. Moreover, maBllive haemonhage (Rule 9.1.4) 
ca.usea bypovolaemla. and hypotenllioD (Rule 9.1.3). Fortunately, the logistic model does not 
require conditional independence. The antecedente may even 6hare variables as the next 
example 8how8. Thi8 i8 penn.i8sible becauae the logistic formula i8 coIUliltent with logical 
dependence (exclua.ion or implication) between i18 term8, Shown below i6 the family of 6ix 
rules which determine whether the left adnexa appea.r8 abnormaJ.Iy enlarged on ul1rasound 
examination. Three kinds of abnormality are reprellE!nted ill the 6imulation model; the 
a.dnexa may simply appear enlarged, or a solid mas8 may be detected, or a cyst may be 
seen. No distinction is roade between these three pOElsibilities in this family of rules, other 
familie8 carry out that function, 

Rule 9.1.8 

previousJeft..8alpingectoroy in { true} 

.nd 

previousJeft.DOphorectoroy in {true} 

:::>0 ultnsoundJeft-a.dnexa. in { enlarged, wass, cyst} 

This fi,.At M.lle is aJt€'}of'ica.L If bo~h the kft Fallopia'i tube and the kft 000'1/ hove been 
previously removed tMn obuiowdl/ no left adnez4l enlargement (of anI/and) is po88ibk. 
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Rule U.7 

true =>o.o:lS ultruound.left..adnexa in { enlarged. tD&88. cyst} 

This rule reflects the fact that t~ left adneza usuoU" Oppe4rs normal on uUrasound em,";
nation. 

Rule 9.1.8 

lert..£'etopic~regnancy in {unruptured, 

rupturedJnto.meaosaJ.pinx, 

ruptnre<U.ntO-PeritoneaLcavity} 

=>0.898 ultrasound.left..adnexa in {enlarged, mass, cyst} 

The presence of a left ectopic pregnancy (irTe8peetiue of whether or not it u ruptured) makes 
it muc~ more likely that .some form 0/ enlargement of the kft adnezQ will bt: detected. 

Rule 9.1.9 

left.nvaria.n...£Yst in { asymptomatic, symptomatic, hemorrhagic, ruptured, torted } 

~0.991 ultrasound.leCt..adnexa in { enlarged, mlWi, cyst} 

The presence of a left ooonan cyst make" il very much more likely thot lOme form of en
kJrgemenl of 1M left adnezQ will be dde-dell. It is irrelevant whether the cyst is 811f11ptomatic 
or nol, and whether it is compliCllled in lOme way. 

Rule 9.1.10 

left..hydrosa.lpinx in { true } 

'" 
left..pY08alpinx in { true} 

~O.885 nltrasonndJeft..adnexa in { enlarged, masa, cyst} 

Fluid (ll1hdMr punJlent or not) in 1M kft FalWpitJn tube maiu detectQble adneuU enJorye· 
ment of 90me kind tJef"JI much more likell/. 

Rule 0.1.11 

( left..ectopic..pregnancy in {llDruplured, 

rupturedJnlo..meaoealpinx, 

rupluredJnto..peritoneaLcavily} .. 
lelt..ova.riaJuysl in { asymplomalic, Bymplomalic, haemorrhagic, ruplured, torled } 

0'
 

lelt..hydrosalpinx in { lrue }
 .. 
lelt..pye&alpinx in { lrue } 

) 
and 

ullRBOund_type in {vaginal} 

~O.T08 ullruoundJeft..&dnex.a in { enlarged, ID.UB. cyll} 
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Adnaol enlargement d~ Co anr palholOfJJl is more likely Co be detuted if the Wtl"l18OUnd is 
perfQf'fflt:d oagintJllti ruther than GWominollll ainu fewer structures shield the peluic organs 
from lM 'raneducer. 

The cet1a.inty factors or the 1572 non·categorica1 rules were derived from the given training 
sample by i\er.tive ma.ximum likelihood estimation, using simple gradient descent with a. 
gain oC llwty. With respect to each family of rules, only cases in which the truth value oC 
the conduaioD was known were used lor training PUrp0ee8. There wen! 1268 and 762 Inch 
training C.ueI. rellpectively, for the two families oC roles shown a.bove. When evaJ.uatimg the 
an\ecedeot of a. rule during training, each component propOllition 't/ in U' Wall asau.med to 

be false (i.e. h&ve value '0') if the value olvari&ble tl was unrecorded: the ra.tionale {or this 
was that significant diagnOl!ltic leatures would ha.ve been recorded had they been present. 
Figure 9.5 plots mean surprise as a. function of training itera.tion for both the families of 
rules ,bOWD above. Clearly there is DO significant reduction in surprise after a.bout 500 
iterations, and 1000 iterations would therefore appear to be adequate. 

Figure 9.5: Gn.ph of average surprise per training case a.a &function of training iteration 
for the two families of rule in the causal role-based system with conc1uaions all shown. 

colour in {pale) 

,.,.,.,.,.,. ,. ,. . 
•.. 

000000000000000000000000000000000000000 •• 0000 

ultrasonndjeft..adnexa in { enlarged. JD;I.SII, cyst) 

0.0 I , " o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

iten.tiont 

Table 9.7 aho... the &eqUeDcy distribution of aU 1572 non-categorial certainty factors. 
The dlatribuuon it lOu.ghly uniform ovv the interval [0,11. thowins t~ the hI1 raup of 
certainty fa.c:tol'S i. used. Table8 9.8 &lid 9.9 enumerate the conditional plOb&bililiei defined 
by the two families of rules ahowu above. In both cues, although therv an roqbJy twice 
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as many data. as tbere aN! degN!e8 of freedom (rules with Don-categorical cl!d.unty factors), 
a reasonable fit is obtained. 

Table 9.7: Frequency distribution of the 1572 non-categorical certainty factors in the causal 
rule-baaed system derived from the entire database of 1270 Ca&e8. 

I Inter.al IFrequency I 
(0.0,0.1] 207 

(0.1,0.2) 97 
(0.2,0.3] 91 
(0.3,0.4] 123 
(0.4,0.5) 152 

[0.5,0.6) 201 

[0.6,0.7) 191 

[0.7,0.8) 180 

[0.8,0.9) 162 

[0.9,1.0) 168 

(total) 1572 

9.1.4 Chi~Square 

A more general test of the rule-based system's ability to fit the training data is to compare 
the specified and observed marginal distributioDs of each variable by means of the X2 test, 
just aa we did for the exemplar model. (There was little point in cacrying out this test for 
BayesiiUJ. networks, becaUBe tbe specified marginal distribution of any va.:riable necessarily 
conf01tWl to that observed.) We estimated the marginal distributions specified by the model 
for ealh oltbe 224 varia.bles by generating lr:f' cases, and counting rela.tive frequencies. Then 
we used the X] test to falsify the hypothoos tha.t the same da.tahue of 1270 real c.a8ell used 
to train the model is a random sample generated from the model. At the 1% !lignificance 
level, 28 variables failed the X] tCllt. They are shown in Table 9.10. 

Many variables fa.il the x] test becanse of incompleteness of the gequence 'le. These include 
variablCll relating to the time !lince operations, type of contra.ception, type of pregnancy 
Binee the LMP, ra.ised progesterone level, and ovarian cysts. The default assnmption of 
unifonn distribution of probability within each equivalent set of values is inconsistent with 
the ob&erva.tions. For exa.mple, it was felt tha.t a. history of previous cervical surgery made 
little contribution to the diagnosis of a.bdominal pain, and 80 no propoaition concerning 
this variable was included in 'le. As a. result, probability is distributed uniformly over its 
two values, yet fewer than 5% of patients have a.ctually ha.d previous cervical surgery: see 
Ta.ble 9.12. Simila.rly, no distinction Wa.6 ma.de in the model between an ovarian a.nd a. tubal 
ectopic pregnancy, because it was felt tha.t the difference Wall not significant diagnostically, 
and therefore not worth modelling: !lee Ta.ble 9.14. It is therefore not snrprising l.ha.t these 
varia.bles fail the x] tCllt. (In an earlier paper, we compared only the distributionll over 
equivalence classes of values, 80 this effttt was not observed [Tod93b}). 
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Table 9.8: Conditional probabilities of 'colour in {pale}' computed by the conespollding 
family of rules: Rules 9.1.1 to 9.1.5. (Note that Rule 9.1.2 always fires because its anteadent 
is 'true'.) Also shown are the relative frequencies with which the conclusion holds given 
each pattern over the training set of 1268 eases. 

Pattern of Rule Firing Computed Rela.tive 

Probability9.1.5 Frequency9.1.1 9.1.2 9.1.3 9.1.4 

0.043I 0 0 0 33/ 748 _ 0.044 

0 

0 
0.090I 0 0 1 21/ 250 = 0.084 

0 0.1000 19/ 179 = 0.106 

0 

I 0 1 
I 0.1961 I 9/ 48 = 0.188 

0 

0 
0 0.150 1/ 13 = 0.077 

0 

I I 0 
0.278I I 0 1 3/ 4 = 0.750 

I 0.302 2/ 9 = 0.222 

0 

I I 00 
I I 0.486 1/ 2 = 0.500I I 

0.000 0/ 10 = 0.000 

I 

I 0 0 0I 
0.0000 I 0/ 4 = 0.000I 0 
0.000I I 0 1 0 0/ 0 

II 0 I 0.000 0/ I = 0.000I 

1 1 1 0 0 0.000 0/ 0
 

1
 1 0.0001 1 0 0/ 0
 

1
 1 1 0.0001 0 0/ 0
 

1
 1 I 0.0001 1 0/ 0 

(tolal) 89/1268 _ 0.070 
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Ta.ble 9.9: Conditional prohabilities computed by Rules 9.1.6 t.o 9.1.11, for the proposition 
'ultraaaa.ndJeft..adnexa in { enIa.:ged, 1DMlI, cyst }'. (Note tha.t Rule 9.1.7 aJWa.YI fin!lI be
ca.UBe ita antecedent is 'true '.) Alao shown are the relative frequencies with which the 
conclusion holds given each pa.ttern over the training set ol762 caaee. 

Rela.tiveComputedPa.ttern of Rule Firing 
Probability Frequency9.1.7 9.1.10 9.1.119.1.6 9.1.8 9.1.9 

_ 0.0230.025 15/666
 
0
 

1 0 0 00 0 
1 0.0570 01 0 0/ 0
 

0
 7/ 10 = 0.700 

0 

0 0.6241 0 0 1 
1 1 0.7991 0 0 0/ 0
 

0
 35/ 45 ... 0.7780.7421 0 1 0 0 
9/ 12 = 0.750 

0 

1 0.8731 0 1 00 
1/ 1 = 1.000 

0 
1 0.9950 1 01 

0.9981 1 11 0 0/ 0
 

0
 2/ 16 = 0.125 

0 

0.1830 01 1 0 
3/ 5 = 0.600 

0 
1 0.3491 0 01 

0.9360 1 01 1 0/ 0
 

0
 1 0.9721 1 0 1 0/ 0
 
0
 0.962 2/ 2 = 1.000 

0 
1 01 1 0 

1/ 1 = 1.000 

0 

0.9841 1 0 11 
1 0 0.9991 1 1 0/ 0
 

0
 1 1.0001 1 1 1 0/ 0
 

1
 0/ 4 = 0.000 

1 
0 0.0001 0 0 0 
1 0.0000 0 01 0/ 0
 

1
 0.0000 0 1 01 0/ 0
 

1
 0.0000 11 0 1 0/ 0
 
1
 0.0001 01 0 0 0/ 0
 
1
 1 0.0000 11 0 0/ 0
 
1
 0.0001 11 0 0 0/ 0
 

1
 0.0001 1 1 10 0/ 0 
0.0001 1 0 0 0l 0/ 0
 

1
 0.0000 11 1 0 0/ 0
 

1
 0 0.0001 0 11 0/ 0
 

1
 1 0.0001 1 0 1 0/ 0
 

1
 1 1 0 0.0001 0 0/ 0
 

1
 1 0.0001 1 1 0 0/ 0
 

1
 1 1 1 0 0.0001 0/ 0
 

1
 0.0001 11 1 0/ 0 
(total) 35/762 - 0.046 

1 
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Table 9.10: Variables in the canaal rule-based system which fail the X:J test a.t the 1% 
significance level. Croea-refereoce8 are given to tables showing the expected and actual 
frequency distributioDs. 

I Va.riable I X2 11% Threshold ICross Reference I 
final diagoos.is 75.26 34.80 Ta.ble 9.11 

pain is aggravated by movement 7.42 6.63 

pain is relieved by lying still 7.67 6.63 

pl"Ogrell8 of pain 11.97 11.30 

type of bleeding 16.34 9.21 

progress of bleeding 19.94 11.30 

contraception 368.60 20.10 

time since appendicectomy 138.71 13.30 

time aince lapar08copy 71.86 13.30 

tittLe since laparotomy 32.77 13.30 

previous cervical surgery 1044.92 6.63 Ta.ble 9.12 

time BiDee cervical surgery 108.30 13.30 

time since tubal ligation 27.26 13.30 

time since right oophorectomy 55.67 13.30 

time ainee left oophorectomy 34.75 13.30 

time since left salpingectomy 39.66 13.30 

time ainee Caesarian section 217.14 13.30 

time since hysterectomy 15.39 13.30 

time since terminatioD 14.39 13.30 

time since D+C 30.29 13.30 

speculum blood 18.24 9.21 Table 9.13 

pregnancy test 18.51 13.30 

urine microecopy red ce1lB 10.75 9.21 

ultra80UDd uterine caviLy 27.81 20.10 

pregnancy aince LMP 92.85 16.80 Table 9.14 

ra.iaed progesterone 544.16 1I.30 

left ovarian cyst 43.50 15.10 

right ovarian cyst 40.01 15.10 
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Tllble 9.11: A comparisotl of the actual frequency distribution of the variable 'final diagnosis' 
with that expected according to the causal rule-based system, amongst all 1270 caaes. 

Value Predicted Probability Expected Frequency Actual Frequency 

Don specific pain 0.2457 312.0 2S3 
threa\ened abortion 0.081'1 78.8 95 

abOl'tiou 

retained products 

0.3333 

0.0345 
423.3 

43.8 
468.. 

hydatidiform mole 0.0040 '.1 4 
ect.opic pngq&Dcy 0.0527 6<l.' 72 

pel"i~ inflammatory disease 0.1409 179.0 149 

ovarian cyst 

cystic aceident 
pelvic haematoma 

0.0189 

0.0375 
0.0009 

24.0 
47.6 

1.1 

3'.. 
• 

fibroida 0.0033 4.2 8 
hyperst.i.mulation 0.0006 0.8 3 

urinal')' tract infection 0.0157 19.9 12 

eodometriosU 0.0080 10.8 20 
wduic colic 0.0031 3.' 1 

appe.ndicitis 0.0022 2.8 2 

hypentDel!liB grnidarum O.D135 17.2 14 

abdominal wall hematoma 0.0013 1.7 1 

other 0.0215 27.3 22 

(total) 1.0000 1270.0 1270 

Tllble 9.12: A comparison of the actual frequency distribution of the variable 'previous 
cervical surgery' with that expected according to the ca.u.aa1 rule-based system. a.m.onglt all 
1270 cases. 

~ Predict.ed Probability IExpected Frequency I Actua.l Frequency I 
fal8e 0.5000 635.0 1211 

I"," 0.5000 635.0 59 

(tolal) 1.0000 1270.0 1270 
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Ta.ble 9.13: A comparison of the actual !requeney di8tribu~jon oC the variable 'speculum 
blood' with tha.t expected according to the causal rule-baaed ey8tem, amongst the 1015 
cases in which this variable was recorded. 

I Value I Predicted Proba.bility I Expected Frequency IActual Frequency I 
1aJ.e 0.4730 480.1 443 

blood 0.4.735 480.6 489 

products 0.0535 M.3 83 

(""a1) 1.0000 1015.0 1015 

Ta.ble 9.14.: A comparison of the actnal frequency dietribuUon of the variable 'pregnancy 
since LMP' with that expected according to the causal rule-based. system, amongst aI.l1270 
caseo. 

, Value I Predicted Probability IF..xpected Frequency IActual Frequency I 
1aJ.e 0.3938 500.1 452 

nterine O.MM 692.7 738 
left tubal 0.0124 15.7 35 

right tubal 0.0122 15.5 3li 

left ovarian 0.0162 20.6 1 

right oV&rian 0.0156 19.8 2 

hyda.tidiform mole 0.0044 5.6 6 

(""a1) 1.0000 1270.0 1270 
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Only eaotber variable.- exceed the 1% thrshald by auy significant ma.rgin: lfinal diagnOllis', 
'type ofbleeding', 'progreas of bleeding', 'speculum. blood', 'pregnancy test', and 'ultrasound 
uterine ta.vity'. Of these, the wont two are 'final diagnosis' and 'speculllDl. blood'. The ex
pected a.nd a.ctual diatributiona (OJ' 'final diagnoos' a.re shown in Table 9.11. The most 
aignific.a.o.t diacrepancy occun with thE' rarer oondit.iona (pelvic haemaioma., fibroids, hy· 
pen;timulation, endometrioos, ureteric colic). in which (except for endometriosis) there are 
only a few positive examplell in the database. The IUost eignifica.nt discrepanc)' in the ca&e 
of ·speco.lum blood' ill underestimation of the frequency with which products of conception 
are ob!lE!l'ved: Bee Table 9.13. However, the marginal distributions of these variables are Dot 

wholly llnrealistic, as the tables show. Furthermore, we have also shown that the model 
generates cases which an expert observer cannot distinguish from rea:! cases [Tod93b]. This 
experiment was performed. part way through the programme of data collection, 80 only the 
first 500 of the 1270 cases were available at that time for tra.inillg purposes. The experi
ment has not been repeated since because it required a conaiderable effort on the part of 
the expert subject: he had to consider ca.refully 200 cases. 

9.2 Inferential Models 

9.2.1 Flo..chart 

Our experience with writing the flowchart was that the temary decision structW"e CT', 
'F' and '?') encourages a top-down approach. Near the root of the chart, almost any 
expression ca.n be used, no matter how abstract the concept that it repreaentB. Twa is 
bec~se it is not necessary to be told the truth value of 8uch expres8ioDB when uaing the 
chart to diagnose cases: the '?' branch is simply followed, a.nd then application oC the chart 
ite.ra.te8. The freedom to use highly di8crimina.tive a.b8tract expressioJl.8 wgh in the chart 
makes it much e.aai.er to structure the chart in a clean, logica.J. way. The only coostralnt 
is that it should be feasible to write relia.bie 8ubcharts which can la.ter be attached to the 
'unknown' oukomes to determine the truth valnes of the deci&ion expressions. For example, 
in practice it will seldom be known a priori whether fiuJd is ill fact present in the peritoneal 
cavity. Nevertheless, we ca.n use tws useful discriminant becau8e we are able to attach a 
subchan to the 'unknown' branch wwch BerVeS to determine whether ftuid ;8 present. We 
applied these principles recunively as we wrote the subebart&, introducing new additional 
variables (e.g. 'uterine conlents') whenever it was convenient to do so. So that the tJ'@e 
would remain reasonahly balanced, as we moved deeper into the chart we selected decision 
expressions whose truth values were more rea.d.ily determinable (Le. only small suhcharts 
need be attached to the 'unknown' outcome.). Thus we start at the root with a decision 
as to whether the patient became pregnant since the LMP. It 50, we then decide whether 
the pregIl8.IlCY is (or was) uterine or ectopic. U the pregnancy was uterine we then decide 
whether it is still viable. (See Figure 9.6.) Notice how the decisions become progmJSively 
mOIl! concrete, nntil we are a.t last able to make a diagnosis. 

As a result of this top-down approach, the chan tl!..nds to be stable during development. 
FOI'tnmple. in our case, the chart reftects awerarchical clasaifica.tion of di80rden baaed on 
their ca.U8al mechanisms, and this is unlikely to require wholesale revision. Alterations tend 
to be loaJ.; ollly twice did we delete IeCOOns, and theM both illvolved cml)' .. '-w ~. 

After writing the charl, we tried it on 13 published cases [Gil91], and Oil 49 cuea that had 
been supplied. to us from another centre. AB a result we identified six errors in the chart: 
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Figure 9.6: Nodes at the roo~ of the :o'owcharl. See Table 9.15 for brief description. of 
subcharh Ct ... eg. (Note tha.t subchart Cs is SbOWD in Figure 9.7, and Bubchart Cr is 
shown in Figure 9.8.) 

Ca 

T 

Cj 

~ c, 

viabie..prqDallq in { true } llfin.1dj,pnsis in {~)II 

TI F 
c. 

in { blood, dote, prodllda } 

T F 

c, c, c, c, c, 
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Figure 9.7: Subchart C5- (See Figure 9.6.) 

8uid...in..perikmeaLcavity in { hUll } 

7 

T F 

oe""";ly..d..pai.n in {moderate, .....~ }... 
1~..h1eedin& in {light}... 
~...agr;r • ...tod..by.mOV'ameDl. in {bile} 

11tinal.....diap>U in {d.......leee!·bortiolJ }II 

u1l.~uollDd...Poucll.d..Dou&l- in {8uid} 
M 

( ( pain...radWal..Lo...righ.t..ab<>Wder in {lnI.,,) 
M 

pain..zadiat.......1o.Iefi..-bouJdn- in { tn. }
 
M 

paln...ioI...agr;r.'4iedJ>y~al.ioo. in (true) 
M 

bo..~ in { ..t.en1 } 

) .... 
( abdta:nin&l...nboUDd in {Lnao) 

M 

'bd in'! risiml,.. in {..-} 

M 

""";cal....eJ<~ in {'lUll} 

T 

II flwLn-perl~vity in { tn. } II 
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Ta.ble 9.15: Summaries of suhcharta C1 ••• Cp ghow:n in Figure 9.6.
 

I Sub,hut I Summary I
 

C, 
Determine8 whether the patient became pregnant since the laat menstrual 
period. 

C, 
Determines the final diagnosis in the case that the patient is known Dot to 

have become pregnant since the last menstrual period. 

C, 
Determines whether the pregnancy is (or was) uterine or ectopic in the case 
that the patient is known to have become pregnant since tbe last menstrual 
period. 

C, 
Determines whether the pregnancy is currently viable in the case that the 
patient is known to have become pregnant in utero since the last menstrual 
period. 

C, 
Determines whether the final diagnosis ill 'cystic accident' or 'threatened. 
a.bortion' in the case that abnormal bleeding is reported by a padent who is 
known to have a. viable uterine pregnancy. (See Figure 9.7.) 

C, 
Determines the final diagnosis in the case that the patient is known to have 
a viable uterine pregnancy, and reports no abnormal bleeding. 

C, 
Determines whether the final diagnosill ill 'hydatidiform mole' or 'abortion' 
in the case that the patient is known to have an unviable uterine pregnancy, 
and all products of conception axe in utero. (See Figure 9.8.) 

C, 
Determines the final diagnollillln the case that the patient 18 known to have 
become pregnant lIince the LMP. but not all prodncts of conception are still 
in utero. 

C. 
Determinee whether all productll of conception are still in utero in the case 
that the patient 1s known to ha.ve become pregnant eince the LMP, but the 
pregnancy is no longer viable. 
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three were typing errors and three were ovemghts. They all required only trivial changes. 
Finally we tried the charl on the fin;t 202 ca.&e8 in the database. The ftowcha..rt made the 
correct diagnoais in 119 (58.9%) of these. We traced the decisions for all ca.&e8 tha.t the 
8owe.hart milldiagnosed, and if this highlighted a specific weakness we modified the chan. 
AI, & result, the Howchart then correctly diagnoeed 142 (70.3%) of the fWne 202 c.aaelI. 

The nse or a.bstract discrimina.n.ts encouragea their reuse in other parts of the chart. Charts 
therefore ha.ve compact reprea.enta;UODB as acyclic graphe. OUf ftowchart has 101 nOD
terminal nodes when represented as an acyclic graph, aDd it references 101 variables in 
all. Leaf expreos.iODS are invariably simple propO&itioIL8 in the ronn oC asserlioilli th~ a 
particular varia.ble has a s.ingle value. 

9.2.2 Inferential RuJe-Based System 

One of the difficulties we encountered in coIL8truding aJl. inferential rule-based system was 
in identifying pathophywologic.aJ. states whose presence can be determined reliably from 
observations without necell8a.rily knowing the final diagnosis. We finally selected nine addi
tional variables that seemed suitable, and supplemented. them with four new variables tha.t 
we bad used as anbgoals when constructing the 80wchart program. See Ta.ble 9.l6. 

Table 9.16: The 13 additional variables used in the inferential rule-baaed system. (The 
variables derjved from the flowchart are marked with a '*'.) 

recent TOP or ERPC (*) 

recent previous abortion (*) 
uterine contents (*) 

viable pregnancy (*) 

pregn&llcy &ince LMP 

threatened a.bortion 

left ovanaD cyst 

right ovarian cyst 

microscopic ha.em.aturia 

fibroidB 

acute red degeneration 

peritoneal cavity 

hyperstimul8,tion 

Since symptom variables are oRen unrecorded, it is extremely unlikely in a.ny given case 
that the atomic plOpoei1.ions wboee truth valnes are obeerved will form aD ini1.ial segment of 
the seqnence Q, whicllever Q we ChOO6e. We therefore elected to treat unrecorded symptom 
variables as baving the explicit value lnnknawn'. This means that the troth valve of a.ny 
atomic proposition involviDg a Iymptom value is alw&¥, known. Therefore, provided that 
no l;ympklm vari.ble is pnceded by a.n additional variable (or the hal diapoml!) illl 
the seqnence Q, the set of proposi1.ions whOle troth valne is given will DecelIArily form 
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(the same) initial segment of Q. Since the families of rules concerning thos.e propositions 
are therefore redundant, we naturally decided to omit all prop08itions involving symptom 
variables from our sequence. We refer to this sequence as QI beca.use it has an inferential 
orderwg. Thus Q/ is incomplete containing only 35 propOll.i.tions (c.f. Qc which has 418 
propoaitiODS) relating to the 13 additional variables and the final diagnosis. The rule8 
associated with these prop06itiol1!J of course hzclude symptom variables in their a.ntecedcnh, 
altholJ.gh we included only 106 of the 169 symptom varia.bles which we regarded AS the 1808t 

useful diagnostically. 

Sequence Qr begins with propOllitiotui concerning pathophysiological state! that are moat 
immedia.tely diagnosabJe, such :loa pregnancy and peritonitis. PropOilitiODS concerning the 
anatomical siteo! the pregnancy, the viability of the pregnancy, and the na.ture of the uterine 
content!, follow in that order. Ectopic pregnancy has various specitk risk factors which are 
readily enumerated, and of course requires that the pa.tient ill pregnAnt. Therefore, since an 
ovarian cyst is sometimes difficult to distinguish from an ectopic pregn.a.u.cy, a decision as to 
the presence of An ovarian cyst is left until alter that of ectopic pregna.u.cy. Determination 
of the precise ca.use of the pain (the 'hal diagnoais') is the last task, and this involves 
the last 18 propositions. The average number of rules associated with eub propo.sition is 
between six and seven (sligbtly more tban in tbe causal rule-based system): there are a 
total of 221 rules in the knowledge base, of which 120 are categorical (84 logical preclusions 
and 36 logical implicationB). 

For example, shown below is the family of rules we formula.ted to determine wbether tbe 
final diagnosis is 'urinary tract infection'. There are seven rules altogether. The certa;nty 
factors shown are tbOlle derived by iterative opthnization (except for Rule 9.2.1 which is 
categorical) W1ing tbe entire da.tabase of 1270 CaBell as a training set. 

Rule 9.2.1 

not final..diagnOllis in {oon..specific-Ilain, 

ovariaILCyst, 

urinary_tractJnfection, 

endometri06is, 

acute....a.ppendicitis, 

abdominal_walLhaematoma, 

other ) 

~() final..diagnosis in { urinalY_trutJnfection } 

This first rule is categorical. II dictates that if the finol diagnosiB hD.B already bt1n esJabliBhed 
08 something else by anterior MAles, then the final diogJlO8is cannot be vn"narp troet infection. 
This nile iB required in order to ensure utemal consistenclf (EqUQ,tion 6.14). It is slightly 
simpler to ezpf'Ess this nile in the form 'unless the final diagrwsis is one of the remaining 
pouibilities '. 

Rule 9.2.2 

true =>0.0111 final..diagnosill in {urinary_trutJnfection } 

This ".Ie reflect. the reiotive11lioUl preoolellCt! of urinorp trod infedlon. lIJnQng41t our group 
oj patients. 
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Rule 9.2.3 

viable...pn!gna.ncy in { true} 

0' 

past.hif>tory....oLUTI in {true} 

~O..li9'l' finaLdiagnosis in {urinary..ha.cUnfe<:tion} 

ThiB rule identijiea two rid: factors for urinary tract infection. A previous urinary inJec
tion makes () 81J~quen~ one slightly more likeflJ, and urinary infections an; commoner in 
pregnancy owing to urinary stasi8. 

Rule 9.2.4 

frequency in { true} 

and 

pregnallcy..llinceJ.MP in {fabe} 

0' 

dysuria. in { true} 

~O.:roT finaLdiagnosis in { urinaJyJracUnfection} 

The fourth rule refers to the specific symptoms of 0 urinary tract infection: urinory fmluency 
and pain on passing urine ('dysuria 'J. Pregnancy i8 diMJ a couse of urinary frEquerv:y, and 
80 we guard frequency by the proNo that the patient i8 not pregnant. 

Rule 9.2.5 

site...oLtenderne86 in {leftJoin, rigbtJoin } 
:=}O.140:l finaLdiagnosis in {urinaryJractjnfection } 

The fifth rule refers to the signa 0/ kidney infectum: loin terureme88. 

Rule 9.2.8 

rec.en tJever....or_chill in { true} 

0' 

tempera.ture in { 37.S_to-38.0, 38....or...more } 

0' 
whlte..cell..count in { 11.O....or..more } 

:::>0.$.46 finaLdiagnosis in { urinaryJracUnfe<:tian } 

The trizth rule refers to general symptoms and sigf18 of infection: recent fevers or chills, 
an elevakd temperuture, and a raiM;d white cell count. We do not di«riminore in thy 
MIle between mildly elevated temperatufU (J7.S"C to 38.0" C) and higher temperoturet (over
38.O"C), althaugh we would do 80 if sufficient training data were aooilable. 
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Rule 9.2.1 

miu06copic-haematuria. in { true} 

'" 
urine..m.icfOSCOpy..pUs....ce1.ls in {modera.te }
 

and
 
urine..m.icroscopy..squames in {none, minimal }
 

=>0..877 final-diagnosis in {urinaryJra.cUnfection } 

The seventh and la8t rule refers to evidence of red blood cells or pus cella in lhe urine. 
The latter are not significant if there are more than a few squamotuJ o:lla p1'E3ent because 
squames indica~e e~temol contamination at the time of collecting the ap«imen. 

The certainty fa.ctol'B of the 101 non-categorical rules were derived from the given tra.1ning 
llllII1ple by itera.tive maximum likelihood estimation,jullt u for the causal rule·based system. 
Figure 9.9 plots mean surprise as a function of training iteration for the fa.,mjJy of rules 
shown above: since the final diagnosis is always recorded, the truth value of the proposition 
'final.diagn0ai8 in {urinary_tra.ctJnfectioD }' was known in aJl 1270 cases. Clearly there 
is no llignifica.nt reduction in surprise after about 500 iterations, and 1000 iterations would 
therefore appear to be adequate, &S it was for the causal rule-based system (Figure 9.5). 

Table 9.17 shows the frequency distribution of all 101 non-categoric.aJ certainty factors. 
The distribution is roughly un..iform., as it is for the causal rule- based s}'lltem (Table 9.7). 
Table 9.18 enumerates the conditional probabilities defined by the fa.m.ily of rules shown 
above. AB in Ihe case of the causal rule-baaed system, although there are roughly three 
times as many data. as there are degrees of freedom (rules with non.categorical certainty 
factors), a reasonable fit is obtained. 
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Figure 9.9: Graph of average surprise per lI;uwng caae as a. function of tra.ining iteration 
for the fa.lIl.ily of rules in the inferential rule-based system. 
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Ta.ble 9.17: Frequency distribution of the 101 non-categorical certainty factors in the infer
ential. rule-based system derived from the entire da.ta.haae or 1270 cases. 

I Inlenal IFrequeDcy I 
(O.O,O.IJ 16 

(0.I,O.2J 7 

(0.2,0.3] 10 

(0.3,Oo4J 12 

(004,0.5) 1 

[0.5,0.6) 8 

[0.6,0.7) 10 

10.7,0.8) 14 

[0.8,0.9) 9 

[0.9,1.0) 14 

(tot,,) 101 
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Table 9.18: Conditional probabilities of lfinal....diagnoais in { urinary_tractjnfection }' COID
puted by the corresponding family of rules: Rules 9.2.1 to 9.2.1. Note that Rule 9.2.2 always 
fires because its antecedent is 'true', For brevity, all patterns in which Rule 9.2.1 fires a.re 
pooled, because when it fuea, the computed probability ill always zero, and DO actual ex
amples a.re round. Al80 shown are the relative frequencies with which the conclusioQ holds 
given each pattern over tbe training Bet oC 1270 cases. 

Pattern of Rule Firing Computed Relative 
9.2.1 9.2.2 9.2.3 9.2.4 9.2.5 9.2.6 9.2.7 Proba.bility Frequency 

0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0.016 1/ 152 _ 0.007 

0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0.106 1/ 7 = 0.143 
0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0.020 0/ 36 = 0.000 
0 I 0 0 0 I I 0.125 0/ 4 = 0.000 
0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0.046 1/ 2 = 0.500 
0 I 0 0 I 0 I 0.257 0/ 0 

0 I 0 0 I I 0 0.055 0/ 1 = 0.000 

0 I 0 0 I I I 0.294 0/ 0 
0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0.039 2/ 39 = 0.051 

0 I 0 I 0 0 I 0.223 1/ 5 = 0.200 

0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0.046 1/ 13 = 0.077 

0 I 0 I 0 I 1 0.256 0/ 2 = 0.000 

0 I 0 I I 0 0 0.105 0/ I = 0.000 
0 I 0 I I 0 I 0.455 0/ 0 
0 I 0 I I 1 0 0.124 0/ 0 
0 I 0 I I I I 0.502 0/ 0 
0 I I 0 0 0 0 0.024 1/ 54 = 0.019 
0 I 1 0 0 0 I 0.149 0/ 3 = 0.000 
0 I I 0 0 I 0 0.029 0/ 14 ~ 0.000 
0 1 I 0 0 I I 0.174 1/ I = 1.000 
0 I I 0 I 0 0 0.067 0/ 0 
0 I 1 0 I 0 I 0.339 1/ 2 = 0.500 
0 I 1 0 I I 0 0.080 0/ 0 
0 I I 0 I I I 0.381 0/ 0 
0 I I I 0 0 0 0.056 0/ 9 = 0.000 
0 I I I 0 0 I 0.298 0/ 1 ~ 0.000 
0 I I I 0 I 0 0.067 0/ I = 0.000 
0 I I I 0 I 1 0.338 2/ 2 = 1.000 
0 I I I I 0 0 0.148 0/ 0 

0 I I I I 0 1 0.553 0/ 0 
0 I I I 1 I 0 0.173 0/ 0 
0 I I 1 1 1 I 0.598 0/ 0 
I I - - 0.000 0/ 921 = 0.000 

(totol) 12/1270 - 0.009 



Chapter 10 

Evaluation 

In this chapter we de8cri~ how tot' have trained and tested the ditJgnoslic 
progmma, and toe prEMnt our ",Bults. Flr8t we explain how we chose the damain
8pe£ijk parameters (a, k, ek.) for the vanous methods. We then present the 
diagnostic accuracies of all mdh0d8 obtained using cr'Osa-oolidation on ootcheA 
of 101 teAt o:JBeS. Knowledge~basedmethods wert:. found to ~ no more accumtt 
than the ~8t statiBtic41 methods. The latter include both the neare8t neighbour, 
method using the BoVU metric and independence Bayes itself. The ezperimenu 
were reproted using only the cases in the data~ with definite finol diagnoses, 
and similar reatl.ltll were obtained. Finollll, nearest neighbours was eompon:d with 
independenc£ Bayes on all CD.8e8 using a leave-out-one cr'088-vo/iJation strategll. 

No signijiamt diJJerenu in accul"Ocy could be demonBtroted. n i8 aryued tJUJJ 
nOOrEst neighbours using the Balles metric i8 one of the moat accurate methodl 
and the most suitable tuhnique for providing machine asaistonce for medk-ill 
diagnosis. 

10.1 Training and Testing 

In total We have available 1270 cases in the da.tabase. However, the 11.T'5t 202 ca.Be8 (&et 'A') 
cannot be ueed as test ca.ses for the knowledge-based metbods because these c.a.eeB were 
u6ed to ase.ist construction of the knowledge-bases. Therefore, since we wished to compare 
all programs on an identical test !let initially, only the remaining 1068 cases (set 'B') were 
available for testing. The first 202 cases (set A) were available for training. Furthermore, 
in order to increase the number of training cases available, we adopted a CI'088-vaJidation 
strategy; for training purposes we including cases from set B as well. However, 80me 
methods (neural networb and the rule-based system with a. ca.ueal ordering) a.re aoexpensive 
to train that it was not feaaible to leave out only the test case becanse this would have meant 
retraining the classifier 1068 times. Instead, aa a compromiee, we chose to leave out 101 
cases. AlBo, si.nce same patients appear more than once i.n the data.hue, and since repeat 
presentations of the eame patient tend to resemble the previons one, we also omitted hom 
the training set any cases which represented the same patient as any of the 101 Cille9 in the 
test hatch. We therefore partitioned set B into 11 snbeeta (B = B} U B'J U ••• L' Bl1 ) &tid 
before testing on each suhset Bi , ~ trained the c1aaaifier on !let A and every other lII1bset 
!let Bj (j 'F i) with the exception of &Dy other presentations of patients in Bj. Table 10.1 

87 
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ShOW6 the actual size of each training and test set. Notice that although on average each 
patient a.ppears 1.3 times in the database, repeat presentatiollB tend to be within the same 
test set aod 80 do not require removal. from the training set: aD each lOW of Table 10.1, 
the test set and training set together contain nearly 1270 cases. This is because multiple 
presentaliona of the same patient dllring the study period tended to be entered into the 
database sequentially since aJl such presentations were usually recorded in the aa.me c.ue
Dotes. 

Ta.ble 10.1: Sizes of each training and test set. 

[§~ Size of test set ] Size of training set I 
B, 101 1164 
B, 101 1164 

B3 101 1168 

B. 101 1169 

B, 101 1169 

B. 101 1168 
B, 101 1167 

B. 101 1168 

B, 101 1169 

B" 101 1165 

B11 58 1210 

Toto! (B) 1068 -

For each talt case, we look the disease with highest p08terior probability as the computer's 
diagnosis. This was counted &8 an error if it disagreed with the recorded diagnOBiB (or 
the case. TahJe 10.4 (Page 98) show8 the overall error rates for each program. Some 
diagn08tic programs require selection of appropriate training algorithms and/or cboice of 
domaln·specific parameters. We describe tbese for each method in turn. 

10.1.1 Independence Bayes 

Oneposwble tnnable parameter for independence Bayes is the number or symptom variable8 
that are actually used. Crichton et al [Cri87, Cri89] report a small increase in a.ceura.cy 
uaing 5 or 6 &elected variables rather than aJl 41 on a database of acute abdominal pain, 
though the improvement does not appear to be statistica.lly significant. In the di3@;D08is 
of llCnLe coronary heart disease by means of independence Bayes, AaBe et oJ [Aa.s93] found 
an improvement if only 31 instead of all 38 variables were used. However, the quadratic 
score rather than diagnostic accuracy was used as the performan ce meallnre: elimination of 
dependent variables would be exp«ted to improve calibration, and hence could conceivably 
improve the quadratic score at the ~pense of the diagnostic accuracy. Furthermore, a 
recla.ssification estimate of the qnadratic score appears to have been used: it does not follow 
necessarily that the quadratic score on unseen ca.see would be higher with 31 variables than 
with aJl 38. Ohmann d al [Ohm86] warned of the danger of bi8.fi in &electing variables, 
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and in their study of pa.tients with gaatroinLe8tinal bleeding, they found that the estima.ted. 
true diagoOl!ltic accuracy generally improved. as varia.bles were inclnded. Similarly, in a 
simulation study of c.ases of vaginal discharge, Chard and RnbeIl.lltein [Cha89] found that 
optimal diagnostic accuracy wa.s achieved uRing all va.ria.bles. Furthermore, although equal 
overall accuracy could a.pparently be achieved uB.ing fewer va.riables, the ability to wrrectly 
detect less prevalent cond.itionB was impalred. For these reasons, and because an average 
only 62% of variables were recorded in each case and 80 it is not clear a priori which va.riables 
to &elect, we opted to include all symptom varia.bles in our implementa.tion of independence 
Ba.yes. 

10.1.2 Nearest Neighbours 

The relevanl parameter here is 1:, the number of neighbours from which to draw sta.tistical 
inference. If I: ill too large, then the neighbours are not representative of the test CaBe_ If I: is 
too small then random noise degrades the accuracy of classification. Clearly optimal choice 
of I: depends on the domain of application and the size of the tra.in.ing set. Figun 10.1 
shows graphs of error rate obtained with the two metrics a.B a function of 1:. The error rate 
for the Hamming metric is significantly h.igher than for the Bayes metric for a wide rlUlge 
of I: values. The error ra.tes shown in Table 10.4, 0.48.5 (Ha.nun.ing metric) and 0.362 (Bayes 
metric), are for optimal I: chooen retrospectively (I: = 21 and I: = 19, respectively). The 
horizontal nature of the graphs suggests that lIimil.a.r error rates would be obtained using 
the same I: values if a further random sample of cases were used. 

10.1.3 Iterative partitioni.ng 

The relevant parameter for iterative partitioning ill the stopping thTef;hold a. If a is small 
then partitioning stops soou and 80 the filtered subset of training casea is large and llUrep
resentative of the test c.ase. If a is large then the filtered subset iii smaJl and random noise 
degrade'" the accuracy of cla.Bsification. Figure 10.2 shows a graph of error rate for iterative 
partitioning as a function of Q. Notice that a = 28.9 and a = 34.8 correspond to a 95% 
and 99% signjfica.nce threshold, respectively. This is because the likelihood ratio statistic 
(Equation 4.22), when reduced by a factor of 2, approximates a Chi-Sqna.re dilltnblltion, 
and the 95% and 99% significance thresholds for the Chi·Square distribution with 18 degrees 
offreedom (#Disease - 1) are 14.45 and 17.4, respectively. 

The error rate shown in Table 10.4 (0.417) is for optimal retrospective choice of a (26.0). 
Again the horizontal lIature of the graph suggests that a similar error rate woold be ootained 
with the ll3.ID.e a value if a furtber random sample of telit cases were used. With a = 26.0, 
surprisingly few facta about the test CaBe are &ctuaJly used in diagnosis: an average the 
database is partitioned ooly 1.88 times (Le. 1.88 facts are used). The actnaJ. number of 
iterations varies from 1 to 4 (Table 10.2). This means thai the filtered subset of the training 
set is large: OD average it (.Ontains 129.5 caaes (standard deviation 78.6 casea). Fi.glIre 10.3 
shows a graph of the cumulative frequency of sizes of filtered subsets. 

10.1.4 Neural network 

The training method we adopted for neuraJ. netwarkB WM 6ac....prDpdgati(ln [Rum86a] min
imising the mean squa.red error. AJtholtgh new optimization algorithms &re freqnently 
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Figure 10,1: Graphs of error rate for the nearest neighbours method as a. function of k for 
the Hamming metric and Bayes Metric, 
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Table 10.2: Frequency distribution of the Dumber of iterations performed by the iterative 
Pa.rlliioning program with respect to the 1068 test cases. 

I Iterations IFrequency I 
1 184 
2 829 

3 54 

4 1 

Total 1068 
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Figure 10.2: Graph of error rate for itera.tive partitioning lIS a function of a. Also shown 
are the corresponding 95% (0 = 28.9) a.nd 99% (0 =34.8) significance th.resholds. 
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Figure 10.3: Gra.ph for it4'!rative paniCioning plotting the cllDlulative !requeDey distribution 
of sizes of filtered 8ubsetll of tbe training set with :respect to the 1068 teat ca&e8. 
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proposed, ba.c:k-propagation remains a. simple and effective method; in a. recent compua.
ti\'e study of three training algorithms, back-propagation was found to be the best [Ebe91J. 
In order to hreak symmetry we let all weights in.itially to small random vaJ.ues (drawn 
uniformly from the interval [-0.2,0.2)). Ov.1ng to the large number of weights, and the 
rela.tively large number of tra.ining cases, it was too expensive to calculate the total error 
over the entire training set a.t each iteration. Therefore we a.pplied the variation of ba.ck_ 
propaga.tion in which weights a.re modified after each prelleDtation of a. &ingle training case. 
The tra.ining cases were presented in fixed order, and 100 pa.8lle8 were made through the 
training set. In order to a.ch.ieve convergence, the ga.in ('learning rate') was reduced linearly 
to zero. No momentum tenD. was employed. Two pa.rame\er8 remained to be determined for 
optimum performance: the in.itial ga.in, and ~he number of hidden units. We tried various 
combina~ions of tbese; Table 10.3 shows the corresponding error rates. The lowest error 
rate obtained was 0.378 (404 enolll) with one hidden un.it and an initial gain of 0.03. This 
is the error rate shown in Table 10.-4. Figure 10.4 plots error rate &8 a function of the 
total number of passes through the tralning set (initial gain 0.03, 1 hidden nnit). Clearly 
no further improvement in error rate could be expected had we employed mo['@ thAD 100 
passes. It is perhaps not surpri&ing that increaaing the number of hidden nnits haa1ittle 
effect on error rate: the network already has a large number of degrees of freedom with so 
many direct inputs (554) to each of the 19 output units. 

Ta.ble 10.3: Error rates of the neural network with respect to the 1068 test cases whell nsing 
different numbers of hidden lUlits n and various initial ga.ine. 

Initial 
"_0 

Total Knor 

Numben of Hidden Unit.. 

"_1 "-, "_5 
Total Error Total Error Total Error 

" 
Total 

10 

Error-Gain E<"". Rate ErlOr'll Rate Erron Ilale Eno.. Ilale Error'll 

0.003 443 0.415 431 0.-4D4 450 0.422 «2 0.414 439 00411 
0.Ql 413 0.387 410 0.384 411 0.385 407 0.381 410 OJIl4 
0.03 410 0.384 404 0.318 4lS 0.389 408 0.382 405 0.379 

0.1 430 0.403 423 0.396 419 0.392 41. 0.390 418 0.391 
0.3 427 0.400 422 0.395 433 0.405 430 0.403 44' 0.414 

1.0 44' 0.414 450 0.421 447 0.419 443 0.415 44' 0.414 

10.1.5 Causal Rule-Based System 

Regarding the causal rule-based system, it was not (eaaible to apply the exact inle.renee 
algorithm described by La.uritzen and Spiegeihalter [La.uBS] because, viewed as a Ba.yesian 
network over binary propositions, 21 of the nodes (atomic propoaitions) have more tha..n 
20 parents, the worst having 42 parents. Therefore, we employed the simple Monte Carlo 
method described in Chapter 6; we generated a large sample (HJ6) of random aimulated 
cases, and using these &8 .. train.ing sample for a statistical method. The statistical classifier 
we employed was nearest neighboutlll with the Ba.yes metric &inee thil w.. found '0 be the 
mOBt a.c:curate of all the siatistical methods we had tried (Th.Me 10.4). SiDee we were using 
a 'leave-out-IOI' stra.tegy, the rule-based sylltem. had to be trained OD 'he appropriate llet 
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Figure 10.4: Gra.ph plotting error fa.te for the neural network OD the 1068 test cases as a 
function of the total Dumber of passes through the corresponding training sets ('leiwe-out. 
101'). 
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of real ca8e8 t &lid then used to generate the simula.ted cases afresh for each ba.tch oC test 
cases. The simulated caaes were then used first to derive the parameters lor the Bayes 
metric, and then as a. reference da.tabase from which to extract the nearest neighbours 
to each real. test <:Me. The accuracy of the method clearly depends on k, the num!ler of 
ne.igh hours extra.eted. Figure 10.5 show8 a. graph or error rate using this method on all 
1068 caaes as a. function of the number oC neighboun. Retrospectively, a. k value of 100 is 
a.bout optimal, producing an error ra.te of 0.352, and thi& is the value enLen!d in Ta.ble 10.4. 
For comparison, as a baseline, we repea~ this experiment U&i.ng the independence Ba.yes 
classIfier itself in pla.ce of the nearest neigh bolll"ll classifier. We obtained exactly the same 
enor rate (0.364) as we did when training on 1l!aJ. cases. The two methods did not make 
identical decisloDli. however; precisely one of thetn was corred in 178 of the 1068 cases. 
The discriminant ma.trices (Tables B.1 and B.12) are sbown in tbe a.ppendix (Appendix B) 
for comparison. Althougb using nearest neigbbours ratber tban independence Bayea as 
the cla.salfier wben tra.ining on simulated cases leads to a. reduction in error rate (13 fewer 
errors), tbis difference is not statistically significant (p = 0.0854). The statistical \.est we 
Ulle for this and all other comparisons of error rates is tbe ViiU'iation on the McNemar test 
suggested hy Mosteller [M0852]. This treats all cases correctly diagnQ6ed by one method 
but not tbe other as a. seqnence of binomial trials witb probability of succesa j. 

Figure 10.5: Graph of error rate for nearest Deighboun witb the Bayes metric on al.ll068 
cases when tra.ined on databases of 106 llimulated cases generated from tbe causal ru.le-based 
system ('Iea.ve-oul-olOl '). 
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10.1.6 Discussion 

Table 10.4 shows the error r.a.tes (or all programs. Fu.U dillai.m.ioaIlt m.uriees col'Nspond· 
ing 'to ea.ch entry are induded in the appendix. The mOlit a.ccu:r&1e program is uearest 
neighboUl8 with the Bayes metric. trained on simulated cues generated from the caUBa1 
rule-hued Iystem (376 errors: Bee Table B.I (or the discriminant maCrix). However, this 
is not aignificantly better (P == 0.4671) than the beat purely statilltic.al alternative: nearest 
neighbonrs with the Bayes metric trained on reaJ. c.&ael!I (387 errol1l: see Table B.2 (or the 
discrim..iJlant matrix). The moet striking difference between the two di&cri.mi.n.a.nt matricell 
is tha.t the sen.sitivity to non9 specific pain (Disease 'A') lalla from 65.1 % to M.l% while the 
specificity rises from 82.2% to 88.8% when simulated cases rather than fl!aI cues are used 
for training. This is despite the fact that the causal rule-based SYltem tend!! to generate a. 
higher proportion of cases of non-specific pain (0.2457) than are actually ob6erved, 0.1992 
(ll:::I 253/1210): see Table 9.11. A similar effect is observed when independence Bayes is used 
instead of nearest neighbours as the classifier (Tables B.a and B.12). Th.i8 ,ugests that 
simulated caaes ofnon·speclfic pain lack the variation of clinical preeenta.tion that is actually 
observed. This is not surprising given the obvion.s difficulty in modelling a condition that 
has no clearly nnde1'8tood causal mechanism. 

The cansa.I rule.based system is, however, significantly more acCUl'ate (p = 0.0425) than 
the inferential rule. based system which ma.kes 408 eno1'8, althongh this concluaion must be 
tempered by the fact that the choice of k =100 for the cansal system was retrospective. 
A comparison of the discriminant matrices (Tables B.1 a.nd B.6) shows that the inferential 
system has a lower threshold for non-specific pain, bnt is less acCUl'a&e at diagnoa1n.g JDC8t 
other conditions. In particular the inferential rule.based system's diagnD8e8 of the J'&I'~ 

conditions (Diseases IJ' to'S', inclusive) are overall much less reliable (34.1% compoued 
to 53.6%), yet slightly less sensitive too (18.7% compared to 20.0%). The poorer perfor
mance regarding rarer conditions p~haps reflects the small size of the inferential knowledge 
base compaced to the causal one. Certainly when writing the rule- base it was difficult to 
formnlate a small number of rules which would reliably detect the rarer conditions. The 
flowchart (discriminant matrix Table B.8) is even less accurate (431 errore) than the in
ferenlial rule.based system, but again the difference does not reac.h statistica1 IIignifica.nce 
(p =0.0788). The flowchart appeacs to have an even lower threshold for non-specific pain, 
a.nd performance regarding the less prevalent conditions (Diseases IJ' 'to "S', inclusive) ia 
eVeD worse: relia.bility 26.9% and seusitivity 9.3%, overall. This can be explained by the 
greater flexibility of the rule-based system with its numerical certa.inty facto1'8 and its ca.pac· 
ity to leam from training examples. Independence Bayes (389 erT01'8) ia significantly more 
acClIlate than the flowchart (p =0.0170). This reverses an earlier conclusion baaed on the 
much smaller sample of 202 training cases [Sta92]. Enlargement of the Bayesian network 
seems to rednce acclUacy. The large Bayesian network makes 20 more erro1'8 than inde. 
pendence Bayes, although the difference is not statistica.l..ly signifiea.nt (p = 0.0121). The 
general form of the discriminant matrices (Tables B.a, B.4, and B.1) resembles that of the 
caU6a1 rule-based system (Table B.I). 

The nearest neighbolUs program using independence Bayes aa a metric makes two (ewer 
erro1'8 than independence Bayes itself. A comparison of the tM:! discriminant matrices (Ta.
ble B.2 and B.a) shows that neare8t neighboun tend, Co do better with the moet commOll 
collditions (abortion and non·8pecific·pain) at the expense o( the rarer onet. Thi. if, perhape 
to be expected with k = 19 since tbere a.re (ewer examples of each rare condition than the 
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nnmber of neighboUI8 retrieved. The neural network (Ta.ble D.S) has a. greater sensitivity 
to common conditions. but is generaJ.1y poorer than independence Bayes at dlagnoaing rarer 
conditions. In pouticular, the neural network has a greater U!ndency to misdiagnOlle Ca&ell 

of pelvic inflamma.tory disease as ha.ving either abortion or non-specific pain. The higher 
error ra.te of the neural network (404 errou) compa:red to independence Bayes (389 mon) 
is similar w the results of Ha:rt and WYi\U in their study of chest pain [Ha.r89l. allhough 
Baxt's experience with neural networks (or the same problem waa very much more reward
ing [Bax9l]. Phillips et oJ [Phi911 report that a neural network was more accurate than 
independ@I1ce Bayes for a.cnte abdominal pain. The number of test C8&eJI (30) Wall lIIDall, 
and the difference does not appea.r to be statistically aigniticant. 

Iterative partitioning (Table B.9) shows an even poorer sensitivity to the less prevalent 
conditions, no donbt because the aver~e size of the filtered database ia even larger (129.5 
cases), making 56 more errors than independence Bayes: this difference is highly significant 
(p = 0.0011). The present application does not appear to be pal'ticulal'ly well-slii~ed to 
iterative partitioning, because seldom ca..n a. reliable diagnosis be made purely on t1Ie basis 
o[ jUlit two facts (Table 10.2). Cases of fibroids seem to be an exception. All five cases 
of fibroids that were correctly identified by iteraLive partitioning were diagnO&ed on the 
atrength of the same two facts: no abnormal bleeding since the LMP, and fibroids seen on 
ultrasound examination. The exemplar model (Table B.IO) has particular diflicu.lty with 
beterogeneous conditions (non-specific pain, ectopic pregnancy, pelvic inftammatorydille.a&e 
and ova.nan cyst). Trus reflects the handicap imposed by having only a single template [or 
each disease. It would be jnterestillg to see how much improvement could be obtained with 
a more refined model. The worst program is nearest neighbours with the Hamming metric 
(518 errors). This is strongly biased towal'ds the commoner conditions, diagnosing all but 
85 of the 1068 cases as having either non-specific pain or mlscarri~e. 

The error -rates we obta.i.ned compal'e favourably with those in other studies using indepen
dence Bayes (0.414 [Sut89b],0.451 [Ser86J) when atiention is confined to the same I3.D.ge of 
di80rders that we have studied here. Furthermore, the best programs we impJemented made 
fewer elTon than the initial clinical diagnoals (error rate 0.399 over the same 1068 cases), 
althongh the laUer should properly be regarded as a lower bound for several reaaons: 

1.	 In 43 cases the cl.in.ician had not recorded an in.itial diagnosis, and we counted these 
as errors. 

2.	 The results of the ultraaound scan may not always have been available when tbe initial 
diagnos.is was made. 

3.	 Where a liat of possible diagnoseJl was given the first was tuen as the initial diagnosis. 
However, it is qu.ite possible that the clinician enumerated his p08sible diagnoses in 
order of decreasing gravity rather than decreasing probability. 

10.1.7 CART 

As a baseline ~ainst which to compare our staListical programs, we al80 tried ~he tree
baaed modelling module provided by the S·Plua statistical package, desc.ribed more fully 
in [Cla92]. This implements a veralon of the well·known CART algorithm first described hy 
Breiman et oJ [Bre84]. A classification tree is built by rec.ll1'8ively partitioning the tra.i.ning 
sample. The featDl'e8 available for partitioning in the S-Plua implementation are atomic 
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Table 10.4: Error rates for all programJll on the test set of 1068 r:.ueI uaing a'lea.ve-out-lOl' 
training fuategy, sorted into rank order. The right·hand column lists the coJTe8ponding 
tables in the a.ppendix .howing the fuD discriminant matrices. There is no iUgnificant 
difference between the first five programs at the 5% liIignificance level using the McNemar 
test. 

Program Errors Error rate Matrix 

CauBalrnle-based system (tPR, Q - Ge. T - Te) 
Nea.rE!ll~ Ba.yes neighboun (tlw, IJ = 6., I: = 19) 

Independence Ba.yes ("'8. P =PI) 

Small Bayesian network (WB. P = Ps) 

Neural. network ("N. n.:::: 1) 

Inferen.tiaJ. rule-baaed system ("'R. Q = QI, T.:::: TI) 

Large Ba.yesian network ("HI P = PL) 

Flowcllart (,pF) 
Ite:rative partitioning (WI, Q =26.0) 

Exemplar model (.pE) 

Neareet Hamming neighbours (T/JK, 6 = ~J' I: = 21) 

376 

387 

389 

402 

404 

408 

409 

431 

445 

457 

518 

0.352 

0.362 

0.364 

0.376 

0.378 

0.382 
0.383 

0.404 

0.417 

0.428 

0.485 

T.ble B.I 

T.ble B.2 
Table B.3 

Table B.4 

Tahle B.5 

Ta.ble B.6 

Ta.ble B.7 

Ta.ble B.8 

T.ble B.9 

T.ble B.10 
Ta.ble B.11 

propositioDs. The next proposition on which to povtition is chosen 80 as to maximiee the 
decrease in the node deviance (defined 88 miQUI twice the log-likelihood o( the ohserv&
tions remaining at the node). The stopping criterion nBed was the default (or the S-PIWJ 
implementation of CART, namely tha.t a node wiD not be partitioned if 

• the node deviance is less than 1% of the root node devia.nce. and 

• the node has fewer than 10 cases remaining to be partitioned. 

This criterion if; considered to be quite liberal in [C1a921, resoJting in overly large treea
whith can then be pruned to improve clas&i.fication accuracy. This strategy is generally 
coIl.aidered better than trying to stop tree growth at acme optimal point. The method of 
COllt-wmplexity pruning advocated in [Bre84). and adopted in the S-PIWJ implementation 
aJloca;tes a cost Da(T} to a tree T defined by 

D.(T) " D(T) +aoize(T) 

D(T) is the deviance of the tree, defined as the sum over all leaves of the deviance of that 
leaf, and the size of a tree is the nnmber of leaves. The value of Q determines how heavily 
lal'gu trees ate penalised and thus how much a ~ree should be pruned. The choice of 0 

can be made by evaluating pruned trees on new data, or if this i8 not availa.ble, hy Cr088

validation. Thia second approach is supported by the S-PIWJ implementation and involve8 
splHting the training database into n batches; for ea.c.h batch in turn a tree is then grown 
using the remaining h - 1 batches. and the eequence of optimal sl1btftell found as Q v.viea. 
The withheld batch i8 then u.eed to ealculate the deviance of each of the subtrees, and the 
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deviances a.veraged over all hatches. This gives a.n unhiased estimate of the best size of tree 
to nse. 

The S·Plus implementation allows miSlling valnes in the predictors, in our application the 
symptom variables. During tree-building it treats 'un.lrnOWJi· as a value like any other, thUB 
allowing th08e eases for which tbe partitioning variable il unknown to be passed down to 
one of the child nodes. This is the only viable approach with our data., since the values of 
a high proportion of variables are missing for &.Dy given caBe. In classification, evaluation 
stops if a node is rea.ched for which tbe variable is unknown. The case is then claasiied as 
having the disease most common a.mong the cases at that node. 

As with all other methodB, CART was tested uaing the same leave-out-101 fllrategy. The 
intention was, lor each batch of test cases to grow a decision tree and then prune it using the 
a-value determined by lO-fold cross-validation. Initially we made avallable all 169 symptom 
variabler; when building the troo. However, the large memory requirement of the 5-Plus 
package meant that it proved impossible to prune these trees ulling the cross-validation 
approach, since the machine used (a Sun Sparc·2 workstation with 32Mb of memory) had 
insufficient random-acce&S memory. This prohlem was circumvented by restricting t:be vari
a.bles available for partitioning to those exhibiting a significant correlatjon with the disease 
variable. Correla.tion was assessed using the X~ teat on the contingency table defued for 
each variable, taking 5% as the significance threshold. On average, tbis reduced the lIumber 
of symptom variables from 169 to 92. 

The error rate obtained with CART was 0.442 (472 errors). This is worse than with iterative 
partitioning (445 errors), although not significantly so (p =0.0814). We therefore did not 
pursue recllI1live partitioning any further for our application. We note tbat in another study, 
involving 6387 patients with abdomillal pain, re£:Ulsive part.itioning WaR found to be much 
less accurate tha.n jndependence BayesIGam91]. 

10.1.8 Cases with Definitive Diagnoses 

Our preliminary conclnsion is that knowledge-ba.sed. programs are not significantly mo~ 

accurate tha.n purely statistical alternatives. However, the final diagnoses of 375 of the 
1270 cases in the database were presumed rather than definite. The possibility remains 
that the full potential of the knowledge-based programs was not reaJized because they were 
trained and tested on cases whCl3e diagnoses were often UDIeliable. Would the knowledge
hased programs outperform the statistical if the diagnostic task were clearer? To answer 
this question, we repeated the above experiments on the database restricted to the 895 ca.ses 
whose diagnoees were definite. We adopted the same cross-validation strategy as belore, 
bot restricting training lUId test sets to cases with definite diagnoses. The actual sizes of 
the training and test sets are shown in Table 10.5: there are & total of 751 amoDgst the 
1068 test cases that have definite diagno&e8. The error rates for all programs are lIoown in 
Table 10.6. As before, we choae optimal parameters retrospectively. In the case of nearest 
neighbolUS, the optimal number of neighboun: was 14 :Cor the Hamming metric and 48 for 
the Bayes metric. Iterative partitioning was optimal with a :::: 28.0. In tbe case of the neural 
network, ten hidden unitll were now found to produce the beat results, with the BaDe initial 
gain of 0.03. When the nearest neighbours classifier with the Bayes metric was tra.ined on 
106 simulated cases, slightly better results (220 errors) were obtained with I: =:100 than 
with I: = 100 (225 errors). 
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Table 10.5: Sires ofeach training and test set when cases a.ce restricted to those with definite 
diagnoses. 

I Test set ISize of test set ISize of training set I 
B, 75 815 

B, 62 829 

B, 65 830 

B, 77 818 

B, 60 835 

B. 77 817 
B, 67 826 

B. 70 825 

B, 78 817 

Boo 75 817 

Bn 45 849 

Total (B) 751 . 

Table 10.6: Error rates for all progriWlS on the test set of 751 caBeR with definite diagnoses, 
sorted into rank order. See Table 10.5 and the text for details of tbe cro&9--validatioD 
strategy. The right-band column lists the corresponding tables in the appendix sbowing 
the full discriminant matrices for the -five most a.ccnrate programs. There is no algnificant 
difference in accuracy between those five programs a.t the 5% significance level using the 
McNemar test. 

I Program ~I Error rate I Matrix I 
NearaJ. network (,pH. n - 10) 202 0.269 Table B.13 

Nea.rest Bayes neighbotU'S (1/JK, 6 =66, k = 48) 205 0.273 Table B.14 

Inferential rule-based system (,pR, Q = QI, T = TT) 207 0.276 Table B.IS 

Independence Bayes (1PB. P = PI) 217 0.289 Table B.16 

ClOW rule-based system (,pR. Q:= Qc. T =Tc) 220 0.293 Table B.l7 

Small Bayesian network (,pB, P = Ps ) 228 0.304 

Iterative partitioning (,pl. a =28.0) 234 0.312 

La.rge Bayesian network (WB, P = PL) 236 0.314 

Flowchan (".) 247 0.329 

Exemplar model (,ps) 268 0.357 

ffe.a.rest Hamming neighbours (WK, 6 =6/. k = 14) 295 1l.393 
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There is no sta.tisticaUy significant difference in enor rate between the first five progra.IILll 
in Table 10.6. However, it is notable that the inferential rule-based system made fewer 
errors than the causal rule-based system, whereas previously it made significantly more. 
This reversal isla.rgely explained by an improvement in the inferential rule-based system's 
accuracy with respect to abortion (Disease C): see Tables B.iS and B.17. A wewess of 
the inferential rule-based system would appear to be in confusing more difficult examples of 
abortion with threa.tened abortion and with non-specific pain. When the discrimina.tion t.ask 
is made easier by eliminating the cases in which there is some doubt about the diagnoos, 
this weakness is less obvious. 

10.2 Discussion 

In conclusion, therefore, it appears that knowledge-based programs are not significa.ntly 
more accurate for this application than the best of the purely statistical classifiers. We note 
that other studies have shown similar results in other applications. An early study by Fox 
et ai compared a rule-based system wi th independence Bayes in the diagnolli.s of dyspepsia, 
and found no significant difference [F0x80]. The lest set was small, however, co1lllisting 
only of 50 cases. More recently Ludwig and Heilbronn evaluated a causal network equipped 
witb subjective probability estimates for the diagnosis of chest pain [Lud83J. They found it 
substantially less accurate than simple logistic regression. 

One of the few knowledge-based diagnostic progra.Illll to find routine a.pplication in medicine 
is the Pathfinder system due to Heckerman and Nathwa.ni [Hec92c]. The program aBsists 
the diagnosis of lymph node disorders by interpreting the features present on hiskllogical 
examination of biopsy specimens. The knowledge representation is a. Bayesian network. A 
more highly connected network was fonnd to be significantly more accurate than & simple 
conditional independence model, whereas in our application we have found that background 
knowledge leads to negligible improvement if any. However, firstly, unlike our ptogra.ms, 
all probabilities incorporated in Pathfinder are 81.lbjedive estimates provided by oneo! the 
authors. De Dombal and colleagues concluded many years ago that independence Bayes 
classifiers do not work well, especially for rarer conditions, when provided with subjective 
rather than objective probability estimates [Lea72, Dom78]. Indeed experts have even 
been shown to be unreLiable simply in identifying which symptoms and signs are useful 
discriminants [Kni85]. Secondly, the accuracy of the two versions of Pathfinder was also 
assessed subjectively by the same author who provided the original probability estimates. It 
is perhaps not surprising that the more flexible, highly parameterized model was better able 
to accommodate the intentions of the expert. Furthermore, an independence Bayes model 
tends to lead to over-optimistic predictions of posterior probability; the author asseBBing 
the 'quaJ.ity' of the posterior distrihutions may simply have preferred the more conservative 
predictions of the more complicated model to those of the independence Bayes model. It 
is interesting to note that when the two models were compared in their ability to predict 
the true diagnosis from the observations of a non-expert (this is the stated purp08e of 
Pathfinder), no significant difference in accuracy was detected. 

In a complementary study to the one described here, we used the causal rule~based system 
as a simulation model to investigate the limits to diagnostic accuracy a.c.hievable by sta
tistical methods [Tod93a]. We concluded that with sufficient training examples (105), the 
independence Bayes classifier is near-optimal: taking interactions into acconnt by various 
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methods (Lancaster model for pairwise interacdons, nearest neighboul"8 using the Bayes 
metric, nelll'al networks) lea.da to no significant improvement in wagnostic accuracy. It 
is therefore Dot Burprilling that in the experiments described above, no program haa been 
shown to be aigniliCaQ.tly more accurate tha.n independence Ba.yes. 

However, one program that haa performed as well as independence Bayes is neal'e8t neigb
bours with the Bayes metric. The nearest neighbours method is particularly suited to 
medical diagnosis because it is so acconntable. The diagnostic pre(HeUOR of the .lIystem 
regarding a new case is encoded as a small set of previous actual cases. The user is thus 
able to examine and vet thoee case6, and decide for himself if they really aze representative 
of the Dew case. The nearest neighbours method has not been widely adopted because 
of poor accuracy (e.g. (Ser85]), however our new metric appears to corred this deficiency. 
Furthermore. in another study {Sta93] we showed that the Bayes metric corresponds aa well 
as Hamming diBta.nce to the notion of 'clinical Bimilarily' between case histories. In that 
study we found it neceSB&l'y to use the 'a.natomical PCOCt'Jl8' variable rather tha.n tbe 'final 
diagnOllis' variable aa a target for computing the p06terior distribution 90 aa not to 1o&e 
information about the side of symptoms a.nd signs. Retrieval of cases with similar Bayesian 
analyses haa also been advocated by de DombaJ et al [Dom92]. They employ a rather 
differeDt 'technique to ours: all cases all! retrieved which have the same leading diagnosis 
as the ta.:rget case, and whose posterior probabilities lie in the same broad pre-determined 
interval aa that of the la.rget case. This appea.re wasteful of information about tbe patient's 
presentation, and it; cast, 90me doubt as to whether the presentations of the retrieved cases 
are truly 'aimil.a.r' to the target case as cla.imed. 

AlthOllgh perbp8 not applica.ble to abdominal pain, the nearest neighbours method does 
have the additional adva.ntage of taking interactions into account (even if a.n independence 
Bayes model. is nsed as the metric), and so it is potentially more accurate than iDdepen
dence Bayes iteelf. As a final comparison of nearest neighbours and independence Bayes, 
we measured their accura.cies on all 1270 cases in the database (lhis is permi.llllible since 
neither program is knowledge-hased) using a 'Ieave-one-ollt' training strategy (any repeat 
presentationa of the same patient as the test case were abo left out from the training set). 
Figure 10.6 plots error rate against choice of I.: for neale&l neighbours. With the moat opti
mistic value (I.: =:. 29), the nearest neighbourl classifier still only makes five fewer erTOra tha.n 
independence BaY(!lI (Table 10.7). Thla difference is not statistkally significant, indeed in 
as many as 121 of the 1270 cases one of the t'W programs makes the conect diagD06is while 
the other does not, 90 disagreement is considerable. It seems clear from our study that for 
the diagnosis of acute abdominal pain, there is nothing to be gained by attempting to take 
interactions into account. Nevertheless, our nearest neighbour prognun is no lese accurate 
thiUI all the others tha.t we bve tried, it is simple and has the additional advantage of 
accountability. The latter is particularly importa.nt in salety-aitical fields lJuch as medical 
diagn08il. Reeearchers currently using independence Bay(!ll classifiers might like to try this 
new tec.hniqne. 
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Figure 10.6: Graph of enor rate a.a a function of k for the nearest neighboun method 
using the Bayes Metric when tested on all 1270 cases in the data-bue using a 'leave-out
one' training strategy. The error rate for independence Ba.yes (0.374) is also 9bo,.,0 for 
comparison. 
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Table 10.7: Error rates for independence Bayes a.nd nearest neighboun u.sing the Bayes 
metric on al11270 caBell in the da.tabase osing a 'leave-aut-one' training strategy. The right
hand column lists the corresponding ta.bles in the appendix showing the full diaai.m..ina.nt 
matrices. 

Program Error8 Error rate Ma.trix 
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Table B.18 

Table 8.19 
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Appendix A 

Variable Definitions 

Definitions un: given/or all symptom ooriables and additional ooriablu. Also 
shown art the poasible values of each variable. 

A.I Symptom Variables 

A total of 169 symptom variables were recorded. 

Personal Details 

Age - Age of patient (in deca.des) a.t time of presentation. 

Charaderistic, of the Pain 

Initial site of pain - Site a.t which the paln WlII:I maximal (or the distribution or the pain 
if generalized) a.t onset of the current episode. If the site of pain is not mentioned then it is 
unknown. However, if the pain is described lIB being contradion-like, or like a. period pain 
then tbe site is recorded as 'Io~r·. 

Final site of pain - Site or dil>hibntion of the pain a.t the time the pa.tient pI1!lJeDted, 
or the final aite of the pain if the paln had disa.ppeared by the time the pa.tient PrelM!Dted. 
If no mention is made of tbe pain changing its distribution then the final site is taken by 
default to be the same a.s the initial site. 

Duration of pain - Duration (in terms of the order of magnitude) of the presen~ epillOde 
of pain. Thus, if the patient ha.s had intermittent pain for five days, then 'days' is :recorded. 
However, if the patient ha.s had constant pain for six hOUlS having been free of pain for 
three months since a similar previous epillOde, then 'hours' is entered. 

Radiation - Nine Boolean vaziableBJndependendy record a.ny reported radiat.ion of the 
pa.in to each of nine site!!. If no mention is made of the presence or absence of a.ny radiation, 
then all nine variables aze unrecorded. However, if any mention is made of radiation, then 
all va.riables assume a default value of 'false' since it Le generally undentood that radiat.ion 
to sites other than those mentioned is absent. Thus far example if the palD is ducribed 

105 
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simply as radia.ting to the groin, 'pain radiates to perineum' is recorded as 'true' and the 
eight other v&riahles are recorded as 'fa1Be'. 

Aggra.....tiog and relieving facton - Ten Boolea.n variables independently record va.r
iOlls factors which are reported as aggravating or relieving the pain. Since these factors ace 
Dot routinely sought, no defa.ult values can be assumed. Thus (or example if the patient ill 
described as experiencing period pa.i1lB OD exertion. then the variable 'pain is aggravated by 
movement'is recorded as 'true'. If the pain ill 88.id to be relieved by bed-rest tben 'pain ill 
relieved hylying still' is recorded a.a 'true'. 

Severity Df pain - By defa.ult the Beverity of the pain is taken to be moderate, Binee if 
the pain were mild or seVerE! then the c.lin.ici.a.o would normally record thia in the Dotell. In 
particular, the severity ill interpreted as if the pain ill described as achiDg or dull, moderate 
if described as 'oot severe' or 'like bad period pains' or 'sha.rp' or 'pain ++', and severe if 
described as a 'strong pain'. 

Type of pain - Since there is no normal type of pain, no default value ca.n be &88u.med 
for this variable. In particular the type is taken to be steady if the pain is described 
as 'consta.nt' or as a 'dlJ.1.l ache', cramping if described u period~like or a 'severe ache', 
8uctuating if described as 'consta.nt with exacerbations' or 'stabbing'. 

Progress of pain - Coune of progression of the pain. By default this is taken to he 
'same' because had the pain improved or worsened hefore presentation, the clinician would 
normally have recorded this. 

Menstrual History 

Periods - Usual pattern of periods. For example, if periods were regular until &ix. months 
ago when they ceased completely then 'regular' is recorded, but if six months ago the periods 
became irregula.r then 'irregular' is entered. If no mention is made or the periods being 
reguJar or irregular, then if the minimum and maximum cycle lengths have been recorded, 
the regula.rity oC the periods is calculated trom. those: the periods are regula.r precisely 
when the difference between the minimum and muimum cycle lengths is DO greater than 
five da.ys. 

Weeks since reported LMP - If a date for the LMP is available, then the number of 
days n at presentation since the LMP is calculated. This is converted to a discrete value as 
follows. 

05 n < 4 weeks..sinceJeported.LMP =0 

45n<32 weekuinc:e.reported.LMP = LtoA 

32511 < 46 weeks..ainceJeported.LMP = 5_to..6 

465 n weekuUnce.report~MP == 7...or..more 

If DO pr&ise date is given then if p08!ihle an estimate is entered instead. This may be 
the average of a. range of p06&lble dates suggested by the patient. or a. date calculated 
retrospectively from the gestational age (if pregna.nt). A statement sucb as 'the beginning 
of March' is interpreted u 1/3/1990. If the date is not mentioned, and a reasonable estima.te 
cannot be made from other information in the notes, then it is unknown. 

Time of LMP - Relative timing of the patient's last reported period. For ex.a.m.ple, if 
the last period wu on time, eveu if it was six months ago, then 'on time' is recorded. Note 
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that the timing i. no, recorded 8B 'late' simply becaolle Ay 'two months owrdue' is "'ritten 
in the DOtes: this is because the comment refers to !lOme future menstrual period and Dot 
to the laBt known period. No default valne can be assumed, hut a statement soch II ILMP 
entirely normal' is taken \0 mean that the LMP was on time. 

Type of LMP - Type of the last reported period. A statement such as 'LMP entirely 
normal' or an entry such as 'bleedlng ++' is taken to mean tha.t the LMP was a. modera.te 
How. 

A bnorlIUl.l Bleeding 

Bleeding sinee LMP - Records whether or not the patient h8ll experienced. aoy abnormal 
PV bleeding since the talit meWltruaJ. period, a.nd if 90 the na.ture of the bleed.iag. The 
reported passage of products takes precedence over the paBsage of dots. By default if no 
mention of bleeding is made in the notes then it is assumed by de!a.nlt tha.t DODe was 
experienced.. 

Onset of bleeding - Tlme elapaed (hours, days, weeks or mOIlths) since the onset of any 
abnormal. bleeding following the LMP. If this time is not mentioned explicitly in the notes, 
and it cannot be deduced from other information, (or if no bleeding has been repo:ned) then 
it is assnmed to be unknown. 

Type of bleeding - Severity of a..ny a.bnormal. bleeding since the LMP. If no mention 
is made of the severity of the bleeding, then (provided that bleeding has been reported) 
it is aBIlumed by default '10 be moderaie. Specific commenb snch as 'like a period' or 
'bleed.ingT' (indicating that the bleeding is worsening) are taken to meaD that tbe bleeding 
was moderate. However,' bleeding+++' is ta..ken to mea.JJ the bleeding was severe. 

Progresa of bleeding - Course of progreu.iOD of a.ny bleeding since the LMP. IT DO 
mention is ma.d.e of the progress of the bleeding, then (provided that bleeding has been 
reported) it is assumed by default to be 'same'. 

Other Symptoms 

A total. of 29 other variables record the presence of various other symptoms and Ibeir time 
since onlet. A symptom is considered to be present if it still coDstitutes an active clinical. 
problem. Thus if a patient has been troubled by intermenstrual bleeding on and offfar years, 
then it is still considered to be present, even if no bleeding has occurred in the last cycle, 
provided that this is consistent with the general pattern. Symptoms ace aBIlumed by default 
to be absent, with two exceptionsj 'breast symp'1oms' are not routinely enquired abont if 
the patient is known to be pregnant at presentation, a.nd 90 ace absent by default only if 
the patient is not known to be pregnant; 'dyspareunia' is Dot rontinely enquired about, and 
90 is unknown unless explicitly mentioned in the notes. Note that pain 'after coitus' is also 
considered to be internal. dyspareunia.. lfboth internal. and external dyspareunia a.represent, 
then the internal. dyspareunja is likely to be much more signitka.nt clinically; therefore only 
a. single variable is used to record dyspareunia, the internal variety taking precedence over 
the external whenever both are present. Note alBa that reference 10 the pas&a@t of small 
clots does not in itself constitute menorrhagia.., although 'heavy 1088' as a description of 
the nsual menatrual ftow d0e8. Anorexia, nausea and vomiting an conaidered 10 be a 
progreasion or the same phenomenon, a.JJd are recorded in a single variable. Diuiuesa and 
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Light-headedness is not distinguished from faintnesa or actual fa.inting. AJJ.y recent sltivering 
or 8weatingc.oDstitnte8 a 'recent fever or chill': it is thU8 implied by the entry 'hot +cold this 
week' or 'night sweats'. CODVene.ly the single entry 'Odgors' implies that there haa been 
no rec:.ent fever or chill. The time &iQee ODset of any symptom is unknown unless explicitly 
mentioned. 

Obstetric Hislory 

Parity - Number of births. IT there is evidence in the notes tha.t tbe cli.n.ician haa enquired 
about a.ny miscarriages and/or terminations then by default the parhy is 38sumed to be 
zero. 

Miscarriages - Number of spontaneous abonioDS. If there is evidence in the Dotea that 
the cllnicia.n haa enquired wout the parity and/or terminations then by default it is allsumed 
that there have been no miscarriages. 

Terminations - Number of t.ermlnatioIUI of pregnancy. IT there is evidence in the notes 
that the clinician has enquin!d about the parity and/or any miscarriages then by defa.u.lt it 
is assumed that there have been no terminations. 

Cootrareption - Current method of contraception. If the patient is pregnant, then the 
variable refers to the method of contraception used at the time the patient became preg
nant. The entry 'planned pregnancy' indica.tea that no contra.ception was used. Similarly, 
if the patient has been sterilized (previous tubal ligation without subsequent reversal, pre
vious hysterectomy or previous bilateral oophorectomy or salpingectomy) then the current 
contraception is recorded as 'none'. Also, if the patient has recently been taking fertility 
drugs, then it is assumed that tbey are not using contraception. 

Infertility - The patient's apparent fertility in the absence of any s'Lerillzation procedure. 
The patient is recorded as being 'infertile' (i.e. infertile or subfertile) if she haa been trying 
to conceive for more than one year, even if she is now pregnant; the infertility is primary 
jf she has never been pregnant, otherwise it is 8eCondary. Reference to 'subfertility' in tbe 
notes jg interpreted to mean 'infertility'. If no mention of infertility or subfenility is made 
in the notes. then it js aasumed that the patient does not have infertility, unless the patient 
has had some surgical procedure which renden; her sterile. 

Pregll8ncy - Records tbe apparent possibility of pregnancy on presentation. If the patient 
has ha.d a surgical procednre which has rendered her sterile, then pregnancy is recorded as 
impa!6ible. Otherwise, bowever, if no mention is made of the impossibility or certainty of 
pregIlancy, then it is unknown 

Put Medical History 

P8.lI~ Hietof')' - A total of 12 variables record previous significant medical conditions. By 
default it is assumed that none have occurred, except for 'complete abortion': it cannot 
be assumed by default that there have been. no complete abortions if miscarriages have 
been reported, unless the patient bas al80 hs.d an ERPC iu the past. The time since the 
last complete abortion iJ also recorded in one of the 12 variables. (Note tha.t the entry 
'°illnesaes' conveys no information about any of these conditions, a.nd is ignored.) 
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Previold 8Urgery - A total of 34 variables record previouB nrgicaJ. procedures. By de
fa.ult it is assumed tha.t none ha.ve been performed, except for 'ERPe': it c.a.n.not be assumed 
by default tha.t the pa.tient hu never had a.n ERPC if m.iacarriages have been reponed. One 
of the 34 varia.bles ('previous other uterine instrumentation') is intended to record all p~ 

cedures involving uterine instrumentation other than D+C, ERPC and TOP: (or era.mple, 
insertion of WeD, cervical catheterization, and hysterosa1pingogram investigation. An
other va:riable ('previou8 laparotomy') records aJ.1 intraperitoneal Rucgery other than the 
procedures explicitly recorded by the other 11 va:riables: for example, cholecystectomy. 

Drug History 

Recent medication - Three Boolean ...a.riables independently record whether a.ntlbiotics, 
analgesia and/or fertility drugs ha.ve been administered recently. 'Recent antibiotics' are 
those which were sta:rted at least 24 hours before presentation, a.nd have not been stopped 
earlier tha..n 24 hours before presentation. 'Recent analgesia' refers to strong analgesia 
(e.g. pethidine, morphine, or temgesic) only, and admiwstered in the 24 hours preceding 
presentation. '~ent fertility drugs' are those administered within one year of preaen~ation. 

By default it is assumed that none were administered. 

Cigarettes per day - Average number of cigarettes normally smoked per day. If a range 
is given (e.g. 15-20) then the average is taken and rounded to a whole number (18). H the 
patient stopped smoking one month or more ago then the patient is recorded as a being a. 
non-smoker, if less than ODe month, then the usual number of cigarettes is recorded. The 
average number per day n is assigned to one of three categories &II follows. 

n= 0 cigarettes..per-day = none 

l$.n<lO cigarettes..per..day = less_than.10 

10 $. n cigarettes..per..day == lO.or..m.ore 

Aleohol eonsumption - Average amount of alcohol normally consumed. If not men
tioned in the notes then it is unknown. Notice that no distinction is made betwE!l!n occa
sional consumption and moderate consumption. 

General Examination 

Overweight - Records whether the patient appears obese. If no mention is made of the 
presence or abeence of obesity, then it is unknown unless the patient has been weighed. In 
the latter case, the patient is overweight precisely when they weigh 70kg or more. 

Pulse - Records whether or not the patient has a tachyciU'dia. (pulse ra.te of 100 per minnte 
or more) on presentation to the admitting team. If more than one figure ill available, the 
preferred figure is tha.t in the clerking notes, in the nursing notes, on the bed chil't or in 
the Gp1s referral letter (decreasing order of preference). If no mention is made of Iu pulse 
rate then it is unknown. 

Mean BP - Records whether or not the patient is hypotensive (mea.n BP strictly 1e88 
than 7OmmHg) 011 pn:sentation to the admitting team. If more than one figure ill availa.ble1 
the preferred figure is that in the clerking notes, in the uursing notes. on the bed chiU't or 
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in the GP'uelenal. letter (decreasing order of preference). H DO mention is made of the 
pulse ra~ ~heD it is unknown. 

Temperatue - Records the patient's ~mperatlUea.t preeenta.tion to the admitting team.. 
H more than one fignre is a'Vaila.ble, the preIened figure is that in the c.lerlciq; DOte!, in the 
nnrsing noies, on the bed chatt or in the GPII referraJ.1etter (decreaai.ng order or prelerence). 
H no mention is made or the pulse rate then it is unknown. 

Colour - Patient's facial colour. An entry such as ~paUor' indicates that the colour is 
normal. An entry such as 'pale conjunctivae and t.ongne' indicates that the pa.t;ient is pale. 
Colour i. lBBu.med by default to be normal. unless there is a comment in the notes to the 
effect that the patient is toxic or shocked. 

Mood - Patient's mood. An entry such as 'not distressed' or 'well' indicates a nonnaJ 
mood, 'tearluJ' indicates that the pi\tient is distressed, and 'shaken' indicates that the 
patient is plychologicaUy shocked. 

Sweatilll- Records whether the patient is sweating. Sweating is absent by default unless 
there is a. comment in the notes to the effect that the patient is toxic or shocked. 

Dehydrated - Records whether the patient is clinically dehydrated. A comment such M 

'fit and well' inJ.plies that the patient is not clinically dehydrated. In a.ny case. by default 
the patient i.8 asflumed nat to be clinically dehydrated. becanse the clinician would record 
thili. 

Abdominal ExaminatioJl 

Site o(tenderne&8 - Site "t which "bdominal tenderness is ma.ximal (or the distribution 
of the tenderness if it is generalized). This i.8 usuaJ.ly deduced from diagrams drawn in 
the nates. Sometimes the comment 'tender fundus' is found; this indicates that the 8.ite 0/. 
tenderness was the lower abdomen. H tenderne88 is not mentioned then it is assumed by 
default that none was found provided that it appears from the Dotes that the abdomen was 
examined. 

Otherabdominal signs - Six Boolean variables independenUy describe the other findings 
on abdominal examination. All of these lVe assumed to be false (absent) by default provided 
that it appea.rs from the notes that the abdomen was examined. Note that a mass which has 
been clearly identified as a.n enlatged organ (for example, liver or uterus) is not included as 
a 'mass'. Also, no distinction i8 made between a 8USpected mass a.nd an unequivocal mass. 

Bowel ..unds - Nature of the bowel sounds. An entry 'BS present' or 'BS..j' indicates 
that the bowel sounds are normal, and 'BS active' indicates that they are increased. If no 
mention is made of the bowel sound8 then they are unknown because a.usc ultation for bowel 
soWlds is not a routine patt of the examination. 

VqinaJ Examination 

PV tenderDeNI - Three variables record a.ny tenderness in the right adnexa., in the 
left adnexa., iWd centraJ.ly, respectively. If general tenderness is Doted, then this indicates 
teuderneB8 in all three areas. (Paill OIl lpec:ulum examina.tioB i. iaUlrpNt.d .. paeral 
tendernel!l8 in the absence of more specific information.) Central tenderneas inclndes both 
nterine tenderDeB8 and tenderness in the Pouch of Douglas. By defa.ult it i. assnmed that 
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no tenderness is present, provided that it appears from the notes tha.t & PV examination, 
however limited, was performed. 

PV JD.a8II - Two varia.bles record whether a. mass was detee\ed, or even suspected, in each 
adnexa. By default it is assnmed thai no maB8 was detected provided thai it appears from 
the notes that the adnexa.e were examined. 

Cervical excitation - Records whether cervical excitation is present or not. It is &Illumed 
by defa.ult that none is present provided that it appears from the DOtes that the a.d.nexa.e 
were exa.mined (in which case an a.ttempt to elicit cervical excit&t100 would ha.re bE2D made 
routinely), and the patient had not had a. hysterectomy. Note that 'sU8p«ted excitation' 
or 'mild ex:cita.tioo' is regarded as actual excita.tion. 

Cervix - State of the cervical 06. Note that no distinction is made between 'hili open' 
and lopen·. The cervix is assumed by default to be closed provided tha.t the adnexae have 
been examined, unless the pa.tient has had a. hytlterectomy. 

Uteru.a enlarged - Records whether or not the ntet1Ul is enlarged. However. it is not 
always possible to assess the size of the uterus when significa.nt tenderness is pre~t. Nev
ertheless. if the size were 88sessed, then it would nearly always be recorded. even if it were 
normal. Therefore it is not safe to &Blume by default that the uterul is of normal lliJe. 

Size for datee - Records the relative size for da.tes of the uterus. A nCcms is small for 
dates precisely when jt is three or more weeks smaller tha.n expected for da.tes (alculated 
to the nearest whole week). Simila.rly a uterus is large for da.tes precisely when it is three or 
more weeks larger tha.n expected for dates. No defa.ult 8B8umption abo\lt the me roc dates 
can be made. 

Uteru.a - Records whether or not the uterus il anteverted. However, it is not always 
poeaible to a.BBe8B the position of the uterus when aigWfica.nt tenderness is PreseIlt Nev
ertheless, if the position were assessed, theD it would nearly always be recorded, even if it 
WeN:! a.nteverted. Therefore it i8 not sale to aasnme by default that the n1ems is a.n~erted. 

Speculum - Four va.riables record findings on speculum examination. If findings are 
not mentioned in the notes, then the findings on EVA are recorded instead if EUA W88 

performed within 24 hOUTS from presentation. A discha.rge is classed as purulent unless it 
is described 88 'Blight" 'clear' or 'nonnaJ.', in which eaaes it; is classed as clea.r. The variable 
'speculum blood' records whether blood a.nd/or products of conception were seen, the 1a.1\8 
subs\lnUng the former in importance. Speculum examination is oot always performed, 
however if it appears from the notes that it W88 performed then all fiodiop are asrnmed by 
default to be negati ve. 

Blood and Urine Tests 

Pregnancy teet - Sensitivity and resuh of the pregnancy test. For example, the entry 
'Prognosticon ?+ve' indicatell tha.t the pregna.ncy test is equivocal; 'Ramp +ve'indicates 
that the pregnancy test is 'positive high'. If both a. low and a high sensitivity test have 
beeo performed, then the more Ilignificant test is the releva.nt one. In each case thil means 
the high &eas.itivity test, unless the results of both tests are the sa.me. in which eM! the low 
8en.sitivity teet is the mOl'e signi1icant. No defa.ult assumption c.&Jl be made about ~he n!8ult 
of the pregnancy test. 
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Haemoglobin - Records whether the haemoglobin level (g/dl) is low (Bb < 10.0), normal 
(10.0:$ Hb < 14.0), or high (14.0:$ Hb). No dela.nlt asanmption can be made. 

wbite-cellcount - Records whether the white cell connt (c.el.1s per nanolitre) is low 
(Wee < 4.0), normal (4.0 :$ wee < 11.0), or high (11.0 :$ Wee). No default assumption 
can be mllde. 

Platelets- Re<:orda whether the platelet count (platelets per nanolitre) is law (PC < 140), 
normal (l4iJ :5 PC < 440), or high (440 :5 PC). No defa.ult assumption c.a.n be made. 

erytbrocyte..M!dimeDtatio~te- Records whether or not the ESR is elevated (12 or 
more mm/b.r). No defa.ult value can be assumed. 

UrinalYliu - Four va.riabJee independently record the findings on urinalYlia. The di&tinc
tion between '+' and '++' is dropped. Thus the levels are translated as (OUOW8. 

nil " none 

+ - minlmal 

++ " modera.te 

+++ - moderate 

No default values can be assumed. 

Urine microscopy - Three varia.bles record the results of urine microscopy. The number 
n of celli per field is tramlated as foUows. 

n= 0 none-
1 :Sn< 19 minimal-

20:S n moderate" 
A reference to 'occasional cells' is interpreted CUI 'minimal'. No default values can be as· 
sumed. 

Ultr880und Examination 

The results of nltrasound exa.mination ace relevant if the investigation was carried out 
promptly after the patient was clerked. If the investigation was performed before the patient 
was cJerked, or more than 24 houcslater, then the results are a.d.missible only if, in the light 
of the final diagnosis, one would not normally ha~ expected them to be any different. 

Ultrasound Type - Type of ultrasound examina.tion performed. It is assumed to be 
abdominal unless otherwise stated. 

Ultrasound adnexae - Two variables independently record the ultrasound findings in 
the left and right a.dnexae, reapecUvely. Note that small ech080wC areas surrounded by 
thidened aceas are interpreted as cysts. The a.d.nexae ace assumed to be normal by defa.ult.. 

Ultrasound Pouch of Douglas - Records whether or not fluid was detected iu the 
Pouth of Douglas. It is assumed by default tha.t none was present. 

UItr8.50und uterine wall- Records whether fibroids were detected in the uterine wall. 
It is assumed by default that none were found. 

UltrlUlOund uterine cavity - Contents of the uterua. lfreferenee i. IWIde too. petMKmal 
Sat being seen that is too small for dates then thiA is entered as a tnisaed abortion rather 
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than as ... gesta.t.iona1 lac. An entry such ... 'intrauterine pregna.ncy Itl 8/40' i' lnterpreted. 
as lfootaJ pole'. By default it is assumed that an empty uterine cavity was fou.nd. 

Ultrasound uterine pl'egnanciea - Records whether or not more than one llterine 
pregnancy was detected in the case that the u~ is non·emply. If the uteroa is empty 
than this variable is left unrecorded. Otherwi.e it i, assumed by default that only I. aingle 
pregnancy waa detected, provided that a gesta.tional sac, foetaJ. pole, foetal heart (with or 
without an aaaodated ha.ematoma), mi88ed abortion, or hyda.tidiform mole was &eeIl in the 
uterine cavity. 

A.2 Additional Variable. 

A total of 53 additional variables were recorded. 

Menstrual Period. 

Weeks since actual LMP - W~ks since the atatt of the patient', actual LMP. Tb.i. 
may well be different from the reported one. Unless there is good r~D to doubt the 
accuracy of the reported LMP, the lime i8 calculated from the patient's da.tea. However, 
when other evidence a.a to the patient's st~ of gestation is taken into account, it may 
appear more likely that the reported LMP was in fact a.D epi80de of abnormal bleeding. 
Similarly, if the patient presents with bleeding 01 a day or two's duration and nOJi-Bpecific 
pain, it may appear more probable that the current episode 01 bleeding is menatrual and, 
in fact, represents the actual LYP. However, if the most recent epiiOde of bleeding has 
occurred at a time, or for a duration, that is not typical of the patient's menstrual pattern, 
then it should not be designated the actual LMP. H the number of weeks since the reported 
LMP is unknown, then 80 too is the Dumber of weeks since the actual LMP. 

Meustruating - Recordl whether the patient il menstruating at the time of prellelltation. 

PregDllQCY 

Pregnancy since LMP - Recorda whether the patient haa become pregnant lince the 
actual LMP, and if 80, the site 01 the pregnancy. U a patient haa both an ectopic aod an 
intrauterine pregnancy, then the ectopic site is recorded preferentiaUy. 

Rai&ed HCG - Ilewrds tbe time for whkh the BCG level haa been li.gn.ific.antlyelevated. 
Uthe RCG level was previously elevated, but haa since faUen to normal, tben the valne 'falae' 
is entered. Since HCG levels are not generaUy repeatedly meaaured in the way that would 
be required here, the decision as to the value of thia variable must be based On pregnancy 
teats that have been perfonued, the duration of the patient's symptoms of pregnancy, and 
the gestational age 01 the pregnancy. 

Rai&ed proge8&erone - Records the time for which the progesterone level hoY been. 
significan tty elevated. H the progesterone level waa previously elevated, but haa &iDee fallen 
to normal, then the value 'falae' is entered. 
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Abortion 

The stage of the a.bortion process is deac:ribed by five vviables. In each case, the process 
of abortion refers only to the last pregnancy, aJld only if the proce6ll began within the last 
12 months. 

Threatened abortion - This haB value <false' unle.. currently present, in wbichca.se the 
time &inee onset is recorded. 

Inevitable abortion - This has value 'false' unless currently present (Le. a.t presentation 
has not proceeded to incomplete or complete abortion), in which case tbe time since onset 
is recorded. H a. patient has abdominal pain due to a. missed abortion, then a.bortion il 
held to be inevHable rather tban threatened. The time since onset of pain or bleeding is 
recorded. 

Incomplete abortion - This has value 'false' unless currently preseot (Le. EIPC has 
not yet heen performed), in which case the time ai.nee onset is recorded. 

Complete abortion - The time tha.t it ha.ppened ia recorded. 

Missed abortion - This has value 'true' if there is evidence that the foetus died in utero, 
otherwise 'false'. 

Uterine State 

Uterine contractions - Records whether uterine contractions sufficient to cause the 
presenting episode of abdominal pa.i.n have occurred and, if so, the time ai.nce their onset. If 
the time since onset of the abdominal paln has not been recorded, tben the time aiuce onset 
of the uterine contractions mud be inferred from time since onset of bleeding if known 
(the bleeding usually precedes the pain during abortion), and the gestatjonal • of the 
pregnancy. Typically the contractiona will ha.ve sta.rted days prior to presentation, and this 
is tuen a8 a default value in the absence of any other clue. 

ProgreaB of uterine contractions - Records tbe progre8B of uterine contractions if they 
ha.ve occurred. A good gu.ide ia the progress of the paln. If tbat variable has not been 
recorded, then a default value of 'same' is assumed. 

Strength of uterine contractions - Records the strenph of nterine conhadions if 
they ha.ve occurred. A good guide is the severity of the paln. If tha.t varia.hle has not been 
recorded, then a default value of 'moderate' is assumed. 

Uterine bleeding - R.eeords whether abnormal uterine PV bleeding has occurredalnce the 
actua/LMP and, if 80, the time ai.nce onset. If the patient ill menstruating then this va:riable 
uecessarily has value 'f'.alBe'. Unless confusion has occurred over the identification of the 
LMP, the value of this variable is determined by the time since onset of abnormal bleeding 
reported by the patient. The exception being that the bleeding is minimal and has not been 
noticed by the patient: such bleeding may explain tbe presence of blood conta.m.ioaUng the 
urine, or evidence of nterine bleed.ing may be seen on speculum examination. Note tha.t 
an episode of bleeding that ill attributed to implantation haemorrhage ia not regarded as 
abnormal bleeding. 

Progre.. of uterine bleeding - RerordB the apparent progress of tbe Ildual. nterine 
1bleeding. Unless there is evidence to the contrary, it is assumed to have value 'lIame • 
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Severity or uterine bleeding - Records the app8l'ellt severity of the actual uterine 
bleed.in.g. Un.less there is evidence to the coutr8l')'t it is aaaumed to have value 'moderate', 
If the palieot repone moderate or heavy bleeding with clota, then this indicates that the 
severity is 'heavy'. If elote were ~pOl1ed, but the bleeding was said to be only light, then 
the value is taken to be 'moderate'. In the absence of clots, the value is taken to be that 
indicated by the patient. The value 'minimal' is reserved for bleeding that is so alight that 
it has gone unnoticed by the patient. 

Implant-tion haelDOrrbage since LMP - Record8 whether or not an implantation 
haemorrhage haa occurred since the actual LMP. 

Specific Conditiou 

Retained products - Records the time (or which product.s have been retained following 
an ERPC, TOP, or delivery. The variable haa vaJue 'false' if the retained products have 
been previously removed (by a.oother ERPC). 

Ec:t.opie pregqanc:y - Two variables record whether a.n ectopic pregna.ncy iii' present on 
the left (J/ righ't side, respectively, a.nd whether it has ruptured. at the time of presentation. If 
80, the value indicates whether the rupture was into the peritoneal cavity or the mel108a1pinx. 

Hyperemesi8 gravidarum - Recorda whether the patient has hypereme6is gravidaru..m 
a't the time of presentation, a.nd if ac, the time since its onset. 

Abdominal walls'train - Records whether the patient has a.n abdominal wall strained 
sufficiently (typically by vomiting) to cause abdominal pain. H 80, 'the time sinGe onse't is 
recorded. 

Ovarian cyat - Two variables record whether a cyst of at least 2cm diameter is present 
on the left and right ovaries, respectively. If 80, the cyst is clas&ified. as follows: 

•	 'asymptomatic'· the cyst is not causing pain, and Is uncomplicated. 

• 'sympt.omatic' - the cyst is causing pain in the absence of a.n identifiable complication. 

• 'baemorrhagic' ~ the complication is principally haemorrhage into the cyst (with p08
sibly acme leakage into the peritoneal cavity). 

•	 'ruptured' - the complication is principally ruptlue of the cyst into the peritoneal 
cavity (with p065ibly a significant haemorrhage). 

•	 'toned' - the cyst has torted. (and posaibly su1fered one of the a.bove complications 
aecondarily). 

SaJpingiti. - Two variables record the presence allen UJ.d/ar right 8l1mptomotic salpin
gitis respectively, and if ac, the estimated time since onset of the infection. A hydrOllalpinx 
must be inflamed if it is cauaing pain, and similarly, the preseuce of a. pyDlialpinX obvious.ly 
implies salpingitis. Although salpingitis is Uliually bil.a.teral, if the symptoms a.nd signs are 
clearly 1ocal.ized to one or other side, then salpingitis if recorded a.s present only on that 
side. 

Chronic pm - Records whether the patient haa any of the chronic sequelae of pm 
(adhesions, hydrosalpinges. infertility). It does not denote active infection. 
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Hydrosalpinx - Two variables record whether the pa.tient has left and/or right hydree
alpinges at the time of presentation. If, for example, the pa.tient has a left hydre&a.1pinx 
tha.t has become infected and formed a. pyosalpinx, then the pa.tient is regarded u ha.ving 
a. left hydrosalpinx (a.s well as a. pyosalpinx).
 

Pyos.a)piux - Two variables record whether left and/or right pyosalpinges a.re prMeot ..t
 
the time of presentation (irrespective of wbether they ha.ve ruptured). Two other 'Niables 
record whether either pyosalpinx is ruptured a.t the time of presenta.tion. 

Pyelonephritis - Two variables record whether the pa.tient has an acute left and/or right 
pyelonephritis at the time of presentation, and if 10, the time since onset of the infection. 

Acute cystitis - Records whether the pa.tient baa cystitis at the time of presentation, &J1d 
if so, the time since onset of the infection. Notice that acute cystitis and acute pyelonephritis 
are not mutually exclusive, and often coexist. 

Ureteric colic - Two varia.bl~ recard whether the patient has a. left or right ureteric 
colic at the time of presentation. If 80, the time since onset is recorded. Although the two 
conditions rarely coexist, they are not mutually excluaive.
 

Microscopic baelnBturia - Records whether the pa.tient has microscopic haematuria.
 
(not attributable to CCJnta.mination tbrough PV bleeding) at the time of presenta.tion.
 

Microscopic pyuria - Records whether the patient has microscopic pyuria. (not a.t

tributable to contamination through PV discharge) at the time of presentation.
 

Fibroidfl - Records whether the patient has fibroids at the time of presentation.
 

Acute red degeneration - Recards whether fibroids ale undergoing acute degeneration.
 

Endometriosis - Records whether the patient has endometrioeis. If 50, the endoIDetrioaill
 
is classified as 'asymptomatic' if it is not ca.uwng pain or tenderness, otherwise 'RLQ'
 
or 'LLQ' or 'bilateral' according to its site if symptomatic. Note that bilateral pelvic
 
endometriOtiis .is recorded as 'RLQ' if the symptoms &J1d Iligns ale clearly loc.alized to the
 
RlF (for example).
 

Peritoneal cavity - R.ec.ords the contents of the peritoneal cavity at the time ofpresen' 
tation. The following rues help determine the appropriate value. 

•	 'empty' - the peritoneaJ. cavity is empty, or conta.ins only normal peritoneal fluid. 

•	 'ascitic fluid' - ascites is presenC. 

•	 'free pus' - Pus is:Cree in Che periConeal caviCy (from a ruptured pY08aJ.pinx or appendix, 
for example). 

•	 'cystic 1luid' . The contenCs of an oValian cyst have rupCured into the peritoneal ca.vity 
(wjthout &J1Y bleeding). 

•	 'minimal hemoperitoneum' - a small quantity (e.g. SOmIs or less) of blooQstained 
1luid is present in the peritoneal cavity. 

•	 'moderate haemoperitoneum' . frank blood is preseut iu the peritoneal cavity, hut not 
in a quantity sufficient to cause hypovoli\.emia.. 

•	 'massive ha.emoperitoneum' - profuse active bleediq a taking place sufficienl to ri.k 
hypovolaemia.. 
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Peritoneal irritation - recordll whether the content.s of the peritoneal ca.Vlty ate causing
 
any evidence of irritation (pain, tenderness, ~boUDd, cervical excitation, ileus, diarrhoea,
 
freqnency) at the time of presentation.
 

Ileus - Records wbether the patient had a atate of ileus at presentation.
 

Pelvic: eolleetion - Records whether any collection that might be palpable is pN&ent in
 
the pelvis &t the time of presentation, a.nd if 80 its natllN. For example, the entry 'Blood
 
clot ++in POD' in the operation notes indicates that 'haematoma' should be recorded as
 
the value of the variable 'pelvic collection'.
 

Cervical erosioD - Records whether a cervical erosion ill present.
 

Irritable ealon - Recorda whether the patient has symptoms of irritable bowel syndrome
 
at preseQta,tion.
 

AdheeioDlI - Records whether the patient haa pelvic or abdominal adhesions of any kind.
 

HyperatimulatioD - Records whether the patient is being hyperstimalated. No distinc

tion is made between therapeutic stimulation, and that cause<! by a hyd atidiform mole. 

Acute appendicitis - R.eeords whether the patient has a.cute appendicitis at presentation. 

Abdominal wall haem.a.toma - Records whether the patient has a haematoma in the 
abdominal wall at prellentation (e.g. due to spontaneous rupture of an inferior epigastric 
artery, or secondasy to la.PaJ08COPY). 
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Table A.4: pClIJ8ible valDes for additional variable8 170 to 222. 
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Appendix B 

Discrimination Matrices 

AU the discriminant matriceB are shown. See Table 8.1 OR Page 51 fa,. the 
tel' to the diagnose,. 

Table B.1: Discrimina.nt matrix for nearest neighbours with the Bayes metric (t/w. 
6 = 6b, k = 100) when tested on all 1068 t.est cues a.nd trained. on loti cases genera.ted 
from the causal rule-based system (QCt Tc). using a 'leave-out-lOP training strategy. 
Error r&1e =0.352. 

CompoIocr OiagJloU
 
A B C D E F G B I J K L M N 0 p Q R S
 

A 113 1 • '0 • 10 1 - 1 1 - - 2 - :2 209
•
B 7 .. " - - • 2 - , - - - - - 
C • Gan" 1 3 , 3 - - - - - - - - 1 1 4.10 " 

38,D 3 10, U - 3 - - - 
E - - 0 - - - - - - - - - - 
F - • , - 2. 11 - - -  561 

129G 
• 

7 7 - '70 • , - I 
R " 1 , • , - -  29II 1 3 

Aoaal I 13 - , " -13 - - - - - 1 
DU,p0liU J ,I 1 

- - 1 - , - - - - - " 
K 1- - • - - - - - - 7

3 

,L - - - - - - , - - 0 - - - 
M 3 I - I 0 - • - - - - - •
N • I - - • 1 1 I - 2 - 
0 1 - - - - - - - 0 - - "1,P 1 - - - 1 0 - - 
Q 1 - - - 1 - - - - - - • - - II 
R - - - - - 0 0 
S • - , - , • 2 1 1 - - - - , 0 2'J 

20. 52 450 38 .. 54. 171 15 4.7 I 0 I 3 0 o 13 4. lot8• 

122 
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Table B.2: Discriminant matrix for neMest neighbours using the Bayes metric (tPK. 
~ =6b, k = 19) when tested Oil all 1068 lest aleS uaing a 'leave-out-lOI' training strat 
egy. Error rate =0.362. 

Compu~ Di-.n_ 
A B C D E F G D , . D D .. N 0 p Q R S 

~ 138 9 17 - • 22 , 8 1 - - - , 200•
B 12 47 1J I - , , 1 - - - - 
C 22 HI 167 , 7 1 - 1 - - - - - 4.10 " 
D , 1 , 27 - 1 I - - -  ..
,
,E 0 - - - , _ 22 , , 8 56 
G , I - - - - 
F 1< 1 1 .. , S 00 ,- I "" 
H 1J 1 1 - I , • , - - - I 29 

1 1 - I 10 , 0 1 
Di"Aooa. J "1 - - - - 1 0 - - - ,I ",Actual I 

K 1 - - 2 - - 2  ,7 
L 1 - - - - 1 0 - - ,M 1 - - - I - 1 - 0 1 - -  • 

8 - 1 - 3 3 2 I 0 - - 
-

18 
0" 1 - - - 0 - - ,I P - - - - 2 0 
Q 1 1 - 1 I - 7 
R - - - - - - - - - - 0, I , 

11

• 
S 1J - - 1 1 2 ,.. 12 419 41 o 47 Wi 2( 38 • , • 1 1 • • 8 0 il1068" 

Table B.3: Discriminant matrix for independence Bayes (,pSt P = PI) when tested on..u 
1068 test Ca&e8 using a 'leave-ont·IOI' training strategy. Errm rate = 0.364. 

Compll.~ Di.pOlil 
A B C D E F 

A 116 8 .. • 1 S 
B 10 47 1< - - , 
C " .... 3 , 8 
D 3 1 , 20 

E - , • 
F • 2 , 1 - 27 
G " - , 8 I , 

B 12 1 1 - 1 

G 
38 

1, 
-, 

07 
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2 
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8 
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-
-, 
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-
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- --
-
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-

-
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--
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-

--
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-

-
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~ 

1 

309 

" 4tO 

'0 
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56 
129 
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-

-
-

--
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-

10 
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-
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- 1 - - -
- -

-
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- - I ", 
K 1 - - - 2 - 2 - - - - I 7 
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-
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-
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-
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-
-
-
-
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-
-
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1 - 2, 1 3 

1 - I 

-
- 1 
-
- -
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-
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-
1

• -
-
0 
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-
-
-
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-
-
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-
-

2 
8 

18 
1, 

Q I 1 - - - - 1 - - - - - 0 11 
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S 8 
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72 411 
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51 137 24 
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Table B.4: Discrimin3.11.t matrix for the small Bayesian network (WB, P = Ps ) when tested 
on all 1068 \eSl cases using a 'leave-aut-lOl' training .trategy. Error rate = 0.376. 

.. 00 0 0 0 0 0 0B T e. 1 T 1 3l' 
00 0 0 0C l' 7 :188 3 1 T 2 2 1 1 2 

D 0 0 0 02 , , 2. 

• 
0 0 

2
•

0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0E , I ,0 o ,. 00 0 0F 
0 0 00 0 0G 26 , T 1 2 • 
0

1

0 

• 7e • •0 0 010 I 1 1 3 1 2H 
0 0 0 0 

•
01 13 1Adual I • 3 , • 

00 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 01 1 1Di.... J 

•
00 0 0 00 0 0 01 1 2 1 2K 

L 00 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 

• 1 
1 1

• ,• • 2 
I 

00 0 00 0 0 0M 2 1 1 
N 0 0 0 00 0 0 01 3 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 00 

P 00 0 0 0 00 0 02 
•

0 
Q 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 

, 
0 0

•
1 1 I 1 7 

R 0 00 0 0 0 

S 01 1 1 2• • 
0 , 1 

188 68 425 43 3 59 163 30 .. 3 • • 3 • 1 •
0 , 0 

• 16 

CompUWf DiapOllill
 
A B C D E F G u n M N 0 p Q R S
 , .. • 21 , , 11· · · 0 0 0 002 2 · ·"" 

Table 8.5: Discriminant. matrix for the neural network (,pH. n = 1) when tested on all 1068 
t.est CalleS using a 'lea.ve-oot-10l' training strategy. Enor raie =0.378. 

Computer Diapollia 
A B C D E F G .. M N 0 p Q R S0 - · 

A 131 I. 22 3 1 T 1 1 2 I 2 
0 0 0• , e. "

,3 " 
0 

· 
0 

01 2 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 

Aetq), I 
Diagn0Bi8 J 

K ..L 

N 
0 
P 
Q 
R 
S 

,. • • ,3 00 0 0 01371 
0 0 00 0 0I • 22 I · 
0 0 02 • · 

0 , 
0 

· ,. , 
0 

0

0 ·2 1 13 1 I 3 , .. · - 0011 2 I. • 
0 00

• 3 
0 "16 1 1 , , 2 , - - 

0 0 002 1 2 I. 1 
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 "1 - I - 1 • 

0 00 0

• 
01 1 I 2 - 2 - 

• 
0

• • 
00 0 0 0I I 

• 
0

- -
00 0 0 01 

0 00 0 0 0 

- 1 -
0

•
1 3 1 2 2 
00 0 0 

2 0 0 0 00 0 - • 
- • -

00 0 00 0 0 02 1 I T 
0 

•
0 

• 
0 0 

0 00 0 0 0 003 1 2 I 2 

79 
UO 
3ll 

2 

129" 
" "3 
T 

•
2 

18 
1 
2 

11 

22
• 

1068 

250 62 463 37 o 54. 130 10 4.0 1 3 • 0 , • 0 • 0 .. 1068 

209 
19 

4.l0 
3ll , 
"129 
29 

"3 
T,
•l'1 
2 

11 

22
• 
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Table B.6: Discrimina.nt matrix for the inferential rule-based system (.pll, Q= Qr.
 
T = TI) when 'tested on all 1068 test Ca&el!I naing a 'leave-out-IOl' training Itrategy.
 

Error rate =0.382. 

Compukr Diapom. 
A B C D E F G u N 0 p Q 

A 128 • 18 · -24 , 3· · · · 3 3 · • M • S 
209 

B 1 1 3 · · · · · · · • ..7 

.. 18
'" C " :U 1M" 1 • 1 1 · · · · · · · 410 

D • · · · • · · · · · • 18 3 
F 3 • 31 .:14 3 1 3 · · · · · · 
G 

E · · 3 0 · · · · · · 
I 7 181 , , · 3 · I 3 13>" , • 

· , 7 ·H 7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , , , 77 · 3 3 3 
Diapoei& J 

Adual I • · · · ..'" 
33 · · · · 0 · · · · · ·· 
7K 3 · · · 1 · • · · · · · 

· 1 1 · 0 

•
1L · · · · · · 

· · · 1 1 · · 0 I 1 · · IM 
1 1 3 1 · · 18 

0 
N 

,
• · · · · 

1
• · 

1 
P 

· · · · · · 0 · · 
11 · · I · · · · 0 

11

•
Q 1 3 3 · · · · · • 1 

· · · · · · · · 0•S 13 · 1 · · • I 1 · · · · · • 33 
253 80 463 Ot211728 20 • , 3 1 • I 3 11 • G1068 " 

Table B.7: Discriminant matrix for the large Bayeei&n network ("'s, P = PL) when tested 
on all 1068 teat cues uaing a lleave-out·lOI' training strategy. Error rate =0.383. 

Computer Di~ 

A 
A 100 
B 10 
C I' 
D 3 

B 
7 

41 
05 
· 

C 

"17 
IGO 

7 

D E 
3 

· · • 1 
20 · 

F G 

• 437 1 

I' 3 

· , 

-• 13 
3, 1 
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· 

· 
· 

.. 
· 
1 
· 

- M 
3 
· 
· 

· · 

N 

· 
0 

· 
1 

p Q 
· 
· 

· 

• , 
· 5 

· 
· ~ 

209 

'" (IO 

18 

Actual 

E 
F 
G 
H 
I 

· 

• 1 
33 · 
11 1 
11 1 

3 · , 1, , 
1 · 

· 

0 

• 

· 
•• 

, 
1 
1 

7 
71 

1 
I' 

· · 
· 7 
3 •• • · 

· 
· 

· 
· 
· · 

· 
· 

· 
· 
· 

· 
· 

· 
· 

· 

· 
· 

· 
· 
· 
· 
1 

· 
· 

· 
I 

3.. 
13> 

".. 
Diagnmn. J 1 · · · • 11· 1 · · · · · I 3 

K 1 I · · · · 1 1 3 · · · I 7 
L 

M 
N 

3, 
· 
1 

· 

· 
· 
1 

· 
· 
· 

· 1 · 
3, 3 

1 
1 
3 

· 
· 
· 
1 

0 · • 
· 3 

· · 
· 

· 
· 
· 

· 
· 

3

• 
1. 

0 · · · · · · · 1 · 0 · 1 
P · · · 1 · · · · · · 0 1 
Q 1 · 1

• · · 
S , · 1 

101 58 432 
1 

4J 

· 
· 
1 

1 · 
· · 
1 , , 

57 )57 30 

1 

1 
57 

1 
3 

· 
· · 
1, 0 

· 
· 
· , 

· 

3 

· 
· 

1 

7 

· 
· • • 

· 
0 
· 

11

•
1 32 ,... 
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126 APPENDIX B. DISCRIMINATION MATRICES 

Table B.S: Di.c.riminant matrix for the ftowchart program (tPF) when tested on aJl 1068 
test caaea. Error ra.te = 00404. 

ComplloLer Diap~ 

A B C D E F G . n N 0 P q B S- · M,A 135 1 7 - 2 - - 2 - 209, " ,• B ...• "" - 3 - - - - - 
_ 0110C 22 24. 140 10 1 • 1 3 1 - - - - - " 

D 12 - - 1 2 - - - - - - - 38 

, ·.. •E - - 2 - - - - - - - 2 
F 7 1 :w 1 1 - 1 - - - - - - 50 

_ 129.. •• 3
1 

- ... • ,• 
G 1 1 - 1 

29 
Ac'ua.l 1 1 - 3 7 - - 1 - <I 

H 3 1 - 3 , l' , - - - - 
l' • • - - 

2 - - - - - 1 - - - - Di&&boU J 
2 - - - - 1 - - • - 1 - - - 3 - , 

3 
K 
L - - - 1 ,1 - - • - - -

7 

,M , - - 1 - - - - 1 I 
18 

0 
N 1 - - 1 3 - - - 1 - - 

1- - - - - -
, 
- - - - 1 • - -  ,P - - - - 1 - 1 - • - - 

q 7 2 - - - - I - - - - - 1 - - 11 
0 

S 
B , I 

- - 0 
- - - - 2 - - - - - - • 22 

277" 84. 404 30 2 5S 103 4] .. 1 , 0 , , 1 1 I • o1068 

Ta.ble B.9: Discriminant ma.trix for iterative pa.rtitioni.ng (tP/, a = 26.0) when tested on all 
1068 tell cues using & 'leave-out~lOl' training strategy. Error late = 0.417. 

CoaIPIlLer Diap<>lM 
A B C D E F G H 1 J K L M N 0 P q B S 

A 147 , 12 I , 2 - - - - - - - 3  209,2 " 
B - - - - I "" 17 
C " 11 S61 , 7 , - 1 - - - - - , - 410" 
D • '1 0 0 - - - - -  ,E - - I - • - - - - - - - - I -

38 

, ,F 18 1 II - - 10 - 1 - - - - - - - 50 
G 61 • , - 3 O. , 2 - - - 1 - - 129 
H - 1 - 1 , 1 - , - - - - - 29 

AdD.... 1 .."
, 

1 - 1 • , • •
- - - - - - <I,Dilpom J 1 - 1 - - - 1 - - - - - - - 

,7K - - 0 - 
L , - - - - - , - , - • - 

3 - - - - - - - - • - - - 1 •M
N 7 - I - • I - 3 - - -  18•
0 11 - - - - - - - • 

1 - - - - - - - - - - • 1 
Q 
P

• 1 - - - - - - - 1 - - 11
2 

B - - - - - - - - - - - • - •
S • 2 2 - - • - 1 - - • 22 

4.24 I< o 39 131 11 0 0 o I< 0 1 1068'" &2 • o • •" 
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Table B.lO: Discriminant ma.trix for tbe exempl.&r model. (.p8) when tested on all 1068 teat 
c.ases using a 'leave-aut-lOI' training strategy. Error raie =0.428. 

Complllw DiagIl"lllill 

Adual 

A 
An

• 3 
C 12 
D 
E · 
F 3 
G 19 
H , 
I , 

B C D 
7 19 , 

•• 16 1 
11 B8. , 

· ·,.· 2 · 
1 • , 
1 • • · 1 · 
1 · 

E 
1 

· 
3 

· 
0 
1 

· 

F G 
T 31, 2, 3, 

17 •, .. 
3 T 
2 T 

B 1 
3 35 

· 1, 
· 

•
2 "• T 
2 II 

J 
3 

· 

· 

· 
· 
· 

K 
1 

· 
· 
· 

· 
1 

· 

L 
1 
· 
· 
· 
· 
1 
1 

" • 0 
3 T 

1 · 
· · 
· · 
· · 

2, , · 
2 

· 7 · 

p 

1 
· 
· 
· 
· 
2 
1 
· 

Q
• 
2 
· 

1 

, 

R 

· 

· 
· 

· 
· 

S 
7 

· 
1 

· 
1 
5 

1 
Diagn"';'" J 1 · · 0 · · 2 

K 1 1 · · 1 1 1 · · · 2 
L.. 1

• •0 · 

· 
· 
· 
· 

· 
1 
2 
· · 

· 
· 
· 

1 

· 
2 
3 
· 

· 
· 
1 
· 

1 
2 
3 

· 

· · 
0 
· 
· 
· 

0 
1 
1 

1 
1 
2 
· 0 

· · 
1 

P · · · · · 2 · · · · · · 0 

Q 2 1 1 · · · · · · · 7 · 
R 
s 

· 

• · 
· 
2 

· 
2 

· 

• · 
· 
1 

· 
· 

· 
1 

· 
· I 

· 
· 

0 
· 0 

309 

folD" 
..38

2 

129 
29 

"3 
7 

•
2 

"1 
2 

II 
0 

33 
72 437 .. II 4.2 130 13 90 2 , 3 0 , 1 19106813' ·" " 

Table B.ll: DiAcrim.inant matrix for nearest neighbours using the Hamming metric (tPNt 
6 = 61. k = 21) when tested on a.ll1068 test Utle8 U8ing a 'leave-out-lOI' training ~tTategy. 

Error rate = 0.485. 

CompuLer Diagn0ei8 
A B C D E F G p Q R SII " " • 0· · n 

A 122 3 TO 1 II 2 · · · · · · · 20. 
· · · · ··· 

C• 12
• • 

- US" · · · · · · 
D I · JJ • 1 · · · 
E · 2 0 · · · · 
F IT 1 33 · 0 3 · 3 · · 

· · · ·· 1 · · · ·G 1 T · - l211" " 
,. 

7. 

'"38 ..2 

H 17 1 T · · 2 0 2 · · · · · 
Adual I .. 1 3 · · 1 2 · 0 · · · · · " 

DiagnOKi.t J , · 2 · · 1 · 0 · · · "3 
7 

L 2 · · · · · · · 0 · · · 
K 1 1 · 1 · · 0 · · · 

•
2 

T ,I · 1 · · · · 0 · · ·"N 13 · 1 · · · · 0 · · 
0 1 · · · · · · · · · 0 · "1 

1 0P 2 
Q 1 3 T · · · · · · 0 · 

· · 1 · · · · · 
11 

R · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 
S 11 · • 1 2 · · · · · · • 33

". 18 657 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 o1068
3 " " 
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Table 8.12: Discriminant matrix (or independence Bayel <flS. P = PI) when t@stedon aJJ 
1068 test wee and traiDed on lOS ca.&e8 generated from the causal. rule-based system «(Je. 
Te), nainga 'leave-out·lOl' training strategy. Enor ra.te = 0.364. 

Camp.teI" Di~OIis 

A B C 0 E F G H 1 I K L M N 0 p Q R S 

- 2• 22 - 7 7 1 2 2 - - 3 • 209•A " 7 .. - 79B 13 - ·• ..2 - - - - - - - •

C II 11308 1 - 1 - - - - - 1 2 no• 8 • ..3 - 7 27 - - 1 - - - - - - - - 0 

2 - - 2E - 0 - - - - - - - -  ..F 8 1 -27 11 I 2 - - • 2 - - - - 
G 21 - 2 78 2 - - - - - 1 1"• • • • - ,.H II 1 - 1 2 - • 0 • - -

nAdul ( 10 - - - I 13 1 .. - - - - I ,Di-.5uoU I 2 - 1 - - 
( I K I - - - - - - • - - 

•
1L - 2 - - 

M 3 - 1 - - - 1 - - - - - - 
N 3

-
I - •

T 

-
- I - , 

- •
- •- • - - - 1 18

T 

10 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - 
1P - - - 2 - - - - - - - •

Q - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - I. 
R - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • -

11 
0 , 22 

181 66 426 45 5 S2 184 19 46 2 I. 2 2 • 0 • 15 0 9 l(}(iS 
S , - - 2 7 2 1 - 1 - - - - - - 1 

Ta.ble B.13: Discrimina.nt ma.trix for the neural network (,pH, n = 1) when tested au all 
151 teal cases with definite diagDOlN!8. See text for description ot <:.roBs-valida.tion strategy. 
Error ra.te =0.269. 

Compv.ter Diap~
 

A B C D E F G H ( I K L M N 0 P Q R S
 
A 135 7 11 2177
, • 1 •
B 3 08 13 
C , 3 IDe , 2 

1 

-- 322 " 
D 2 8 18 
E , 2 • " 2 
F U 2 3,• 1 
G 18 1 " 
H 1 1 •2 112 ( ( "IT•

.Actual I 12 I 3 1 I 20
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Table B.14: Discriminant matrix for nea.rest neighbours using the Bayea metric (tPK. 6 = 6'n 
k =48) when tested an all 751 tetit cases with definite diagnOBeS. See tex~ for description 
of crOll8-validatioD stra.tegy, Error rate = 0.273. 
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Table B.15: Discriminant matrix for the inferential rule-baaed system (,pR, Q = QI,T = T]) 
when tested. on aJJ 751 test cases with definHe diagnoses. See text fOT description or C1088

Valida.tiOD strategy. Error fOlie = 0.276. 
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130 APPENDIX B. DISCRIMINATION MATRICES 

Table B.16: Djscriminanl maitix for independence Bayes (tPB, P = PI) when tested on all 
751 teet casee with definite diagnoses. See text for de6CCiption of cross-valida.tion straiegy. 
~rror ratoe = 0.289. 
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Table B.18: Di,criminant matrix for Dealest neighbours using the Bayes metric (t/>K. fJ = 6•• 
k = 29) when tested on all 1210 cases in the database using a lleave-aut-one' tra.in.i.ng strAt
egy. Enor rate = 0.310. 
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Table B.19: Discriminant matrix for indepeIldence Bayes (,ps, P =PI) when tested on all 
1270 cases in the database using a 'Iea.ve-out-one' training strategy. Error rate =0.374. 
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